The Cubicle Island

Pirates, Microworkers, Spambots and the venatic lore of clickfarm humor.
The Cubicle Island is a post-digital, conceptual comic book project. It is an experiment with the distributed ramifications of digital labor. The Cubicle Island labors silently through the products of an extremely deskilled textual workforce, both human and non-human, and embraces the epistemic and technological accelerationism put forward by the interconnectedness of the global precarious.

Some history: the digital labor market, Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) was conceptualized and designed by Amazon in 2007. It responded to the need to expand computing infrastructure services in order to overcome the insurmountable technical drawbacks related to the task of merging duplicate product listings on the retailer’s website. Since then, an array of different microtasking platforms and online labor markets burgeoned providing the leverage of the abilities of an unprecedented number of people via the web to perform complex computation. These services allow users to search, select and complete a variety of human intelligence tasks designed by third party contractors looking for a freelance, flexible and often unskilled labor force. The labor activity can be fulfilled at home without any direct management and it ranges from developing databases and filtering images to subscribing to YouTube channels and writing ‘honest’ reviews for Aliexpress.

The term microwork therefore represents a series of small tasks that are completed by many people over the Internet to comprise a large unified project. Microworkers are considered to be the operators of the smallest unit of work in a virtual assembly line. They are most often used to complete tasks that require human intelligence and for which no efficient algorithm has (yet) been devised. Every day, tens of thousands of microworkers sign in to the different online labor markets and individually complete tens or sometimes hundreds of different tasks. Microworkers find themselves in an important moment in the History of Labor; a stepping stone to Artificial General Intelligence’s (AGI’s) exponential acceleration of technology that ‘promises a new era in social and economic abundance’. Microwork, whose distributed (human) deployment, BRICS-outsourced, platform-mediated, zero-hour contract regime with all the perks of minimal transactional frictions and absolute circumvention of applicable minimum wage laws is a sort of a cheap AI. It has been dubbed Artificial Artificial Intelligence (AAI).
Now, there is a twist. Some of these microworkers are programmers. They program bots that are custom made to respond to the most popular tasks published on the online labor markets. They make bots that perform image classification through opencv, others that are good in database aggregations, or that excel in brute-forcing massive website sign-ups, and occasionally DDOS attacks. These bots scan the cheaply secured labor platform hoping to find the task they were designed to complete. They have been dubbed blind hunters; each of them carrying one specialised weapon that can only kill a single species in a vast ecosystem, with meager chances of succeeding, often feeding on roadkill. Spambots simulate human microworkers, themselves simulating Artificial Intelligence.

The Cubicle Island is a project that consists of a few hundred detexted desert island cartoons, for which I have solicited some 17000 textual contributions through the interface of a popular digital labor platform. With varied formulations for each subsequent call, I was explicitly asking microworkers to provide a funny text between 50-70 words for each of these cartoons - with mitigated results. For the entire production I have been following best practices of white and blacklisting. In order to keep spam and bots away, I diligently accumulated records of hundreds of alphanumeric codes that corresponded to each of the platform's microworkers. The first months were painful. Nothing came close to funny. Being a New Yorker cartoonist is after all no easy feat, I learned.

One day, I received a text that was different from the rest: instead of the 70-word blurbs I was used to copy, paste, print out, cut and pin on a wall-to-wall cork board I have expressly installed in my apartment in Athens, there came a 2275-word, multi-page transcript from an interview with Captain Beefheart. This is where I decided to swap my whitelist with the blacklist. By welcoming contributions from the most generic algorithms that were haunting this project from its inception, The Cubicle Island occupies a semantic textual field, an uncanny valley of Artificial Artificial Artificial Intelligence (AAAI).

Without sacrificing the cartoon’s semantic complexity and reader engagement, The Cubicle Island puts the emphasis of comics in their (digitally) distributed, partly human labor. The percolation of the comic strip units through the reader swarm of the digital factories and their cheap algorithmic surrogates, calls into question the primacy of the punchline and the drawing as the defining factors of the cartoon format and the comic industry. In the age of surveillance, capitalism’s selective transparency, The Cubicle Island thematizes new formations of labor and leisure (the newly coined playbor). The Cubicle Island is a durational performance based on 50 years of desert island press cartoons that highlights the extreme isolation that comes with new regimes of work in the making of an international class of precarious cognitive workers.

Ilan Manouach
“To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research.”
“YOU have to design your own price tag for the world.”
“Siri, delete Mom from my contacts.”
I am here by giving a short information of an island nearby my home which is vanishing. Mundroothuruthu or Munroe is an island village in Kerala’s Kollam district, which is located at the confluence of the Ashtamudi lake and the Kallada river. Due to the ferocious tidal waves, these islets are fast submerging and are about to vanish from the map. Already, over 430 families have abandoned their homes and fled to the opposite shore.
“His smile and optimism. Gone.”
"We want to get our people off of welfare and back to work."
“99 percent of lawyers give the rest a bad name.”
“Have you ever felt like you seat on the seashore, fishing, waiting for a big enough fish to come by, or just enough small ones to fill your bucket for today? If so, there’s a good chance you’ve been a microworker at some point of your life.”
“Go on. Feel my t-shirt. It’s made of boyfriend material.”
“I don’t want to adult, today I want to bunny.”
“Hate the game, not the playa, Mitch.”
“Hi uncle! Out of my all relatives you are the most disgusting and hateful. You are a drinker, selfish. I hate you the most.”
“In this picture the guy is very optimistic. He always wants to stay in relax mood. That’s why he thought If I give water and food to tree, then tree will grow very fast. After that I will hang a pendulum between two tree and romance with my wife or illegal girl friend. This is the main motive of this guy.”
“I knew the second I met you that there was something about you I needed. Turns out it wasn’t something about you at all. It was just you.”
“A cultural universal as discussed by Emile Durkheim, George Murdock, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Donald Brown and others, is an element, pattern, trait, or institution that is common to all human cultures worldwide. Taken together, the whole body of cultural universals is known as the human condition.”
“Dear Jonny Cohen, I find your graphics good but it lacks on attention to details and less interesting to audience. If I may suggest you could bring some more detail and an art that will relate to audience like a more familiar character which still resembles your style. In regards to the story and humor I think you can use some up to date events that audience can relate easily more easy to catch humor, something like that but with deeper meaning.”
“Ranjan, is awesome. Whether it be office or function at home he is always very cool and with the positive attitude. That’s one good quality over the bodily attraction.”
“I don’t know it looks like – you didn’t understand the concept of freedom Sally.”
“Try the avocado of the betrayal, people!”
“Oh silent sea, oh azure sea, I’m spellbound by your depths. You live, you breathe with turbid love, With thoughts that never rest. Oh silent sea, oh azure sea, Reveal to me deep mysteries: What moves your boundless breast? How breathes your labouring chest? Do the far-off shining heavens Draw you from your earthly strife, When, filled with sweet and secret life, You bask in their radiant presence? Their azure brightness floods your face, You burn with the rising and setting sun, The clouds are gold in your embrace, The glittering stars and you are one.”
“White people are too afraid to eat gluten, but will go do shit like this.”
“Friend: Can I come over?  
Real friend: I am coming over.”
“We are not going-back-in people. We are barely show-up-in-the-first-place people.”
“So Matthew Zapruder’s recent ‘Understanding Poetry Is More Straightforward Than You Think’ spurred both my Teacher-Self and my Poet-Self.”
“The allegory is perhaps that sometimes our dreams cannot become true. And sometimes it’s for the best.”
“The Dutch have a brilliant solution to public urination.”
“Football is, after all, a wonderful way to get rid of your aggressions without going to jail for it.”
“Do I know you? Cause you look exactly like my next girlfriend.”
“It’s normal. Your brain is entering a phase that science now understands is literally crazy. The things people regret as elders from their teens is pretty typical thus far in my analysis. Google/read/ask old people around you. The Walmart greeters - ask them. People old enough to be a grandparent usually are easier to talk to and ask these kinds of questions from than your parents. Don’t be afraid to ask questions - ask all the weird and embarrassing questions you want to ask - find an old person and ask away. Don’t assume you’ll grow old. That’s the biggest mistake kids make - that they’ll live to old age. Statistically you probably will so don’t get an anxiety attack about it. But don’t assume, learn to recognize when you are assuming versus when you need to ask more questions. Even if you don’t know who to ask, ask in a journal or in your private soul. Don’t ever let the madness in your brain tell you to do something that could lead to death. Always ask yourself when peer pressure happens - will this lead to me or someone else dying or at least is there a 10% chance of greater of someone getting injured? Don’t risk it yet - it’s like in a good game of Texas hold ‘em... hold ‘em. It’s not time to bet the whole house” but you’re entering the hardest part of your life you ever will enter. Now - I’m not even middle age- so maybe it gets harder after this but so far, my 16-21 ages were the worst of all and just get through it. Get through it with your virginity, your brains, your integrity, all intact. Plus - I know they all tease you about virginity, but in the end - we all know it’s super hot to date a virgin.
“My fantasy is those bodybuilder girls that are like 250 pounds of pure muscle. Oh my god. Talk about a death grip. You heard about choking the chicken, she is trying to snap the head off.”
“Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile because it happened.”
“You don’t need everyone to love you, just a few good people.”
“When your kid is telling you they need this for chemistry class, they are lying.  
#BackToSchoolShopping #I dont Think So #ThursdayThoughts”
“Unelegant Rambahadur: (In hurry) bye bye, I am angry with you because you didn’t welcome me properly. You provide me the cot in field of wheet.”
“As everyone knows monkeys are also the same species of human. So they also have the same add[i]tion towards sex.”
“Being alone is simple! But being lovable is a hard thing.”
“I am a music loving person. Very kind hearted person who loves pets.”
“Expect No reward for serving the wicked.”
“Cupid has its own rules and sense of humour.”
“When I lose my mom at the store.”
“What’s a Crypto Bounty and why should you care.”
“These clever comebacks are guaranteed to leave a scar.”
“MY HUSBAND IS DEAD. I don’t want to remarry. I only want sex. See my pussy. Click HERE.”
“But as Darwin observed on his round-the-world voyage on the Beagle, the actual distribution of animal life is quite different.”
“First I fill colour in picture blue colour for sea green colour for tree and other related colour for remain picture. Colour will make picture beautiful. Then I write different comment in picture and conversation between two people like ‘save me’ or ‘help me’ I also give some tile to this picture to make it perfect. Like wonderful island or wonderful sea. Title will make picture perfect and it give some message to people.”
“I shared a post on my facebook profile page as Amresh insaa. There are many post related to it. http://prtsca. ca/i/Uh4OyT How to survive a bear attack http://prtsca. ca/i/Uh4NjW With bear attacks on the rise in many parts of the world, here’s a look at how to meet a black, brown or polar bear and come out alive.”
“You don’t have to pray before every meal if you never stop eating!”
“Hi Anish, At this very minute, thousands of men and women from all over the world are using SFI to get out of debt, improve their lifestyles, buy new cars, pay for a child’s college education, retire early, and more. By now, with over three weeks in SFI, you’ve hopefully begun to see just how amazing SFI really is! If you’re having any trouble getting started, don’t hesitate to contact your upline support team: Your Sponsor: Shane Patton (Shanepatton9@gmail.com) Your Co-Sponsor: N/A Your upline Team Leader(s): N/A And don’t forget about our exclusive training course for new affiliates here: https://www.sfimg.com/LaunchPad If there’s anything else we can assist you with, please stop by our 24-hour Support Desk at: http://support.sfimg.com Have a great day! SFI Welcome Tea.”
“In the end, you will realize most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly.”
“It’s the classic thing of tragedy plus time equals comedy.”
“The body of a newborn baby is the most beautiful and delicate. They are all free from the dust and dirt of this world. Their body is fresh and are also pure from inside.”
“When she stops uploading pictures with her boyfriend and you begin your investigation.”
“Well sugar, it’s just a job. You don’t have to like what you do.”
“The picture CNN doesn’t want you to see.”
“You know, despair doesn’t really go with what you are wearing.”
"The picture depicts the drummer and saxophone player were deserted in an island. But the sea was not properly drawn as it is looking more like a beach by looking at it. There is no point that a band would go to play in such an island. The band should have audience to play in front so it would be better if it is on the sea shore and thousands of people gather in front to watch the sea waves and listen to the band."
“Its not clear from the cartoon what is artist’s message. Whether he wants to see the desperate need of partner when one is abandoned or desire of one seeking the fulfillment of one’s deep feeling for someone. I would suggest the artist to add more details and objects in the drawing. This will help reader understand what artists thinks through the aspect’s of artist’s drawing style. I would try to make my message clear.”
"Has science gone too far?"
“Apparently the artist worked 23 years to complete this artwork. It’s regarded as the best artwork in the world right now. Turn it upside down and see why.”
“I am goofy AF and I love to play around but don’t get it twisted I’m slightly psycho and I got attitude problem so test me if you want.”
“How To Get Battle Pass for FREE [SEASON 4] FORTNITE FREE BATTLE PASS! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUXEux-2JllQ&lc=UgzOJ4am7Kvd9-FerZB4AaABAgComment URL.”
“I don’t know what he is supposed to be, but he’s doing such a great job.”
“First of all to make this drawing successful I will add some color to it, with the main idea to give it more life and make it more appealing to the reader, secondly I will add a boat or a ship at the back of the drawing specifically on the sea, so you give more life to this painting, and finally a parrot so it will be definitely more fun and amusing.”
“The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of wonder forever.”
“It’s not the fall that kills you, Suz; it’s the sudden stop at the end.”
“Dear Brass, I got your comic and it’s pretty hilarious but also a bit cliché, I want you to continue but also find your own humor and define your art style and stick with it therefore you’ll get better at both drawing and your humor style. Keep doing what you do, you have great days ahead of you.”
“Perfect women don’t exi-”
“You can’t choose your family, but you can ignore their messages.”
“Don’t miss: A Google Street View Murder Prank.”
"I told my uncle about Photoshop. He sent me this a week later."
“Two Close Friends Went Exploring In A Desert Island. What They Found is Chilling.”
“Today my 3 friends and their girlfriends are left from my house. 3 days before they came at my house an."we enjoyed a lot. At the time of I told the."We are very today, We enjoy a lot last 3 days. Now I am praying”to God you people will be happy and no need to go doctor for pregnancy test, and also you people will marry within 3 months.”
“The current state of human beings on the earth is that they rule every other beings on the earth because of their high intelligence and social understanding.”
“That’s a pretty good drawing, right? You just enjoyed one of Adolf Hitler’s artworks.”
“If you are singing along to a song on the radio there are good chances you are singing along with thousands of people.”
“I won’t lie. This is definitely me, when I’m horny.”
“What religion is this? “
“Things that need to end in 2019.”
"I don't suffer from insanity. I enjoy every minute of it."
“Have you dreamed this man? Thousands see this man in their dreams every night. Are you one of them.”
“It’s called “splashdamage” crybabies. Suck it up or go whine to the cleric.”
“Hey, is your father a dacoit? I asked this because baby you really look like a bomb to me. The bomb which is filled with so many intoxicated substances in it. The presence of you in here is magical and I want to be with you till the end.”
“Like if you belong to the best generation of the 90’s babies (:)”
“Unexpected texts from your crush.”
“Hey atheists! If God doesn’t exist, how does YOUR science explain that?”
What's the best sex you ever had?
Me:
“Extensive scientific research shows that this is the last image the human brain creates at the point of death. Could this be God himself?”
“ISIS Releases New Hostage Video.”
“The Alt-Right has a new symbol and it’s everywhere.”
“This is the ideal male body. You may not like it but this is what peak performance looks like.”
“Real Image of a 5 week old aborted fetus... what the liberals don't want you to see. #chooselife”
“Drawing style simple with deep meaning. 
Tags: #Trouble #Unlucky #notme #why me.”
“Before AutoTune there were people who had a gift. It’s called singing.”
“Dear Joseph Farris, It’s a very beautiful picture. I think, it will be more gorgeous if we use some colours. Because colour is the most important thing for any art. I also suggest that, art quality should improve this way we can get a perfect picture. thank you.”
“ATTENTION PARENTS: Please be checking your kids meals from McDonald’s. I found this in a happy meal.”
“I’d honestly rather walk into someone’s home and see a giant flashing neon svastika on the wall than this bullshit.”
"When you talk someone about race and they don’t like your bias VS when they do."
“This is what porn stars look without makeup.”
“You’re systemic and I’m pulmonary. Though we may be divided, together we are one.”
“I get all Kluver-Bucy around you.”
“Do you think the world looks like this? Think again.”
“Just a warning, I act inappropriate sometimes.”
“6 Reasons LGBT cafes should exist.”
“There is nothing romantic about an Amish couple enjoying a candle lit dinner.”
“The Xbox community in one picture.”
“Contrary to popular belief, science has found there is only one gender, and it’s this.”
“Undying love at its finest.”
"If you can't bring out my ugly laugh, then you are not funny."
“Vaya con Dios, bitch.”
“This Bengali film is a deep dive into the lush melodrama of Douglas Sirk along with a dramatic examination of the transitory nature of romantic passions found in Max Ophüls all set in the world of the Bengali film industry. The frame of reference for western cineastes to the sensibilities of the Bengali film An Unfinished Letter (Iti Mrinalini) would be a deep dive into the lush melodrama of Douglas Sirk along with a dramatic examination of the transitory nature of romantic passions found in Max Ophüls, all set in the world of Bengali intellectuals and the region’s film industry. In other words, it’s not a movie for the Bollywood crowd, despite its movie world setting. It’s heavy-duty melodrama with a fatalistic impulse that ties every tragedy into larger events within the subcontinent while exploiting the presence of two lovely icons of India’s film world.”
“Things I am bad at doing: singing.
Things I do a lot: sing.”
“There is a guy named Ben who sits just behind me and he is always sad, one day I asked the reason then he replied that he lost his favourite car. But I didn’t find this reason worthy of being so sad. One should never focus so much in materialistic things.”
“I nearly did this once! Except instead of air kisses, I was talking to my friend and the guy isn’t watching where he was going and we both fell down and our lips like brushed against each other! It was weird.”
“I thought, well, time to earn my day’s norm in MW. Summer is always good in terms of how easy it can be done, and jobs like this help out a lot. Then I do this particular task, I think, maybe it’s for some guy who writes articles (hence the illustrations), and may be in need of some fresh ideas from people around the globe, which I am glad to provide each time, as it’s a welcome distraction from more tedious tasks, which usually doesn’t require a single speck of brain power.”
“It’s digitally drawn and it looks beautiful.”
“The artist is very expert in free hand drawing. The artist drew the cartoon image very simply but it looks very gorgeous. The picture is drawn in a white paper with black colored pencil. I think it is a complete cartoon picture.”
“If I was an artist then i made this picture very clear. The dress of both lover and beloved are very simple. The flower could be give by man not by woman. The seen of love purpose could be in any good park not alone. The man eyes are very horror and the eye of girl also very big. The eyes of both people would be leaned by shame. The sun could be very attractive.”
“Microworkers is like a sea of desire, like an oasis rising from a sandy wasteland. It is as clear and crystal as blue water and a wide open sea of opportunities.”
“#ClassicDrawing with Simplistic reality of a lady on a stranded island with no food water. Trying to ease days with ideas with useable tools and adjusting with the eco-system, surviving on coconuts. Totally calm wind ocean and a coconut. some women survivor of a shipwreck lost in the vast ocean. calm smooth violing artist. Playing violin to forget all the worries and find happiness on the island.”
“First, share this page on open Facebook account: http://www.hildeangel.com.br/o-casamento-de-ontem-de-dadado-e-cecilia/. Mark Dadado Veiga and make some nice comment. Get print-screen. Login to your Youtube channel. Go to https://bit.ly/2zGzeIg 3. Watch the full video. Rate the video (Like, Thumbs up, etc). Then, go to Quora.com. Post a Crypto currency related question - Write your own question. Note: You must have an Instagram account to perform this task. Go to https://www.instagram.com/p/BlazDajBF-H/. Leave the comment listed below exactly..."
“Dear Uncle, I hope this letter finds you in the best of health and spirits. Uncle, I thank you very much for the Titan Quartz wrist watch you sent me on my birthday. In fact, I received many presents but yours was the best. As I did not have a wrist watch, I was planning to buy one. The watch sent by you is really very beautiful and has been admired by all. It will make me punctual and now I will not be late to board my school bus. It will always remind me of your love for me. We all missed you on my birthday. I once again thank you for sending me the most cherished present on my birthday. Pay my regards to Aunt and Norah. Your loving Nephe.”
“The most beautiful pages that the human soul has dictated to human genius. A drawing that can be computed by a short algorithm typically exhibits strong relationships between the whole and its parts, essentially because the same short pieces of code have to be used repeatedly to generate all parts of the drawing.”
“I like work. It fascinates me. I sit and look at it for hours.”
“This drawing is a fast hand drawn drawings. I think the little girl in the drawing is peo, she an hero in canadian animated series doodlez. She is an adventure girl so this drawing express his courage character.”
“Where did I put my keys?”
“Look at you. Today will be just as disappointing as any other day, I guess. That’s what you do - you disappoint people. All this birthday planning? It’s gonna be a failure. What did I ever host? I’m not a host, I’m a guest! No one’s ever been to my house. They’ll never come to me. And even the ones who would, they’ll find it extremely unpleasant. You know what? I’m gonna call everyone and cancel the whole thing! Spare myself a load of shame.”
“Don’t ask creator to guide your footsteps if you’re not willing to move your feet.”
“Hey mate, have you heard about a... What's it called?.. Quantitative easing? No mate, don’t think I did. Well, some wise guy talked about it before the storm... He said it’s ‘a painful process, but the one that needs to be applied in any successful economy... You know what I think now? Whatever happens, at least we’re safe from any painful processes for now, mate!”
“What happened dude. Shit dude, I think a mermaid’s bone stuck in my teeth.”
“I am Jack cypress, 28 years old and I am from Chennai, India. I like hear Indian music, I am a big fan of A. R. Rahman. I like to go for long drive with hearing music with full volume. My other hobby is reading. I like to read Harry Potter like stories and all fancy stories as well.”
“Keywords: when anyone spend sad time, once upon a time in coconut tree, sad time spend in see beach, alone sat on a coconut tree.”
“I’m Ryaz. Sweet Cute and sometimes angry person. I am a decent boy but my problem is when I get hurt I hurt back everyone whom I know.”
“Down the memory lane while I walk through, I gave glance to my past, found few sad moments few happy moments, I again start walking towards my future keeping my happy moments as my treasure.”
“Hi, my name is Devaraj, I belongs to Bhopal and I am currently pursuing engineering from Sagar Institute of research and technology. I did my schooling from Navanith school Bhopal. My hobbies are making poetry and helping needy people. My strength are I am optimistic and trustworthy person.”
“The given link does not open any cartoon page. The link leads to 404. Not Found. The page you are trying to access does not exist.”
“What the hell it's stack me down here. Though this is such a beautiful place, I don't have any idea to improve it up and get out of this trouble. I lost my everything except those damn shit thing. [I do this kind of task first time. If not meet your requirement, Please give me a chance to revise this task].”
William: Why you people are doing this?
Outside 1: Ha ha We want money. I know your father having lot of money.
William: How much you people want?
Outside1: 1 lakh dollar.
William: This is too much. I will not.
Outside1: No. we don’t know. Your father will give.
William: No man this is not correct I didn’t harm you.
Outside2: We didn’t harmed your father. Two days ago we gone to a hotel after that late night he did bad things.
William: What he did?
Outside 2: We can’t tell but we will show you our back side situation.
“Hi dirty uncle, How is your useless life is going on? When you get time in between the routine dirty activities, you may visit our home. I will prepare special dish with rotted eggs. If you hesitate to leave, we will present a gift with sticks on your back.”
“No man is an island, the old saying goes.”
“Roses are Red, Violets are Blue, A Face Like Yours, Belongs to Zoo, Don’t You Worry, I’ll Be There Too, Not in The Cage, Laughing in Front of You!!”
“Roommate: Hi, my name is John. I’m your new roommate.”
“Sagittarius-born are able to transform their thoughts into concrete actions and they will do anything to achieve their goals.”
“The science and man’s brain has developed enough to fly a plane, but some people are still in underdeveloped stage, they are only starting to invent things from 1.”
“Keywords: sun, resting, warmth, peace, beach.”
“Work from home for millennials.”
“Do not search for god anywhere. God is nowhere but in you.”
“Yesterday I saw Belgium vs Japan Fifa World Cup match. Great atmosphere, good organization. But honesty, I don’t like Russian fans, because they respect only themselves. But happy that games are so good to enjoy.”
“You can make a million excuses for why something didn’t go well, but ultimately, just fix it and get on with it. Be a solutions person.”
“Due to lack of friends, I had to hang out with the janitor and people thought it was weird.”
“https://shinchanchan.com
it is watch on hungama channel.”
“On my opinion, this drawing is good but to make it successfull I must show the background of that Image like hills or other background. "And as shown It is not clear what Image means so to make it meaningfull well, I would like to add caption at bottom that explain it."Make image very smooth as good artist make drawing like Picture taken camera, so will be good if it is smooth as possible.”
“My name is Amresh Kumar, Address c 1890 street 13 amar vihar vikas kunj loni district Ghaziabad Uttar pradesh India pincode 201102. I have completed My 10th class from savitri samajwadi ucchtar madhyamik vidyalaya chhatob raebareli. I have completed 10+2 in above school. I am graduated from Feeroze ghandhi Degree college Raebareli. My subject in Graduation Hindi English and military science. Currently I am online worker and business man. I am married and I have a she child called Ladli.”
“Going to church doesn’t make you a Christian any more than standing in a garage makes you a car.”
“God grant me the courage not to give up what I think is right even though I think it is hopeless.”
“I am a young man! yet I don’t look handsome, I am not so rich as expected by girls - what should I do with this life of mine!!.”
“The cartoon shows clearly the experience of being nature our prisoner. Instead of that we have to make nature our mother. If this is not done soon, day will come when there will be no one on earth to witness the days.”
“My name is Julia. Born and raised in Delhi. I am a Writer. I have completed MBA. We are six in my family. My Strength are my analytical approach and takes Initiative to work independently, Good leadership skill, Adaptable to any kind of situation in estranged group & Helping tendency. I don’t like to say my weakness, but I like to say scope for improvement that is I wont leave any task incomplete. I believe in myself and I want perfection in everything. My hobbies are travelling, reading, playing outdoor sports and listening to music. My ethic is: ‘I never neglect an opportunity for my improvement.’”
"There is no file upload feature here. https://prnt.sc/k3zrmb."
“Keywords: best drawing, best drawing for kids, best drawing in the world, best drawing in the world compilation.”
“No upload feature here. https://prnt.sc/k5m8hn”
“Better a crowded hut than a lonely mansion.”
“When you are riding in your friends car and they start playing country music.”
“Great to see that ancient knowledge is being passed down to generations succesfully.”
“Family Vacation to Tropical Island Being planned even as the cold winter ends its chilly days, opening up new life for the tropical state of mind.”
“I never got ice cream when I was a kid. My mom would just pour milk into a bowl, call me into the room, and say, “Well, you’re too late…it’s melted.”
“Doodh si safedi Nirma se Aaye...
Rangeen kapde bhi Khil khil jaaye...
Sabki pasand Nirma...
Washing powder Nirma.
I just love this song and the washing powder as well.”
Boss: We need someone for this Job, who is Responsible.
Shaggy: Sir, your search ends here, in my previous job, whenever anything went wrong, they said I am Responsible..."
“Hi dear, I am your husband’s ex-girlfriend. Once he considered me as his wife itself. Even now, maybe I was in his deeper parts of the heart. Because nobody can forget the first girl they touched. Touched means, a sexual relationship. I was his everything at that time. Until I am living for him, without inviting any others to my life. Can you please give him back? It is my request since still, I love him.”
"You smell like trash, can I take you out?"
“My Dear Mom & Dad,
Your darling is doing good here,
Next week I am coming back, I have one month study holidays.
This week we are going for a outing.
Dont worry I will not do any naughty things,
I will come back safely.
Love YOU.
with love, Danu.”
“30 days in the middle of the ocean. Boxes are keep on coming. The books are keep on coming...This is the original series of the movies. Latest game updates. Brand new gadgets. Sexy features. Latest magazines. Can I eat this?”
“The last goal hit by Neymr Jr was so freaking awesome. I would have danced in the middle of the field.”
“One day me and my girlfriend came in a park. We are enjoying lot and feeling very well. Suddenly my girlfriend told me we Will play a game. The game was questions and answers. First I asked who is the most loveable person of your? She told me. After sometime she asked me tell me the most exquisite body? I told butterfly. She asked me why butterfly not me.”
“The company at which I work is a huge company with lots of people. I have been working there for about 6 months. For last 2 months I haven’t been assigned any work and still being paid. Nobody except me knows this and I am feeling alone and afraid that I will be caught and expelled for telling this to my authorities. I am very afraid and don’t know how to avoid them.”
“It’s breathtaking as I’m ugly!!! Nor did it seem that I was that coveted young man in high school for women, I was loved, envied. Today I look like a barrel full of lard. How could I have become this marmot? what happened with me? I do not recognize myself anymore. I’ve become a loser, unsuccessful, ugly, out of money. I have not had the presence of a woman for three years, I have become contemptible.”
“I have come here to chew bubblegum and kick ass... and I’m all out of bubblegum.”
“The drawing of the picture of cartoon is very simple. The artist have tried to make the picture very good and eye catchable that is a significant sign of a successful artist.”
“Hey Nixon... Where are you? Please come back...”
“https://motu.patlu.cartoon.com
it is watch on nick channel.”
"Hello friends good evening, welcome back again. Today is a wonderful day for all the people who enjoy party. A new club will open tonight. For their inaugural offers is exciting. The peoples visit today in the club, they have completely free food and beverages unlimited. Beverages include costly and rarely liquors only."
“My entire family’s coming for the holidays.”
“Dear artist, This is a lovely drawing you have drawn... Deepening nerves around you through this drawings is your best move... The man on this island shows the loneliness and hunger of a person who have been lost in the middle of nowhere... A creative humorous one! Kids are gonna love this cartoon... I encourage you to engage in your spirit to draw more drawings which will en-light the minds of those people like you.”
Women: What’s my today prediction what i will get today?
Astrologist: Today you got some coconuts and a lot of sands and some fishes.
“I"m not saying it was aliens, but it was Aliens!”
“When you are so tired, eerything is funny.”
“Are you a campfire? Cause you are hot and I want s’more.”
“The picture drawn only from single line. It is a very creative work.”
Psychiatrist: What keeps you up at night?
Me:
“God must love stupid people. He made SO many.”
“Efficiency is a highly developed form of laziness.”
"Hospitality: making your guests feel like they’re at home, even if you wish they were.”
“Jesus loves you, but everyone else thinks you’re an asshole.”
“I am simple and friend loving guy. I want to make lot of friends as well as make money from FB.”
“I don’t have an attitude; I have a personality you can’t handle.”
“Dear parents, I stay up late, have a messy room, LIVE on my laptop, am lazy and always texting, but I am NOT the only teenager that acts like that.”
“Four Keywords: Best picture, Best drawing, Students under the tree, shadowful tree.”
“Send revised task please. Link shows 404 error.”
“If your kids get this for Halloween, its not candy. For the safety of our children, please share.”
“That is like a piece of cake for me. I work as an executioner in the Central Jail of India.”
“Have you ever noticed that person sitting on your left always talks first in cartoon?”
Pete: Yeah, don’t worry about that, ma’am. As I did a lot of pirate downloads, I know very well that they are going to find us, I’m not using a VPN, are you? Yep, I thought so.
“When the DJ plays an absolute banger.”
“There are two types of bureaucrats in the federal bureaucracy: political appointees... appoint approximately 2,000 people to top positions within the federal bureaucracy.... The president usually receives nominations and suggestions from party... Charles Julius Guiteau, a strong supporter of the spoils system, grew angry...”
“I am a teacher and finds immense pleasure in teaching small kids. I introduce them to the new happenings in the world and make them aware of the new and amazing facts. It sthr most happiest job ever.”
“Here is a great morale of natural science in this picture. Here is very heavy rain around the saint or monk but he still safe by nature. Because nature have provide him a tree onto whom he climb and safe in the water around in the flood. The root of tree also is provide the movement to monk or saint. So that he can go to any bank safely. So mean to say that we should be believe on God or natural intelligence.”
“Respected Sir, You may be my boss. But it doesn’t imply that I am your employee all the time. Outside the organization you are just a third person to me. So give me the necessary respect when I am outside of your organization.”
“I cannot change another person. I let others be who they are, and I simply love who I am. I am as bad as the worst, but, thank God, I am as good as the best. Only batteries have pluses and minuses.”
“The artist has a simple yet bold style which adds to the beauty of the image. No colour has been used in the drawing. The lines are sharp and elegant which reflect the comfortable imagery depicted in the picture. Overall there is a fine balance between detail and the tree as compared to other more plain background images.”
“Don't Judge a Book by Its Cover.”
"Alien is one type of living species, living in another planet like human being. They are very talent than human being. They visit the earth oftenly also. But don’t know what’s the reason why another planet alien coming to the earth. Alien is sometime very dangerous to human being. But no one saw alien."
“When you had an awesome dream but in the morning you can’t remember it.”
“No any color is used to draw the picture. The picture is so nice to look at because it is neat and clean picture. The picture is very artistic. It can be marked 10 on 10.”
“HI, I am Renjith R from India. I am a full time worker in a small private firm. My father is a business man and my mother is a home maker. I was completed my engineering degree course in a private college. My hobbies are playing outdoor games...”
“I am getting hungry for something other than food.”
“When somebody calls your bestfriend their bestfriend.”
“I am extremely thankful for such a delicious dish but unfortunately I may not be able to have it because of some personal reasons. I would be thankful to you ever for this great dish and will cherish the memories forever.”
“A man was stoned for drawing this picture of Mohammad. Please share. Don’t let his death be in vein.”
“When you are in the middle of an exam and the professor is explaining something to someone.”
“The monkey is thinging about him and he is revenge him so the monkey is take a revenge so monkey is trying to kill him.”
“The pattern of the drawing style of the artist is very unique. He has used all geometrical shapes to draw this painting. The entire island is drawn improvising a triangle. The stem of the tree is made of several rectangles and squares and the leaves are made of triangles multiple times. The sun and the fruits of the trees also made cy circles. The man relaxing under the tree is also uniquely.”
“As we lay up our boats for the winter, we had our end-of-season board meeting of the sailing club. We made our resolutions for next year, in particular having repairs done to the winch and the addition of a light winch for catamarans and dinghies reserved to the club. It’s quite hard to haul a boat up the ramp by hand, and mine is a very light vessel, a little heavier now with its wooden mast, gaff and boom. We discussed getting the boat license for those who didn’t yet have it – coastal and then offshore. It’s essential for each of us to have the capability of going on a rescue mission with the club’s Zodiac. Of course, some rescues have to be left to the professionals, but I’d be willing to risk my neck to save a life – within reason. I have already done so! The expression – ‘Worse things happen at sea!’ – is so true… Also, some of us would like to graduate from dinghies and really go to sea! These are good folk. Some of us who go sailing for pleasure, and others go fishing in motor boats, and others are just lovers of the sea.”
“I have never seen such an exquisite person in my life, John is so positive even if I am very depressed - talking to him make me charged always.”
“My name is Mr. Patil Poddar, my date of birth is 12-12-1912, I am very good writer. I resided at 15th Top Rated beautiful lady road, Near Red Light Area, Kolkata 77. My hobby is climbing tree. I am very bright student, Tomorrow my first poetry will finish, which was started 10 years back. Poetry length is 4 lines.”
“Saint person are source of attraction who are real preacher about truth can attract people by their any word, because their preaching have include love and truth contentment, happiness, energy light, realization that is base of people searching. They love to each other. Because they known that no anybody is detached all are attached the divine power. If he say oh my dear child who is dead then dead child stand up which is stunt for everybody.”
“Exotic dishes are yummy and healthy but right now eating any more will make my stomach to blast out and more over I am diabetic patient so exotic dish is not possible doctor suggested to maintain distance from food as much as possible.”
“When your teacher makes the corniest joke, but you need that A hard.”
“Wandering two guys who are trapped in an island without no food, shelter. One person is doing his job wisely without wasting time and at the same he is enjoying his job. The other person is just watching a frog in an island wasting his time without doing anything for his survival.”
“First of all it doesn't make any sense, I mean how do a man and a horse got there alone, you can at least show a ship somewhere. And the island is also very small.”
“Realizing how much homework you haven’t done.”
“Tag someone who need this mug while it’s still 50% off!”
“All 13 rescued from flooded Thai cave.
DU VC for check-posts to keep campus off-limits to outsiders.
The struggle to return home.
Dhaka-Kolkata round trip now at Tk 5,031.
DU off-limits to outsiders.
Every moment felt like hell, gave up hope for life.”
Chinese person: 帮助我，我要死了
non-Chinese person: Hello! What are you saying?
                    Are you singing any song?
"This is only imaginary but the reality is completely opposite."
“When your friends make plans without you and you see it on Snapchat.”
"Introducing TrumpCare."
“Once I was driving to the area named Kottayam. But the thing was I was going for the first time. It was very far from the city. That time there was no GPS or Google map system. Somebody on the way told me to go straight and you will see a Sign board. When I reached the sign board, I saw there was three directions was marked with the destination name. Left Side destination name Kotayam, Upward direction Kottayam and Right side Kotayyam. I got really confused which side should I go. And unfortunately there was nobody nearby. After 2 hours I saw a person, I asked for the perfect direction. Then I got the destination.”
“You say you love me, I say you crazy. We’re nothing more than friends. You’re not my lover, more like a brother. I know you since we were like ten.”
“I will go to neighbor’s girl and fuck her out. After all I am going to be dead within 5 minutes. And 5 minutes are not enough to go out of the range of blast. So it is better to fulfill the shortest impossible dream.”
“Hey ocean, why are you so mad and crazy! Haven't you heard about love? I not just heard but I fell in love, You do not know, what I felt! I am here to help, let’s start talking You say your story while I am walking I was in love with river, and she left me quicker by saying that I am so bitter. That is the end, and I am want to avange Ever since I am taking revange All rivers are my girlfriends, and I am adding them to me Making all them bitter along with me.”
“I see us, long horizontals in the green pool of the wall, speckled by the silt of the old plate glass, spotted like other animals. Above us are the pine planks, planed, and sawn aslant, and marked with the boot-sole ridges of the builders’ Timberlands. how many times, as if risen from inside the earth, where I’d seemed to have ocean-fathoms-flown, with him, scarcely recognizing, my gaze would travel over the hermetic shapes of the dummies shoemakers had shod.”
“This is a very beautiful art. If it will be colourful it would be the best one.”
“Paul on the Island of Malta I think Acts Of acts of the apostles Saint Paul Rrached. After we had reached safety, we then learned that the island was called Malta. The natives showed us unusual kindness. Since it had begun to rain and was cold, they kindled a fire and welcomed all of us around it. Paul had gathered a bundle of brushwood and was putting it on the fire, when a viper, driven out by the heat, fastened itself on his hand. When the natives saw the creature hanging from his hand, they said to one another, ‘This man must be a murderer; though he has escaped from the sea, justice has not allowed him to live.’ He, however, shook off the creature into the fire and suffered no harm. They were expecting him to swell up or drop dead, but after they had waited a long time and saw that nothing unusual had happened to him, they changed their minds and began to say that he was a god.”
“My first hormonal change in my body made me realize that I am no more a girl heading to a woman. My first step towards adolescence.”
“This is a cartoon which shows the today's people.”
“The most exquisite body in earth is body of woman. All beautiful things are dissolved in a pretty woman. The movements of body, eyes and lips are fascinating and never be forgetful from our mind. Breast is the most beautiful part of a woman body. All things seems to have beautiful in the presence of a beautiful woman. Everything is still alive to see and enjoy the beauty.”
“Working in microworkers is like floating in waves of sea. Full free, weightless and light. So simple and we will get bucket full of fish after working.”
“The stadium signs read. ‘Gender diversity is welcome here. Please use the rest room that best fits your gender identity or expression.’ Both clubs participating in the Pride match (St Kilda and the Sydney Swans) were widely applauded for their public support for inclusion of LGBTI communities in football and everywhere else in Australia. However, many other commentators believe Etihad Stadium’s decision to scrap traditional men’s and women’s gendered toilets was a dangerous development.”
“The artist made a simple black & white sketch in this cartoon picture. The drawing is much nice without any color. The picture could be given more nice looking by pencil shade.”
“Nila nee Vaanam Kaatru mazhai en kavidhai moochu isai thuli thena malara dhisai oli pagal devadhai annam pattam poochi konjum tamizh kuzhandai sinungal sirippu mutham mounam kanavu yekkam megam minnal oviyam chellam priyam imsi.”
“When you think you have been working for 4 hours and it’s only been 18 minutes.”
“His hand gesture shows that he is a pervert and a disgusting person.”
“That boss moment when your teacher doesn’t think you’re paying attention so they called you and you answer the question right.”
“Something more interesting is happening next door!”
“A list of people I trust to babysit my child.”
“The artist could give day or night effect in the picture. Without any graphical effect the drawing looks like simple drawing. If the cartoon image is painted with different color then it may show an another look. After all the drawing is pretty nice.”
“Thank you for always, without fail, possessing the intentions to blatantly disrespect me and our other neighbors around us. It is such a pleasantry to listen to your illiterate and distasteful music, with bass that shakes my ancestors from their graves. This is especially joyous when I have to wake up at 4:30 in the morning for work, such as a day like tomorrow, or when I have one of my excruciatingly painful chronic migraines. It would be silly not to mention the fact that the other inhabitants around us have young children that need to go to sleep early and can’t because anytime someone enters or leaves your household, you slam your door so hard it's stronger than San Francisco's tragic earthquake of 1906. Being an early morning riser used to be great until now, because I have to spend extra time making up for lost hours of sleep due the wonderful hospitality you don't extend to my family and our other neighbors. On a more serious note it is ignorant for me to mention this, but maybe one day you'll learn to earn the respect of your fellow living inhabitants if you continue to be obnoxiously loud at ungodly hours and invite hooligans to help you do so. Take my advice with caution though, I wouldn't want to set you up for failure with your future neighbors since you are doing such a good job now. I wouldn't dream of turning you down if you ever needed an egg or a cup of flour because how high you don't sit on my pedestal of people that I respect.”
“Do you remember, as I do, how in the classroom poems were so often taught as if they were riddles? What is the poet really trying to say here? What is the theme or message of this poem? What does this word ‘purple’ or ‘flower’ or ‘grass’ really mean? Like classical music, poetry has an unfortunate reputation for requiring special training and education to appreciate, which takes readers away from its true strangeness, and makes most of us feel as if we haven’t studied enough to read it.”
“Ellos pensaban que no improvisaba, pero la verdad es que soy como un volcán del que sale lav.”
“I am doomed.”
“Artificial intelligence is no match for natural stupidity.”
“Come on board! How was your journey with the god so far? You would have seen him if we would not have come. We would like to hear all the jokes you made up for god so far.”
“Seema, my classmate she is such an awkward person, can’t crack a joke with her - everything she takes into her personal life and then extrapolate to something else - too much annoying.”
“Artist want to express in picture that impressive or rapacity thing are very attractive and mind alternatives like intoxicant, wine etc are very dangerous. We should never be use to them by rapacity. Because it can be illusion and cheatable. One man send to other in deep sea to other island while he sat with relax. It is bad.”
“Hi, I am Sudeshna, age 42 years. I stay in Bangalore. I like to read novels, listening music, gardening and painting.”
“When you are joking with your mom and she turns it into a life advice.”
“Employee of the month is a good example of how somebody can be both a winner and a loser at the same time.”
“Two wrongs don’t make a right.”
Job interviewer: So what do you do for fun?

Me:
“These days women have no sense of decency. They wear whatever they want to wear and smoke and drink even in front of their children. They don’t care about respecting older people like us and use abusive languages in front of us. The other day, friends of my granddaughter has come all decked up in hot pants and small tops and drank and shouted all night on the terrace party. What way our culture is going.”
“I would draw a balloon on the top of the man’s head, showing his thoughts about making the island read and perfect for him, and then showing him sad for not be able to do this anymore.”
"As a microwoker i would like to describe the picture is an old man who have put out from his ome by their children, whom which the old man made them to get into higher level. as we can see nowadays rich people throw out their old father and mother out of their houses because the son/daughter doesn’t have time to look after their father and mother, in this picture i can see that this old man is lost and lonely, and he is thin cause no one is there to look after them. I would request everyone that look after your parents they way they looked after you when you were young."
“Some mistakes are too much fun to only make once.”
“Hi I am writing this letter to remind you that if you don’t change your bad attitude towards the neighbours, you have to prepare for unpleasant consequences. The residence association has taken a decision to teach you a lesson. This is informing you based on sympathy only not on love.”
“I am Jittin Abraham an engineering student from electrical department in Indian in the state of Kerala. I am hardworking, enthusiastic, and kind. I can dance, sing, and draw pictures. Looking smart enough, I have a brother and am staying at my home with my parents and my brother.”
“It’s a good photo but i have some notes, he didn’t (separate) between the sea and the land which that man set on, also the (trunk) of tree should be more thick, he should paint (eyes) to that man, he should (write) something in that box, he should give us the (time) of this photo by making sun of, also he should paint some (fishes), the painting of that man is very good, his (arms) and clothes are painted well.”
“From a plant to tree takes several years. This guy does not know about this, he must be in a sick or lives in a world does no one lives with him. He may be thinkin ‘this will grow when sun rises’, idiot person on beach. I will not allow this kind of person in my circle to be like. This guy must be educated.”
“The picture is reffered to a middle aged man is thinking about something under a tree surrounded by desert like land. This such wonderful scenery represent the professional skill of an artist and a high thinking capacity, this somewhat pencil like scarch that represent the skill of dreaming into reality of an artist.”
“My name is Aryan Menon. I am 28 years old, 5’8” tall, fair skinned colour man. I try my best and result got always better. I was born and brought up in Kochi, Kerala, India. We are six in my family I did MBA in 2015 and currently working as Freelancer. My strengths are hardworker, self motivating and dedicated towards my work. And also I’m a good learner as well as teacher. My hobbies are travelling, swimming and reading.”
“Dear artist, Every one of us has some kind of liking /disliking for certain things in life. Similarly I think you love drawing because drawing do not cost much and is always fun. You just have to make a unique piece. So get your pencil and start drawing. It is a way to show creativity. It needs lot of devotion and practice. So get your paint brush and pencil and start drawing. Drawing is the perfect way to make things look alive.”
“This illustration uses Gestural Drawing Style. Gestural Drawing Style is a kind of illustration where the illustrator creates something quickly to give an impression of something. The artist has created this illustration of a woman playing a musical instrument. It is a loose and quickly made illustration that uses human figure, tree and musical instrument. It is not clean, yet gives an impression of the pose. Since it uses gestures (a woman playing instrument), it is a gestural drawing.”
“#castaway, #nomanisanisland, #losthope, #desperateway.”
“The sun is so hot as the couple feels so tired of the sun’s rage. It’s an excellent drawing.”
“A rainbow more than an hour until noon. Cirrus cloud, visible as stray wisps in the sky. Mobile-phone pictures of the celestial surprise. When sunlight fall on hexagonal ice crystal. Bright ring of light around the sun.”
“There are some important things have describes in the picture. The artist clearly says that if you want to acquire your needs, you should take some hard attempts to carry out your needs.”
“The problem with trouble shooting is that trouble shoots back.”
“So, the other day I went to a local public toilet and saw two teenagers with a guitar in one’s hand and, the other was doing beatboxing. The toilet was stinking very hard that I had to cover my nostrils with my handkerchief. The guitar man then started talking to each other. He said to his friend, ‘hey bro, you know the whole world outside this toilet doesn’t care about our artistic values, we have to show them something. Let’s organize a concert in next week and, we will use this toilet as a stage.’ The other boy said, ‘we will brother but, first lets smoke some marijuana.’”
“We can see that two people are a daughter and a boy, they have been married to a man, and the girl is wearing a knock on the back of the man, and there is a lot of grass on the front and around the ground and there is a fish cut and it seems to be on the street.”
“Do you put your cart before the horse
Do you cast pearls before swine
Do you let things run their course
Are you just in the nick of tim.”
“Habala! Shamalamadingdong back at ya ;)”
“My name is Avi khoked and I am 19 years old. I live in Delhi which is in INDIA my hobbies are playing cricket and dancing. I am very simple and cool type boy. I am study in Delhi technological university which is in top 10 colleges in India. I live with my friends in hostel and fun very much.”
“A five-minute conversation with a Trump supporter.”
“It is such an imaginative with explicit critic in the drawing.”
"If yo homie send you a dick pick and you sceenshot who gay? "
“The world is shifting into digital gear at a rapid pace and everyone is racing to stay ahead. Video games, eBooks, music, movies, and TV shows. You name it, there’s probably a digital market for it. And while digital is awesome in many ways, it definitely isn’t perfect. On the one hand, digital media has made it far easier for independent artists and creators to break into their respective markets. Indie games through Steam, indie music through Soundcloud, indie eBooks through Amazon, etc. As an aspiring indie myself, this is a trend I can get behind 100 percent. Plus, digital media is generally more convenient. Nobody can argue with that. But is that reason enough to jump ship and abandon everything? Maybe, maybe not. Let’s take a quick look at the pros and cons. You might find that it’s actually better to wait.”
“Hi, you are a very good drawer, please do not stop doing it. In this country we need more teens like you. All young people start to lose this art and nobody doing it anymore. Try to send me more and more of this. I will give you all my support if you need me. Have a great day my dear.”
“When I accidentaly step on my pet...”
“Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be, Meg!”
“Don’t study me. You won’t graduate!”
“Sometimes you don’t know the true value of a moment until it becomes a memory.”
“caption uploaded.”
“Very hard to believe this story since I am non christian.”
“Pickup lines are a tricky business. Oftentimes, they’re creepy to the point of deserving a slap. When they’re not creepy, they’re so corny that they warrant an eye roll so gloriously dramatic, sarcastic, and spiteful that the shame-stink of it will haunt you forever, like the spray of a skunk. And they don’t make tomato juice that can wash shame-stink off of your soul.”
“Maybe if you clear story of comic, I don’t really get it. I don’t know what man made and why did he threw it.”
“Do I love my job? NO. But does it afford me the ability to go on lavish vacations and buy anything I want? Also NO.”
“You know what exactly a bureaucracy is the staff that runs a city hall. Bureaucracy is defined as working in a way that has many steps to complete a task and very strict order and rules. An example of a bureaucracy is the Department of Motor Vehicles.”
“When I created my account in microworkers, I felt like a pirate, ready to live a life full of treasure seeking and really adventurous, you never cease being surprised by the jobs you see here.”
“It is often said high unemployment is second to war in terms of creating instability in government...”
“The artist of the cartoon picture is doing a great job. The pencil sketch is attractive. The sketch looks like a small story. Artist showed a imagination in this sketch.”
“Well, he’s probably in his fifties, and in my country that surely means that’s he’s got a soviet mindset, which sets him apart from me, meaning there are many thing that he and I would see very differently. No talking politics with this one - that’s what I think first and foremost.”
“When you love someone and you also know that Love will gonna kill you. Love Kill.”
“I hate math but I love counting my money.”
“The artist is exceptionally master in free hand drawing. The artist drew the cartoon picture essentially yet it looks exceptionally gorgeous. The picture is attracted in a white paper with dark shaded pencil. I think it is a total cartoon picture.”
“Microworkers is an innovative, International online platform that connects Employers and Workers from around the world. By using metaphors related to sea, the microworkers is a sea and in this sea we can see so many jobs that can be related to water in sea. The microworker will be the captain of the ship that ride on this sea.”
Joe: Do you know about Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD)  
Phil: I don’t know. Do you know who are you?  
Joe: I don’t know. But it doesn’t matter here.  
Here the matter is Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD).  
Phil: Yes, definitely that is your problem.”
“There he goes, my fabulous husband. He is such a majestic creature, I don't know how he isn't exhibited in a zoo. Maybe I could give them a call. Ok, chill out Marie, he isn't that bad. Oh God, who am I trying to fool? HE IS THE WORST! My salary is twice his, I am way good looking than this... thing, we barely touch each other... I don’t know what was I thinkin.”
“Thank you for coming into my life when I so desperately needed you. You have been such an amazing father figure to me.”
"Malayala Manorama, Mathrubhumi, Deshabhimani, Madhyamam, Mangalam, Kerala, Kaumudi, Deepik."
“Texting someone while your half asleep then reading your text in the morning and realizing you made no sense...”
“This picture inspired horoscopical morale. Because a man want to attack by bow and arrow. There are many horoscopical attack also as pains and disease. In Navamsa chart, 4th lord(of rasi chart) occupies enemic houses or conjunct malefic planets will give frequent mental disturbances and heart pain. Rahu or Ketu in 4th house or occupying cancer sign in horoscope will give gas trouble which weakens heart. If saturn is conjunct one of them, then it will be uncontrollable. If moon is debilitated or occupies saturn’s house in both rasi and navamsa charts, heart will be weak. This person will collapse on hearing bad or shocking new.”
“I am very fair and handsome guy. My greatest strength in my body is my black, thick and silky hair. Girls fall for my hair.”
“Dear Uncle, it is not funny to see you near the ladies store always and I had already told to you about this multiple times. Why are you not listening to me and it is really annoying. IF you not listen to me on this I will take the next actions to avoid such situations going forward.”
“Hi Dejan, Some people are searching for a ‘magic bullet’ that will end their money problems, and give them the lifestyle they dream about - forever and forever. Essentially, they want everything... for nothing. The bad news, ‘magic bullets’ don’t exist. What does exist however, is a unique business that rewards ordinary people and honest work... with extraordinary results. The work required is simple and step-by-step, and you can leverage a proven online system that takes guessing, selling, and experience out of the equation. This is the real deal. Our products have huge demand. Our company is at the top of its industry. And people just like you and me are reaping the rewards! See how. Best, Roger Holoman RogerHoloman@prettyelite.biz 3202667758 My Website.”
“https://chottabheem.com it is watch on pogo channel.”
“Happiness is just around the corner. Always have that corner with you. Carry it with you all of the time. ‘Hub- what’s that?’ ‘Oh, that’s just my corner! Happy all around it!’”
“Keywords: lonely person under a tree, person in desert, Man surviving in desert, lonely man taking rest under the tree, alone man, depressed person thinking, man dreaming of, nice drawing picture.”
“When the teacher gives a 1 hour lecture about wasting time on the internet.”
“https://ninja.hattori.cartoon.com
in this cartoon watch on nickelodeon channel.”
“I would like to thank you for giving the opportunity to introduce myself in front of you. My name is Amandeep Singh. I am from Delhi. I am 20 years old. I come to my educational qualification I am 12th pass from Guru Harkrishan public school. Along with that, I have completed diploma form YMCA in travel and tourism I have also completed my graduation from Sol (School of open learning).”
“https://chotta.bheem.com
it is watch on pogo channel.”
“Once there was a talking fan,
   Electrical his chatter.
I couldn’t quite hear what he said,
   And I hope it doesn’t matter.
Because one day somebody oiled,
   His little whirling motor,
And all the mystery was spoiled,
   He ran as still as water.”
“Comedy is simply a funny way of being serious. That makes you laugh at the same time ponder over it a lot.”
“Whose ship is that? I think I know. Its owner is quite sad though. It really is a tale of woe, I watch him frown. I cry hello. He gives his ship a shake, and sobs until the tears make. The only other sound’s the break, Of distant waves and birds awake. The ship is old; a garbage heap, But he has promises to keep, Until then he shall not sleep. He lies in bed with ducts that weep. He rises from his bitter bed, With thoughts of sadness in his head, He idolises being dead. Facing the day with never ending dread.”
“You don’t realize how attached you are with someone until you go without talking with them for a bit.”
“The artist has tried to depict a situation adding the flavour of humour.”
“The first one’s Imran, I’ve worked with him a year ago. Still makes jobs in MW. Stingy, overbearing, agitated, cranky, demanding. Next two are the guys who did tasks for him too. Foysal was crafty and sly, always cut corners, for which he was eventually fired, and another one, can’t quite remember his name, failed miserably at any task, because his English was terrible, and got immediately fired for it, then reappeared seven times, asking Imran to get him back, then failing again and again. Quite a funny guy, he was. Then I quit because it was a 24/7 treadmill with very little profit.”
“When a page takes more than two seconds to load.”
“When you choke a smurf, what color does it turn?”
“I am a boy when I feel adult. Then the girl who are 16-30 years old that were very attractive for me. My penis stand for any thing. Then I have many other neurose and dream of life created automatically. That was very colorful day when I feel adult.”
“I’m not staring at your boobs. I’m staring at your heart.”
“I am understanding but sometime mean. I think highly of myself and others are aware of that. I barely care for my looks and appearance. Sometime I am under-dressed for the occasion. I have poor or no understanding of fashion. I tend to avoid doing that may harm me or are risky. I don’t like anyone but act like I do. I hate people who are happy, it reminds me how sad I am.”
“This Guy Did The Coolest, But Possibly Most Illegal, DIY Project Ever. The End Result? Genius.”
“As long as you don’t try to manipulate the reader, scare tactics can contribute to effective headlines.”
“A guy who knew all the jazz spots and had an exquisite collection of old 78s.”
Don’t wanna be an American idiot
Don’t want a nation under the new media
And can you hear the sound of hysteria?
The subliminal mind fuck America.
“Your Wife found out that you’re here, she has sent a grocery shopping list.”
“Abandoned by the world, the isle of microworkers protects me and looks after me.”
“Me trying to get off at the floor at the end of my shift without my patient noticing.”
“With sufficient thrust, cute creatures fly just fine.”
“Kids hangers, Storage Baskets, Stepping stool, Yellow duckling, Teddy bears, and Pull-down rods, you are ready for retirement, Maggie!”
“Dear cartoonist, Your painting is so beautiful. Also this is a meaningful. But you can more better & attractive using some coconuts in this tree. You can add some design in this playing instrument to make more beautiful. These thing are you have to care about.”
“Uncle, I am in big trouble here. I need cash urgently. At any cost you have to put at the earliest. I expect the cash within one day. You should not say about this to my mom. It is my warning.”
“We will not process any image files such as JPG or PNG. And we strongly discourage uploading txt and doc files. No external links will be visited. They are slowing us down.”
“Post suicide-attempt words stopped making sense depression taking hold anxiety. Just not reading his poems for a while, Would make me close to mad. I crank the sad songs, I drive in the pouring, Sonic Unleashed. Someday My Bachelor Will Come. I trace every birthmark on your skin to find your face.”
Bengali guy: ki bolen kichu bujhi na! jol thanda?ta thanda jole k namte koiche?
“Footage Of Chinese War Robots Leaked On The Internet. Some in China are building a future that isn’t quite ready.”
“In this bible says about nature are most beautiful to spend more delicious life for spending time with us. A painting saying about man who living in alone, its described about you are hear what can you do for life for beautiful. These are ways to be followed by each and every person to be living in this earth but we want to achieve some goal.”
“A lie near to truth is always difficult to catch.”
“Ten things that are NOT ok.”
“Meow meow milk meow meow meat meow meow fissshhh meow meow moo moo meow.”
“If all the microworkers disappeared, then their headstone will say ‘Shit!! I’m gonna miss the TTV Hire Group Job where i just have to write my opinion and get $0.10’.”
“Nowadays, most of the houses in this area renovating the deteriorated urban neighbourhoods by means of the influx of more affluent residents. This is a common and controversial topic in politics and in urban planning. This process is typically the result of increasing attraction to an area by people with higher incomes spilling over from neighbouring cities or towns.”
"I extend my deepest sympathies to and your family. May the soul of your mother be at peace with our Heavenly Father."
"Writing a Letter to Your Parents,

Dear Sir/mam, I know you probably are surprised to find this letter because I usually don't do stuff like this, but I wanted you to know something and thought this may be a good way to talk with you. I wanted to sit down and just talk with you but that is really hard for me because I am shy and a little embarrassed. I also am just not good at talking sometimes, so that is why I am writing you. I don't want to keep anything from you because you have always been such an awesome mom. I hope you can help me out like you have so many times before. I am writing because I have been really sad lately. Really down and out. My classes are harder than ever and dad is probably going to freak out when he sees my report card this semester. I feel like I always let him down, especially because I get such lower scores in school than both sisters. I do try hard; it just doesn't come as easily to me. I also have been getting made fun of at school a lot. This kid, Chris, is always book-checking me and slamming me into lockers. It's getting old. I also asked this girl I liked to the dance and she turned me down. I just feel worthless… I need help. I don't know what kind of help I need or what needs to happen, but I feel like my whole world is falling around me. I'm tired all the time, but I can't seem to sleep. I tried to talk to a couple of my friends about what was going on, and they were nice, but they didn't really understand. I even thought about going to the counsellor at school, but she doesn't seem like she would care. I don't want things to keep going on like this, but I don't know what to do."
“The human body has seven trillion nerves and some people manage to get on EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM.”
“This dream played out like an insanely hallucinogenic movie traversing the strangest galleries of my imagination in full-blown surrealism. It began somewhere like a dingy train station that I believed to be impossibly far beneath the surface of the earth. No particular details stand out about the station, only the feeling of enclosure within its wide structure and the impression of being cloistered at some subterranean depth that my brain told me must have been at least ten thousand miles under the crest. I remember the oppressive silence entrenched deep down there in penumbral darkness where I knew I was all alone.”
“I am a Computer Teacher in our area. Everybody wishes me Wherever... Also sometimes I participate to clean our street....”
“Backbiters are everywhere. Be careful do not mind them. They will get what for what they done. As you sow, so you reap.”
“It may seem to you as a beer bottle but it is just end energy drink. This is our new attempt to promote the product as it even reaches the drinkers whom may be believe it to be a beer. Hope we will achieve the desired success by this means of promoting the product.”
“https://motu.patlu.cartoon.com it is watch on nick channel.”
“The style of drawing of the artist is fantastic. The illustration is perfect. The picture was drawn utilizing pencil. It is an impeccable high contrast drawing. The artist indicated great expertness of his illustration skill. He attracted each component in the cartoon extremely clearly. It is a 2D cartoon picture.”
“Dear X Your art is so much beautiful & petty. Keep it going. Everyone loves this types of comic. Don’t give up Bust of luck.”
“Sex workers won’t be criminalised.”
“I have a Friend. His name Saleesh. He is already Martial Arts Student. His hobby Was Punching us. So, We were Afraid His Presents. When he Comes we Had escaped From that Plac.”
“My failed to crazy time, I lost my chess game and about my studies due to careless I did worst so I failed for a entrance exam and it’s most beautiful life are start from love, my college senior before said in my front of me, its my heart broken for worst in my life not only, there an interview in tcs in my careless I tick all question its turn into fails, like wise now day are going more failed in my life and if want to achieve the goal in my carriers.”
“Very good information of cartoon.”
“Team work always triumphs.”
“Something’s wrong with my cellphone... It’s because your number’s not in it.”
“That drawing is efficient in my view. I wish who has made this will do well in future. Every drawing has hidden lesson what should need to guess by a reader/viewer in according to it’s appearance. I might say whoever has done this will do even well in future. It might be saving an old woman who is being away from the coaster a young lady is trying to save her.”
“Hi everyone, I am an energetic and vibrant youngster working as a mechanical designer in a reputed company. In my life, I have crossed a lot of struggles and challenges to reach my goals. When I was teen I don’t know how to manipulate my issues in an efficient way. But the time thought me to handle these all. God’s love made me polite and loyal with everyone.”
“It is a still picture. No any moving object found in the picture.”
“I have reached in a strange land where I am alone. No human beings can be found. I am trying to escape from there. Trying to run through different landsides in the dark. But I cannot move as I am lying in the bed in my room with family.”
“My saddest co worker is Sibi and he always come to irritate me with his emotions. I used to console him before and he is taking advantage of it and irritating me again and again. He wont allow me to complete the job and he try to mock me whenever he gets time. That’s why I used to avoid him but I love him too. He is very tensed just because of his financial crisis.”
“The sea does not reward those who are too anxious, too greedy, or too impatient. One should lie empty, open, choiceless as a beach - waiting for a gift from the sea.”
“This is what GOD looks like.”
“The feeling of your dreams being shattered in a million pieces and there is nothing you can do about it.”
“Please dude be quick. I can’t hold it now. Please be quick buddy.”
“Some people think the earth is flat. I think she’s beautiful just the way she is...”
“This picture remember me the famous quote from Ramayanam, a holy bible for Hindus. The quote is: We have no right to ask when sorrow comes ‘Why did this happen to me’ unless we ask some question for every joy that comes our way.”
“You may be asked to leave soon, you’re making all the other women look bad.”
“They have so many bird pets like parrot, etc. Which is unethical as govt. Has also banned it. Govt. doesn’t allow anyone to keep any bird in cage as pet.”
“The amounts of the bond of the motherland rise. Hospitals without vaccine. Fight the bread mafia. France and Belgium decide a place in the final. To dance samba! National government will promote exchange mechanisms with Algeria and Turkey. Inhabitants of Pueblo Arriba in Naiguatá have seven months without water by pipeline.”
“When I was a boy, I laid in my twin sized bed and wondered where my brother was. It's sad that a family can be torn apart by something as simple as wild dogs.”
“When the marketing is feminist but their garment workers don't get maternity rights.”
“Waiting for your favorite part of a song.”
“Artist must have DO NOT CARE mindset and personality. When drawing this pic, he was thinking of resting a bit, think only about himself without giving a shit to the world.”
“My name is Vinit Dubey. My age is 23 years and I stay in India. I am from a small town near Gujrat. My hobbies are reading books and listening to music. I also enjoy writing since it relaxes me... Apart from that I love travelling and making new friends. I love the winter season since my city is very hot during summer.”
“Note number 526 says: Please help.”
“I will choose the mask of a clown. As a clown makes people laugh and it is also loved by children. So I want people to be happy and love me without seeing my face. I will spread happiness wherever I will go.”
"RBI का नया फैसला अगर आप 200 और 2000 रूपये के नोट लेकर घूम रहें हैं तो आपको इस खबर पर ध्यान देने की आवश्यकता है. RBI के अनुसार, 200 और 2000 रूपये के अगर कसी कारण गंदे हो गये या फरी फट गये तो वे नोट आप नहीं बदल पाएंगे क्योंकि RBI का नियम इसकी इजाजत नहीं देता है."
“I didn’t choose the thug life, the thug life chose me.”
“The only stool with three legs is a milking stool.”
“Don’t worry they’ll find us I’m eight months behind in my alimony payments.”
“When my family asks me about my love life.”
“Once upon a time Honey Singh came to my city. I talk with him because he is my favourite pop star. Oh my dear singer You are my favourite singer. This is my song sang by you. +31 Yo yo the best Yo yo honey singh is king of pop because his music level so high he produce his songs and compose his song and his songs videos is international level...he is a no1 artist in Asia till 2014... Yo yo will definitely get grammy one day for his country It’s a bes.”
“Style of artist is very good. He drawn good picture in very less lines or scratch.”
“Here is a great morale in the picture from Hindi religious Shri Ram Charit Manas - Rishi hita Rama suketusuta ki, sabita sena suta kinihi bibaki sabita dosha duhkha dasa durasa, dali namu jimi rabi nisi nasa Shri Ram Charit Manas – Balakanda – Shloka 24/4-5 The simple meaning of this Shloka is this - for the welfare of the Rishi, (to complete the Havan of Sage Vishvamitra), Lord Rama made a voyage to the Ashram of Sage Vishvamitra. On His way, Lord Rama killed Tadaka the daughter of Sukaturaja along with her children and their army.”
Me: Roses are red, skies are blue, you are the one whom I do.
She: Leafs are green, pain is blue, slap you so hard that your tongue goes with you."
“Hi, I am a graphic designer and photo editor. If I was an artist I will provide lots of color and text on this image. There are a lot of mistakes can be found. I think the best artist can draw and make the best things by the lots of effort on the things that she or he on the art. I will make this very useful and sow the what about the art or image o said to us. The good artist a meaning of this image said so, I put some natural editing to this image. Thank you.”
“Most of the contents on my facebook is my personal photos, single or family. In addition to them, I have posted my poems to keep a soft copy of them available online. I have also shared touching lines, events from others face book. May light wins always, everywhere, everyday is the title message of my face book page.”
“The online dating world is a magnet for creeps, but these cunning users are sending them home packing.”
“I wish I could help you Sarah, but I am a family doctor and you are an orphan.”
“Its perfects shows a man looking back to his past, whis has already done and cant be maked up.”
“Novelty Gift Ideas Harry Potter Trivial Pursuit.”
“Everybody is somebody else’s weirdo.”
“If I beat means thunder will come. If swimming means big whale as I’m. If i walk means storm will come, one one cannot come from me or escape from me. If I ride bike race means no one changing without my permission other wise you will died. I’m friend for all but one decided enimeny means in will fire to face all decided for the people one who have more power than me I will race to a attack.”
“Try shaving a nut sack.”
“People who want to learn drawing can gather knowledge from this kind of picture. The style of the drawing is basic and simple. One of the best drawing style.”
“I’m Laazer from India. I completed my B. Tech in Computer Science Engineering. My age is 25 and living in country as India, my cites are located in pondicherry, its most famous for touristic place for visiting temple, beach, park are near by near, we can go easily. my hobbies are playing cricket and chess. I play chess in computer as online chess game, its awesome websites for playing chess.”
“I’m a mog - half man, half dog. I’m my own best friend.”
“When I am losing an argument...”
“The most awkward person on my class was Muthu. He is always using bad words, where he does not see who is nearby or not. Once in a time, he bring two bags with fruits which are not eatable, then he throws to everyone and said april fool, yes that day was april fool, everyone gets frustrated and complained about him.”
“Hi Mom, how’s work? Do you think we’re going to stick around this time? I sure hope so, I feel like I’m starting like this school... Hey I made you some supper... Would you like something to drink with it? (Beat) Great! (Timidly) Hey Mom? You know, since we’ve been moving around, I hadn’t really had a chance to make any friends, and I was wondering if I could borrow twenty dollars this Saturday, to take out this girl I met a couple of days ago at school.”
“I am really very sorry to say that I cannot attend to your dinner as my daughter is hospitalised.”
“Anyone else ever finds random glitter on themselves?”
“Whenever I have seen you in the dramas and movies, seen the athlete figure you have, the charm you exude on screen you make my heart flutter that how much I look up to you and be like you. The sincerity and effort you put in for each show is simply superb. Your down to earth nature is also something that is very admirable.”
“Don’t hate me because I’m beautiful. Hate me because your boyfriend thinks so.”
“Describe of drawing style: The artist shown his brilliance in this cartoon picture. He painted the picture in a very precise way. He may draw the face of the man more clearly. This is a picture of desert. A man is seen tiresome sleeping under a tree. It seems the man is dreaming. He may lost his destination and survive himself. The artist tried to draw a true episode in this picture. I Am fully assured that the artist is very expert in sketch. The artist loves drawing career. Spiffy style existing in the drawing. The artist has shown his own style in this cartoon sketch.”
“Blades like bird.
Gas balloon.”
“Hi sir. I am a big fan of yous. Your voice, high notes and singing are awesome.”
“I found a note in my old book, I think I wrote for future me during school. It said what I wanted to become, I laughed because there is nothing I have done. When I became sad thinking what a failure I am, I thought of leaving a note for me in the time ahead, Then I wrote a note saying by the time I read this, I should just kill myself and be dead.”
“Guys thinking of ways to turn the conversation into getting nudes.”
“Our thoughts should be a mirror which turns against the reality. Always remember our position in the world. We should be happy to have a life even if we are being surrounded by water. Live each moment its fullest enjoyment. There will be a moment to cheer, a moment to be active even in a lonely place.”
Lucy: It is raining. I wish to sing a song. Woke up this morning, can’t shake the thunder from last night You left with no warning and took the summer from my life I gave you my everything, now my world it don’t seem right. Can we just go back to being us again?

Jones: It is not time for sing a song. We are in a great trouble.

Lucy: I am very excited and I can not stop singing. ‘Cause baby, when you’re gone All it does is rain, rain, rain down on me Each drop is pain, pain, pain when you leave. It’s such a shame we fucked it up, you and me. ‘Cause baby, when you’re gone All it does is rain

Jones: Find a place to stay safe from rain.

Lucy: I like rain. I want to feel the rain sitting here. I want to sing till it rains.

Jones: You should be rewarded with music award if we alive.”
“When you are home alone and you hear the faintest sound.”
“The drawing is very clear and nice. The picture was drawn using pencil. It is a perfect black and white drawing. The artist showed excellent expertness of his drawing skill. He drawn every element in the following cartoon very clearly. It is a 2d cartoon picture.”
“The drawing is simple and good. In the picture there are less elements, but it clear out the whole view. If the human face is little bit more clear, it will be better to understand and visualize. From my opinion, Sun can be added in the picture. The artist is very expert at his skill. Like the way he finished it by a signature.”

Keyword: #SimpleArtWork #GoodArtist #LikeIt #Meaningfull
“Well, good morning sir/madam, Hi Friends, my name is Shivaji Rao Patil from Hyderabad. I pursuing my B-Tech in stream of computer science and engineering from nict college, xxx with aggregate 65%. I have completed HSC from GURU BASAVA junior college with aggregate of 6% and SSC from Pratibha we. N. High school with aggregate 73%. We are five in my family. My father is a private employee and my mother is a homemaker. I have two siblings. About my achievements, I never made any achievements at state level. But in my schooling I got certificate in singing level competition. In college I got NSS certificate which I participated as volunteer in my 1st year of engineering.”
“The picture artist created with ink. The picture describe a man who have frustrated and Now he have no dream in life...”
“Everyday Rutherford searched horizon for a caption. I am going to search that today!!!”
“Hey, my man, do you think this is the worst train of the day? I was just thinking, because everyone here looks like they’re going to the death row, everyone must hate this train. But then, I thought with myself: We should all be laughing and yelling of joy. You will ask me, but why? Why we should be joyful of being in the worst train of the day? The answer is fast and simple: There’s 7 billion people in the world, and probably half of those are in a situation that if you changed places with then, you would lay in the ground and start crying right at the exact moment. But you’re in a giant vehicle with enough time to actually think. Be joyful.”
1. Life of pi
2. Six Days Seven Nights
3. Swiss Family Robinson
4. Nim’s Island
5. The Beach
6. Swept Away
7. Three (Survival Island)
8. Land of the Lost
9. Lord of the Flies
10. Robinson Crusoe
“That one person who always catches you doing something stupid.”
“Keywords: man and the tree, afraid videos, best drawing apps, better drawing tips.”
"This is the effect of Vidal Baboon shampoo - my hair grows like a Baboon in a weeks' time."
“Full many a flower is born to blush unseen, Dave!”
“If I agreed with you we’d both be wrong.”
Disciple: You give me a power for taking woman and girl.
Guru: Yes. I will teach you every thing.
Disciple: No today you have to teach me first then I will do other work.
Guru: Ok, First you have to do one thing.
Disciple: What?
Guru: Oil you bring first.
Disciple: Ok.
(Whole night guru abused his disciple, In the moorning:)
Guru: Now you can apply this process.
Disciple: Guru how many times you passed this process when you entered this ASHRAM."
“When you meet someone who hates the same person you do.”
आज नामचर्चा पर वशीष #जाखल #मानवता_के_सच्चे_योद्धा रहे हैं #महाशहीद #अमृमपाल .......... #मेरा_लेख in @SACHKAHOON शहादत का जाम पीकर आज भी सैंकड़ों लोगों के लिए जूरतमंद लोगों को रक्त व भोजन उपलब्ध करवा रहे हैं।...
See more https://www. facebook.com/MSG2THEMESSENGER https://www. instagram.com/amreshbinsaal This is my profile of facebook and instagreem that is intended by saint gurumeet Ram Rahim Singh Ji Insan. Who is our demi god. And have self realization. But in this time they have in custody of panchkula india cbi court.”
“If you ever see me getting beaten by the police, put down the video camera and come help me. That sound humorous at the same time practical one.”
“I am a 24 year old girl. I have completed my masters in English literature from a reputed university. Presently I am looking for a job. I would like to join a school or college as a teacher. Teaching is my passion. I also am a trained singer and have performed in various stage shows. In the future I wish to do phd on the origin of english language.”
“My psychiatrist told me I was crazy and I said I want a second opinion. He said okay, you’re ugly too.”
“The master preacher and teacher Dr. Haddon Robinson, one of the initial shapers and mentors for PreachingToday.com, once said, “Of course, we will not give God that which costs us nothing. We will give him our best. Yet, in the final analysis there are no great preachers. There’s only a great Christ who does startling things when we place ourselves and our preaching in his hands.”
“The artist drawn a language in the cartoon picture with amazing pencil sketch. A very eye catching image drawing performed by the artist with simple sketch. The artist works best to draw the real imagination. It is a color less still picture. It is so wonderful without any color effect. Great sketch drawn by hand. The picture has a life given by the artist. Looking at the picture it is clear that the artist is very strong & professional person for drawing style. This kind of sketch can be shown in picture exhibitions. Work of the artist is valuable. Better performer artist.”
“I am very upset indeed after realizing this is just a wild dream. Not sure it will ever materialize but I wish it could indeed.”
“Well aren’t you a waste of two billion years of evolution.”
“Its bad smell of drainage after near my calling in phone shouting, time I thought she is not kind and she is ghost. And one of the dangerous girl.”
“Here is a great morale in the picture. Here Hindi holy scripture Shri Ram Charitmanas say. ‘Ishwar ansh jeev awinashi, chetan amal sabaj sukh raasi.’ Mean to say that this immortal soul is a little bit of god that is source of soul. This soul natural is source of consiousness, active, simple happiness. So we alway should remember to our god. Whether we are gents of ladies.”
“I hide the improper background of my son to blackmail him for looking after me. This is for my victory too.”
“It’s a long way to Tipperary,
   It’s a long way to go
It’s a long way to Tipperary,
To the sweetest girl I know.
   Goodbye, Piccadilly,
   Farewell, Leicester Square!
It’s a long, long way to Tipperary,
   But my heart’s right there!”
“Feminism has gone too vast these day. These freaky women these days think they can do everything and anything. But they gonna need us anyway.”
“Choose a major you love and you’ll never work a day in your life because that field probably isn’t hiring.”
“Bwana fella no home now, so you fella leave talkie-talk. Bwana ‘im big fella mek talkie-talk back real fas’. [Note the spelling in this one!] After the tone, please leave a message—my shoulders really could use it, and... What? You’re only supposed to leave a MESSAGE? Darn.... [Must have good Australian accent] G’day mate. Can’t come to the phone now because I’m a bit tied up with this crocodile. Just leave a message, and I’ll get back to you.”
“I intend to live forever. So far, so good.”
“Hi July, you are the lucky one to get 300% discount on your corset. You have just 72 hours left to get the discount. Order today and we deliver it with in 2 days. Also you get a extra 40% commission if you recommend it on your facebook page.”
“We’ve had solar-powered hypersonic space cars for hundreds if not thousands of years, they just have difficulty traveling across hard surfaces and rely on entire planets to move.”
“There’s just one thing your eyes haven’t told me yet... your name.”
“Hi freinds, I am Kirti from Jaipur, India. I love to make friends and listen to music. I am 30 years old and I have a small little kid. My husband is very boring and my compatibility is not god with him.”
“Today’s beauty standards are too exalted and unnatural - that is, they are a side effect of the fact that humans do less and less physical work. To my tastes, the most exquisite body should be as the evolution of our species dictates - lean, strong, muscular, healthy - no matter whether it’s a man or a woman - it’s time for musculature to cease being a gender attribute - everyone can train and keep themselves in a good shape. We ceased to work physically, but that doesn’t mean the natural beauty of a strong human body needs to be replaced by something that looks almost half-alien to me.”
“This pamphlet describes eight years of a castaway’s life on a desert island.”
“I am an 18 year old male who is currently studying in 2nd Year of Computer Science and Engineering, in India. I am about 6 feet 3 inches tall. I am an Indian national and have stayed in India since my birth. I am a technology enthusiast who likes to try out new technologies and work on developing even more new technologies.”
“I am Salahudheen Uvaisi, I am From Lakshadweep. Right now I am working in an aviation Company. I’m interested in Football. I love Cristiano Ronaldo and Ronaldinho because of their skills and abilities. They are unbeaten. Football is a religion in many countries even in ours. Every born child should be given a football and let them learn it. The kid will grow like a pro and earn respect in the society.”
“My name is Savanth Balker. I am from Bengaluru. I am 25 years old. I am graduate form Christ university Bengaluru. In my family, there are 3 members including me, my father and my mother. My father is a business man and My mother is a housewife. My hobbies are like listening to music, watching TV and Travelling. My short-term goal is to get a job. My long-term goal becomes an entrepreneur.”
“I found a single hair above my lips, it was a very long mustache hair and then I realized it is also growing under my arm.”
"What can I say to a person who was below to consider him and his family as a person. U guys show no respect to our family and incessantly curse us and call names. U guys even didnot spare the persons who died in our family. Such an uncouth and unethical behaviour. You have that only shows your poor upbringing and lack of self respect. Pity u guyz. Get well son."
“Cooling Down Yet no matter what strives, no matter what comes to be. The characteristic of things, is that they all cease to be. Happiness. Sadness. All good and bad. Like the time of midnight, vanishing in seconds.”
“It is a who has been left in a desert where he become like a forest man he is holding a stone like thing where it is drawn a eyes a nose mouth. he is sitting across the river there also a thing is coming to him, he is talking to them he is lonely. He must be staying there for many days. He wearing only shorts. he is grown long hair and beard.”
YOU ARE ON A DESERT ISLAND

“This is a real good art of all time. Thank you so much to draw this kind of amazing draw.”
- Am I close to Russia?
- You're in Russia.
“Donegan, you are an amazing artist and it shows in your simply beautiful work that you have sent me. I can’t put it into words but I think that this is beautiful! Your style is very simple but that is good since it is not at all difficult to understand what I am looking at. If you are just a beginner, then you could become a professional in due time if you practice every day for at least a few hours!”
“A nurse entered my room and asked me to remove my clothing and put on a gown to be checked by the doctor. ‘In...in front of you?’ ‘I mumbled, shyly. The nurse says: ‘Don’t worry, I’ve seen the naked human body before. You’ve got nothing I haven’t seen a thousand times.’ I said, ‘Not one like mine. You would die laughing at my naked body.’ Of course I won’t laugh!’ said the Nurse to the patient, ‘I’m a professional. In over twenty years I’ve never laughed at a patient.’ ‘Okay then’, I said and proceeded to drop my trousers, revealing a huge male body with the smallest adult male organ the nurse had ever seen in her life. In length and width it was almost identical to a AAA battery.”
“Good morning everyone, except the one who drew this picture.”
“Material nature consists of three modes: Goodness, Passion and Ignorance (Sattva, Rajas & Tamas). When an individual living entity comes in contact with nature, he becomes conditioned by these three modes.”
“The drawing style of the artist is excellent in one word. It is a great hand drawn pencil image. The image contains a man, a lady, fish and tree. The image can be converted into a story. The artist sketched the image with artistic mind. It is a scenery of natural view. The picture is so accurate that it can be given full mark. It is a describe able picture. The artist did not left any shortage to draw the picture. Really great sketch by a great artist. The style of the drawing is simple and basic. Looks much striking.”
“A wise old owl lived in an oak.
The more he saw the less he spoke.
The less he spoke the more he heard.
Why can’t we all be like that wise old bird?”
“Best things from the 60s.”
Liji: Hai, it’s me Liji. Do you remember me?

Josh: Yes dear, You are one of my best friends forever. Then why you ask like this? Liji: It is because I never get a call even in a year, that’s why?

Josh: Di, we speak or not doesn’t matter dear. We are friends forever. You are always in my heart.
“A desert island is a scary place where everywhere is only sand. Sand surrounds the island with no water and food. But in a carton it looks magical and beautiful with palm trees and lots of good food to eat.”
“Looks like our letters was rejected as spam.”
“Hello sir, Nice to see you with such a long hairs. We are very glad that we saved you and now we gonna save ourselves with Vidal Baboon. The shampoo with good smell will help us both.”
“Triggering a milder emotion can also encourage clicks, especially if you present a familiar situation for the reader.”
“Me in any social situation.”
“The most awkward moment I ever had in school was in elementary school.”
“La laa lasa la laa lasa la la la salala life. my life.. this is my life... My own life... I enjoy... I enjoy my life... Live.. love... let live my life... I love my life... Let us live my life.... Enjoy life... enjoy every moment of life... Live the life... Love the life... La laa lasa la laa lasa la la la salala life.”
“For, whom the heart of man shuts out,
Sometimes the heart of God takes in,
And fences them all round bout
With silence mid the world’s loud din.”
“My first thought always about my love. But its little bit funny, because she is short tempered. If I slip any word that become another worst and tensed day. So my first preference set my mind for my dear.”
“There is very good morale inspiration in the picture according to Hindi religious scripture Hanumaan chalisa.”
“The world is a crazy, beautiful, ugly complicated place, and it keeps moving on from crisis to strangeness to beauty to weirdness to tragedy. The caravan keeps moving on, and the job of the longform writer or filmmaker or radio broadcaster is to stop - is to pause - and when the caravan goes away, that’s when this stuff comes.”
“What I hear you saying is that I don’t really listen to you. What you’re telling me is I should be patient and give you more time to speak. Am I getting it? Is there more you want to tell me?”
“#coconut #comic #pencil_drawing #man #cloudy #sea #funny”
“Humans are the only creatures with the ability to dive deep in the sea, fly high in the sky, send instant messages around the globe, reflect on the past, assess the present and imagine the future.”
“The drawing style of the artist is good. But the face of the cartoon should be more clear. I can not understand what it is, water or sand! It should be more clear. But obviously the drawing style is clean and nice.”
“My colleagues are Dijo, Merlit and Akshay. They are very friendly and there is a friendly competition between us to get the more money. We used to compete each other for the no of tasks done. But I don’t think that they can beat me easily. Because am ahead of 15 or more tasks than them. I am sure that they can’t beat me easily.”
“Dear Uncle, I am fine here with good mood and health and hope that you are also fine at your place. As you told me that you were to give a surprise to me and I was too excited for it. When I received your parcel I saw that it was an encyclopedia and I was so happy to see it. I thought that you forgot that I was fond of learning and exploring new words but was very happy and delighted to see an encyclopedia as a gift. It would be one of the best gifts I have received from you and hope that in future if you will plan to give me a surprise then I’ll be more happy if you’ll give me that gift by your hands. Again thanks for your gift. Write me soon. I’ll be waiting for your letter. Bye. Yours sincerely/lovely.”
“Popular In the Community.”
“Appooppan thadikkoppam Kettu pottichu paayanane moham Nin moham Manathe nakshatrathe Pappadam pole potticheidan moham Nin moham Olichu chennu dukkamayi Paruthine pidichidaam Marathil eruvanume, pala kothiyaai Purakkakath orayiram Kurumbumaai parannidaam Chiripadakkam aanival, Midu midukki.”
“A form of happiness according to Bhagwat Geeta: ‘That which seems like poison at first, but tastes like nectar in the end.’”
“To be honest I didn’t know the word (so thanks for expanding my vocabulary). Russia has a pretty homogeneous racial/ethnic composition, is practically no protest to what we simply call a district renovation, and it’s certainly not viewed as a form of racism.”
“The breeze of the sea soothes my soul,
The wavestakes away all the sadness of life.
Sitting on the beaches looking at the sea,
I realize how small our problems are.
The sun rises and sets on the sea,
Showing the mesmerizing colours on the sky
and its reflection on the sea makes the sea livelier.
The moonlit sea and the silvery waves
are peace to the soul the beaches at night
are tranquil to the inner core.”
- You have completed the school assignment?
  - I have not forgotten.
- You are a lazy and mischievous pupil. Do not attend in time. Do not do homework. You are also a troublemaker. I will summon your guardian to come up with a solution.
- Please do not do that I will do anything you ask me. I will respect everyone.
“When you like somebody but the conversation is boring af.”
“Farley Katz (the author) used the fact that super-man could easily fly off the island, to use a famous quote by Robben Ford (singer), “no man is an island so they say, but if I could go there for just one day”. I think it applies to this cartoon, since Super-Man is, theoretically, really important, he wanted to just be alone for sometime, try to feel what is like to be marooned.”
“MY goal is to access my mind and pictorial it as archive to increase my drawing ability, let my mind learn to express itself on paper with images freely. Our mind is a vast storehouse of visual information. Use imagination to draw the image that my mind presented. Draw my ideas instead of put it in words. Turn off my inner critic during the process. Draw a sketch of the finished result. That makes me start and finish a successful task.”
“Writing a Letter to Your Parents,

Dear Sir/mam, I know you probably are surprised to find this letter because I usually don't do stuff like this, but I wanted you to know something and thought this may be a good way to talk with you. I wanted to sit down and just talk with you but that is really hard for me because I am shy and a little embarrassed. I also am just not good at talking sometimes, so that is why I am writing you. I don't want to keep anything from you because you have always been such an awesome mom. I hope you can help me out like you have so many times before. I am writing because I have been really sad lately. Really down and out. My classes are harder than ever and dad is probably going to freak out when he sees my report card this semester. I feel like I always let him down, especially because I get such lower scores in school than both sisters. I do try hard; it just doesn't come as easily to me. I also have been getting made fun of at school a lot. This kid, Chris, is always book-checking me and slamming me into lockers. It's getting old. I also asked this girl I liked to the dance and she turned me down. I just feel worthless... I need help. I don't know what kind of help I need or what needs to happen, but I feel like my whole world is falling around me. I'm tired all the time, but I can't seem to sleep. I tried to talk to a couple of my friends about what was going on, and they were nice, but they didn't really understand. I even thought about going to the counsellor at school, but she doesn't seem like she would care I don't want things to keep going on like this, but I don't know what to do.”
“Some people like this cartoon get up only 10 am or 11 am. They do not go to job. they take rest.... They waste their time.”
“My name is Ana Raquel, I am 24 years old, I got married this year with my best friends, I am studying for a master degree in Computer Science.”
“King is coming it’s nap time.”
“What is worse than ants in your pants? Uncles.”
“68 seconds of pure thought for law of attraction manifestation.... to 2,000 action hours and results in the creation of a mini miracle.... If you can just examine your thoughts closely for a day, you will know that... If you’ve been watching the Olympic games, you should have no problems with this visualization.”
“Pussycat, pussycat where have you been?
I’ve been to London, To visit the Queen.
Pussycat, pussycat, What did you date?
I frightened a little mouse, Under her chair.
Without music and video these type of poem are very boring for teacher and children.”
“How small death seems among the rocks.
It drifts light as a splintered bone the tide uncovers.”
“The man is sleeping under a tree. Is it safe to sleep under a tree at noon? Peaceful sleep under a tree. Bangladeshi people are very hard working. After working the man is sleeping under a tree. A good sleep is just as important as regular exercise and a healthy diet.... If you want to optimize your health or lose weight, then getting a good night’s sleep is one of the most important things you can do.”
“My name’s Dmitry, I’m a freelance translator. I won’t change - I was ‘being grown’ and not being adjusted to the opinion of the others. I am, indeed, a king, because I know how to rule myself. My haters are my biggest motivators.”
Vlad: Listen, do not you share all your personal &
important stuff on digital platform.
Cathy: Ohh! please do not start again!!
Vlad: You do not know how much it is risky.
They sold all your public data.
Cathy: Of course they do. They are not like you.
They know how & where to earn. Jukar gifted his
GF a world tour, & you?? Idiot.
“At The New Theological Movement, we try to post two to three articles per week (sometimes more, sometimes less). Generally these posts are related to something from the Church’s liturgical calendar – e.g. a saint’s feast day or a particular feast of our Lord or our Lady – but occasionally we post on matters related more directly to the modern world. Our primary goal is to spread the faith effectively and to promote a true “hermeneutic of continuity” in liturgy, theology, and spirituality. Thus, as Father Martin put it so well, “Our aim at the New Theological Movement is twofold: (1) To write faithful Catholic theology, in communion with the Church’s entire 2,000 year Tradition, through the medium of the internet. (2) To create a platform upon which a theological discussion can be carried out in charity and in truth.” (from the “about” page) In the hope of accomplishing this second aim – creating a place for theological discussion – we have decided to create an “Ask Reginaldus” page, which has now become an “Ask Father Ryan” page. If you have any topics you would like to see covered in an article, you can now ask Father Ryan Erlenbush to do so. Moreover, even if you have just a simple question, feel free to ask Father Erlenbush for a brief reply.”
“There are two kinds of friends: those who are around when you need them, and those who are around when they need you.”
“When Is The World Going to Tell This Man ‘Enough Is Enough’.”
“It does not matter where you are or who you are, the only things matter what you do for your existence. Remember the great line of the ‘Mahabharat’, what you learned from this holy book, it said that the earth does not wait for anyone, so as time, both doing their job without any pose. follow them, try hard and you will reach your goal soon.”
M1: Ohey, please tell me what is most beautiful parts of a woman?
M2: I will tell you first you send your wife to my bed room at night.
M1: Dhur, okey see the girl, she wear very small clothes.
M2: If they will not wear this type of clothes, how can we our handjob everyday?
M1: Have you seen the newly married lady at our area?
M2: Yea. I am trying to take her.
“Increase Your Affiliate Revenue with Landing Pages! Mobidea is co-hosting a brand new webinar with AdPlexity’s head of marketing and a very dope guy - Til! AdPlexity is one of the world’s most popular ad spy tools. But how to become a pro when dealing with AdPlexity? And more importantly, how can it help you increase your profit? If you wanna know all these secrets, book your spot! Register here! To ensure our newsletters aren’t delivered to your junk folder, we recommend you add academy@mobidea.com to your email contacts. Copyright © 2018 Mobidea (a brand of the OLA Mobile Group), All rights reserved. You’ve received this email because you joined or agreed to join a mailing list of the OLA Mobile Group (and its affiliated companies) to receive all updates and marketing communications on your email. Our mailing address is: Mobidea (a brand of the OLA Mobile Group) Victory House 205, Archbishop Makarios Avenue Limassol 3030 Cyprus Add us to your address book Want to change how you receive these emails? You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.”
“Desert island, in my view is a place where no one can survive for long time. In cartoon form there can be lived anybody.”
“Remember when you had to work hard to get a girl to send you a picture like this? Now you just have to follow them on Instagram.”
“I finally found my spirit animal.”
“When I am asked aboyt my hobbies.”
“There is a guy thinking of something under the tree in an island, and The picture is good, the drawing too.”
“Most people in your school have great social lives and a ton of friends, then there’s you.”
“They ask for nudes right off the bat.”
“Writers such as Cory Doctorow have gained followings by championing free culture and lambasting the excesses of copyright owners, such as the record labels’ quixotic, abortive quest to sue file-sharers into submission. It’s an appealing and progressive idea, and its enthusiasts have tended to lionize all things free - open-source software; share-alike copyright agreements; music built on samples of other music; and all kinds of collaged cultural ‘mashups’.”
“When the vitamin gummies kick in.”
“The artist’s drawing style reminds me of newspaper’s drawings, with some funny captions at the bottom. This particular piece is quite minimalist, and reminds me of some American cartoons for kids. This gives the drawing an even more humorous, amusing look.”
“If you’re looking for sympathy, you’ll find it in the dictionary between shit and syphilis.”
“Strong people don’t put others down. They lift them up and slam them on the ground for maximum damage.”
“Sign wa."Beware! Dogs here"my reaction wa."what do I have to do if you have dogs or you don’t have it. Why do you want to show off that you have dogs.”
“Wanna be a highschool football hero, with a s. a.t. Score less then zero. I wanna try to drink my weight in beer. I wanna be a highschool football hero.”
"Yesterday I thought the first thing before getting to work is about Sonam Kapoor. She is my one of the favourite bollywood actress. She paints a ray of sunshine all over her face. Through her smile when she smile her teeth look like jasmin's buds. She have a eyes of Twinkling eyes. Nose rings, those Ear rings, Silky hair, overall she look very beautiful. Sonam Kapoor is one of the leading actress in Bollywood born on 9 June 1985. She is also one of the highest paid actress in Bollywood. She made her debut in Saawariya a romantic drama directed by Bhansali in 2007. Although, her first commercial success was after 3 years with I HATE LUV STORYS. She is nominated for Filmfare award four times, including best female actress debut for Saawariya. She won best actress award for Neerja in Melbourne Indian Film Festival. Her upcoming project is Veere Di Wedding. Why you should pay for me cause I introduce Sonam Kapoor to you."
“The sun is there to make everything visible. We should train and achieve the ability to find the enemy who target us from behind.”
“No wonder the sky is grey today, all the blue is in your eyes.”
“Self cooking self shaving self fishing now I want self fucking but I where to start it.”
“My favourite advertisement is for inner wear of men.”
“This is what GOD looks like.”
“Surely I choose a Smiling Angel face. Because my current situations are not merge with any happiness mood. But while I met somebody, my mind can’t adjust to smile. so better way is wear a mask of smiling angel. Then all is well. Everyday life is worst.”
“They are made of Concrete. Very hard and very hard and tough.”
“I’m not organ donor but I’ll be happy to give you my heart and I will stop loving you when an apple grows from a coconut tree on the 30th of February.”
“Dirty people in pathetic situation.”
“This is KK here. I usually spent my spare time to complete the caption task and I have no idea what employer do with those captions. I would seriously want to know if I get a chance.”
“This kind of images are what turned me gay, I blame you all for this.”
喂！而家大家都喺荒島度，有嘢食做咩鬼唔喺預我呀。大佬！你都話喺荒島度，得棵樹，咩都冇，有嘢食我都填飽我個肚先啦。死人孤寒鬼，有辦法啦！搞掂自己先，唔係點呀？你教下我啦大佬？
Me: Listen bro, you are not adult enough for signing up FB. So put it down for a while.
Bro: Whyyyyy?? Its just FB, just a social media to hang out people!!! What’s wrong with you??
Me: Bro, it is not like that, you are just a kid and I have a big doubt that you merely control your emmo.
   Bro: How?
Me: You chat on girls in FB & fall in love for her and if she reject you, you just can not control youself.
   Bro: You are sick!! Go to hell.”
“Hey Bob! Be sure to send help if you made it.”
"https://ibb.co/c56r9d"
“Dear Mrs...Congratulations for the new life. He is a good fellow he will care you and make you happy all times. As I am ex girl friend I am telling you this. I miss him a lot. Yours lovingly.”
“My name is Sivaram. I am vegetarian. I like red color, number 7. I don’t like driving bikes, cars. I love to use bycycle. I am single (unmarried). I am 25 years young man, living in india(country). I have been completed my undergraduation in computer science field. Now, I working as freelancer from home. I am netizen, meaning that always 24/7 on internet. My hobbie’s are to play video games, reading books related to computer science.”
“Sometimes the age make lonely. But they expecting many people to surround to them. “Lonely” hits a spot of fear in all of us even if we don’t acknowledge it. The company of babies and young children may be magical, but it can also make us feel lonely sometimes after departure.”
“I am Amit Mondal, a residence of West Bengal state of India. I’m male 21 years of age. I am a graduate in political science and love literature. Gardening and reading books is my hobby.”
“When a friend asks how I did on a test.”
“Me: Hey kid brother what are you doing?
Brother: I am making my science project.
Me: let me give you an advice. Your science project should be unique. Like your can make a volcano eruption.
“The guy in the cartoon is trying to grow a palm tree so he can tie WARIMBA HAMMOCK it is not a rational decision as it will take years for the palm tree to grow and by the time he will turn off secondly he is even catching one end of the WARIMBA HAMMOCK instead of putting it down will watering The plan.”
“When your actually sick but your friends think you are faking.”
“My name is Deepak Sharma and I am an engineer but now am a freelancer and a developer. I develop android apps and ios apps to earn my living am 28 yrs old from Lahoor Punjab. My hobbies included watching movies reading books and app development is a hobbie for me. I sing ggood I love music surf thrwb intrn.”
“Father, I have done many sins. I came to this confession box at front of you and my Lord Jesus to beg to absolve my all shameful sins to forgive me for my past deed and let me come in your world. I have theft, murdered, cheated, gambling and robbed and did all short of sins in this life. Now I realize that this sins are nothing but a sac of heavy load on my soul, so I come here to beg pardon to you. So father, please, please forgive me...”
“Immigration to Canada with a Job in next 6 Months or Less. Click here to upload your Resume. Apply Now Canada’s Permanent Residency: Fastest way to settle in Canada with a Job. REASONS TO IMMIGRATE TO CANADA Currently there are over 4 million Job vacancies available in Canada. Find out the best Job available in Canada as per your present experience. Immigrants with PR visa gets subsized benefits like Free Education & Healthcare. To fill this workforce, over 3,50,000 professionals will be needed by Canada in 2017. To retain Immigrants for long term, Canada allows PR holders to claim Citizenship within 3 years. 6 REQUIREMENTS / ELIGIBILITY TO IMMIGRATE TO CANADA Professionals undr 40 years of age are eligible Minimum bachelors degree is needed Minimum 2yrs of work experience is mandatory Good ability to speak, read & write English language is required Profiles are selected for every 2 weeks for Job/ PR Selected profiles are processed in just 6 months ARE YOU ELIGIBLE ? Click here for Free Assessment - or - Call us for a free counseling +91-9010263956 +91-8446637538 Office Address INDIA - Hyderabad: #201. Second Floor, Esa Arcade above Me & Mom’s. Somajiguda, Raj Bhavan Road. Zip: 500082. USA - Chicago: #6321 N Artesian Avenue Chicago- Illinois. Zip: 60659 UAE - Dubai: #3rd floor Khallafi Building, Al Mam zar Road. Zip: 93335.”
“Once a man walked into a barber shop thinking it as a restaurant. Man asked the barber. ”What do you have for me? “ he replied: cutting and shaving” the man said: get me two plates each then”.:D:D”
“Thoughts that gone through my mind before taking work:
Why am I receiving only low cost works over recent days?
Moreover why am I not receiving it daily in a much greater rate.”
"I am a forty year woman from Kolkata belonging to a very traditional and aristocrat family of Bengal. I have grown up with traditional and deep rooted ethics and culture in my blood and got a very good amount of education due to highly educated parents of mine. I have done engineering and I am a trained hindustani classical singer. I have learnt classical dance from reputed teachers of bengal. I also learnt painting."
“Time management. Looks like he’s prepared to wait very long for the palm to grow. A rational person wouldn’t just wait for one thing that takes a long time to complete, moving on to other tasks instead.”
“The artist likes to draw the deserted island in which he shows a man on a deserted island. A person must have a knife, a sunblock, a flashlight, and a satellite phone if he/she is there on a deserted island.”
“Microworkers is a sea of possibilities where you have to use your binoculars to find small ships to get on. The problem is that every one of these ships is different and you never know which is worth getting on without taking a good luck. That’s why, most of the time, I am looking.”
“LMAO, classic clip of the day. Who remember’s this? “
“Don’t f** propose me if you ain’t gonna use this.”
“I always take life with a grain of salt... plus a slice of lemon... and a shot of tequila! LMAO!!”
“Flood alert in Agra, Mathura. 3 workers killed after gas leak at Unnao factory. Congress MP poll in-charge beaten up by faction. Sonam raises voice against human trafficking. Roof of a house collapses in Muzaffarnagar, 2 killed, 4 injured. Colleagues killed exec to cover illicit relations.
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“The picture is very good and interesting to looking. It picture is simple eye catchable. In the picture the man is affraid to the tree. Because the tree is about to fall on the man. In other reason is that man is standing under the tree in the noon to safe him from the harmful sunlight. Four tags: best picture, nice picture, best drawing, superb drawing in the world.”
Fire alarm teacher: Ok kid single file line.
me: Move bitch I’m about to die.
“First of all, it would redraw the sketch with much finer lines, thus improving visibility. I would use a greater precision in the lines. Finally I would add color because in this way the drawing is not flashy and the message may be late in getting caught. On the other hand the message is very clear, no matter how much money you have if you can not spend it is useless.”
“And and only of conscience. Known taking repulsive they nature they are. Offspring more scoundrels. The capable monsters are they. Lives without sorcery witchcraft of is from hell than these. Indeed name.”
“A man looked out of the incongruities ie: clear as mud, smooth as sandpaper, friendly as a coiled rattlesnake In literature, Mark Antony’s speech following the assassination of Cesar is an excellent classic example. Me window to see the storm intensify. He turned to his friend and said “wonderful weather we’re having!” Simple phrases, usually in the form of similes, with obviousark Antony praises the assassin Brutus as an ambitious and honorable man while at the same time condemning him. Exclaiming “oh great” after failing an exam As pleasant as a tooth canal As sunny as a winter day in Alaska This steal is a tender as a leather shoe The weather is as cool as a summer day in the Midwest In the Scarlett Letter, Dimmesdale’s confession and discussion of his congregation that was meant to get him to be shunned only led to the people to so the opposite.”
- Surely you can’t be serious Shirley.
- I am serious. And don’t call me Shirley.
Girl: Tell a song
Boy: Do not let go...
Girl: Stop it!
Boys: What is the thumb why?
Girl: Is this a song?
Boy: Tappur Tapup after the rain...
Girl: That thumb...
Boy: Why?
Girl: Is there any rain in Tupur Tupur.
Boy: Look at me with words in my robe in the rain...
Girl: Let's sing this song well.
Boy: The song will be fine, your favorite (Think about it).
“A student in linguistics, dabbles in translation.”
“So sharpen those pencils (or computer skills), and get ready to draw. Using data... If I am an artist, I will get to create this drawing by adding ladder to get down for the kids.”
“One of my colleagues from microworkers told me he is not able to understand my word. I asked why? They told me you described all the things with double meaning, that’s why we are not understood. I told your wife knows very well about double meaning because she maintains double kit.”
“No Fred. This is not kinoa.”
“Add a text inside those men quotation saying some catchy phrase related such as "Off Shore INC."
“My coworker name is Imrna, he is a good guy. we work together for many project. He is very intelligent and very supportive but he have one very bad habit. He is too much alcoholic. This is only reason I avoid him.”
“The man is deserted on the island after the ship wreck along with an unknown lady. The man has interest on the lady who is beautiful and good physique. He is tempted to make love to her. But religious thoughts are forbidding him to take undue advantage of a lonely girl in an isolated place. Nobody should take undue advantage of anybody that’s a sin. The man does not want to be a sinner.”
“….Said no one ever.”
- Please ask your monkey to pluck coconut...
- You must be kidding! Where can you get monkey to pluck coconut for us?
“Man, in order to get something big these days, in order to attract many people to your cause, you seriously have to learn to speak not in the language of brutish populist, half-extremist slogans, but in the language of universal conditions, the language of human rights. Remind the people who feel oppressed by their government that they are entitled to freedom, that it is their birthright. That they are entitled to social progress, equal rights, to basic human dignity - and they will follow you.”
“The drawing style of the artist is amazing. The faces of the cartoons are clear. Emotions are perfectly drawn. I really like the drawing. Obviously the drawing style is clean and nice.”
“I find such cute and adorable things. Some of them being a doll, a small hairbrush, some doll clothes, kitchen set, my hair-bands, my pins, my little frock and the small cute little mirror which is the most beautiful memory ever. They all make me so happy. It’s hard to live without them.”
“My ex boyfriend was a complete mess. He never knew what was his goal in his life. He was very annoying and irritating. I used to buy him food and he was not at all faithfull.”
“Aline soon will arrive and reach our earth. So be careful guys. Be strong to face such a horror aliens arrive here.”
“Sound occurs when the complex system inside our ears picks up vibrations in the air, which our brains interpret as the birds chirping, clacking keys on a computer and roaring traffic. Our days are permeated with sound - it’s inescapable. But when sound becomes bothersome, we call it noise. When noise in a particular area is constant and damaging, we refer to it as noise pollution. Construction and traffic can contribute to noise pollution. If you’re passing through an area with a good deal of noise pollution, such as a construction site, you might not mind this noise since it is a temporary disturbance that isn’t likely to cause hearing loss, stress or other health issues. But if your home - which should be a bastion of peace, quiet and calm - is in an area with frequent or pervasive noise pollution, this could be dangerous to your health. Conditions brought on by noise pollution include insomnia, hearing loss and heart health issues. You can suffer noise-induced hearing loss by being exposed to noise above 85 decibels for a prolonged period of time. Additionally, noise between 120 and 140 decibels can actually cause the ear to feel pain.”
“Once you take entry to the room you will find couple of large boxes - one of the box full of clothes that you need to cover yourself, another one contains food that you need to survive, third one contains books that you need to become wise.”
“My Ex-Lover, Wants I always be Shaved and Exposed.”
Yes great bro! I have eaten you salt you are my heart you are my boss and you have given my 10,000rs in my calamity so you are my Lord."
“A message from your old school friend: You are the most dumb guy I had ever met in my life. I always told you that you are my best friend, but you are not. how I made a dumb guy to my best friend. you do not know that I act like your best because of your siso, I like her lot and want to hang with her. so dumb guy, nothing personal.”
“All cothes are unisex if you stop being alittle bitch about it.”
“Is this my friend from my hometown or somewhere else?
Is this my brother from my hometown?
My cousin from my hometown?
Is this another refugee from somewhere else?
Is this a ghost from the Island?”
“The personality of Kavy: The attitude of a person is reflected in his behavior towards the people who can’t do anything for them... And Kavy has got all of that.”
“Disruptive [troublemaking] winds cause damage to my house even though it was build in a innovative [a new method].”
Woman: Now what should we do? Who will help us?
Man: Let’s see, Any Ship will come, they will rescue us.
Woman: Oh my God. How they will find us?
Man: My shirt wear off and did like a flag. They will see this.
Woman: Your shirt’s colour is white, They will not care about it.
Man: Okey. Wear off your dress and put it there.
Woman: Why?
Man: Your dress colour is red. It is easy accessible, and everyone give top priority.
"ED: How has he alienated them?

DA: I’d say he—more successfully than most—created his own mini-Devendra universe. He’s got all the recurring characters and his own language and everyone dresses in the same crazy way and sings in crazy voices. And I think that it’s part of the typical life cycle of any artist that’s too interesting to stay in the first world they create. He created this “place” where a certain subset of people felt really comfortable and then he was like, Eh... fuck that place. So the people who saw him as this messiah who delivered them to this fairy world got left behind because he couldn’t take it seriously anymore. I find his new recordings so much more exciting to listen to. I can’t really think of any context in 2008 when I would want to listen to Oh Me Oh My... Agreed. Mostly. I loved that stuff when it first surfaced. I was pretty blown away by it. And honestly, there are still a few songs that I’ll play through if they come up in a shuffle, but I can’t imagine sitting through the whole thing and paying attention. But at the same time, I still haven’t really cracked that Megapuss record. You should. It’s really zany. Zany in a good way? I think it’s zany in a good way. It’s definitely him indulging himself in a way people may not be interested in, but I think it gives a taste of his sense of humor. I think the obvious reference point is Frank Zappa, except basically no interest in virtuosic playing. But do you like it out of context? Because I’m way into it as a fuck you. I’m behind him one hundred percent on that. I love the sentiment, but I haven’t been able to get into it as music. Or do you not even see it as a fuck you? I’ve never been a big Zappa guy, so I don’t have much of that to use for contrast. I’m stuck with this crumby Bob Dylan filter that is definitely misapplied. I think it would be more of a fuck you if he released it as Devendra Banhart album. But he called it Megapuss and put a picture of him and another dude naked with a knife on the cover. I appreciate that he’s like, We’re having a ball and following our own weird impulses and if you want to take a peek into our world that’s great but you don’t have to get involved. Have you seen Megapuss live? I haven’t. How were they at Festival in the Forest in Big Sur? Interesting... Devendra didn’t really come off as a leading man. Greg Rogove and Fab Moretti majorly overshadowed him, and he seemed pretty hummed in general throughout the weekend. Maybe that’s too much to assume, but he seemed to be pretty disengaged.
“Original hand crank Music Box, just turn the handle and it will play this well-known tune. Hum to the Harry Potter Theme song, Beauty and the Beast and Many more! No batteries Needed! These music boxes makes a great gift for your friends and family! *USE CODE: MUSICAL FOR A DISCOUNT* = GET YOUR MUSIC BOX HERE =”
હાલો પરસાદ સે ન્યાં? ના, આયા તો નવી. ન્યાં સે? હા આયા તો હાઈન્જ નો જોરદાર પરસાદ આવેશ.
“My Facebook profile is by name is Saket Malik.”
“As a 3d Artist Myself I could draw a few tentacles of octopus around the island to have a little more to worry about, maybe make it rain and sell umbrella.”
- Agey Kuwa Piche Khai, Jaye to Jaye Kahan?
- Agey Sea Picche Bear!! Av kya karega tu dear?
“Interrupt my sleep and I will interrupt your breathing.”
“I knew this kid who smelled terrible. He’d walk in a room and this disgusting stench would follow him, like some sort of cloud of garbage-scented air. If you were in class with him it would permeate the entire room. Anyway, one time one of the teachers found a toenail in his locker.”
“I’m the coolest and jovial character, I like to help the poor. I want to win whatever task I took. I enjoyed lot of food and travels. Love to spend more in online jobs. I’m searched and got lot of tried in online jobs. Still not received the job with good payment. One day allah will help me get good job with good salary, ameen. I like to enjoy shopping but no money now.”
“Using hot girls 40% sexy.”
“I’m sorry for your lost. My sincere feelings. I know that at such a difficult time it may sound strange what I’m going to say, but keep your cool. Divert your gaze from the pain. Think about the good things that you have experienced, these moments have to take more merit, because it is in happiness that you expressed all your love. Have faith. If you believe in God, keep in mind that everything is just a passage. One day you will meet again.”
“It’s a bright day and your angel is going to get a good luck for you - you are going to meet some special person.”
“Hi! AppsGeyser Team in touch. We are in the process of cleaning up our newsletter list. It’s pretty sad, but typically when we don’t see that you are opening our emails it means you are really busy or aren’t interested, are you? But don’t hurry up with the answer! Just take a final look at the recent comeback of our legendary giveaway: WIN ONE OF 20 TABLETS BY PUBLISHING APPS! Extremelly simple rules, awesome prizes and only 5 days left.”
“I pretend to work as long as they pretend to pay me.”
“When I am about to ask my parents for something.”
"It is better to be hated for what you are than to be loved for what you are not."
“The painting is so serene and beautiful. It comes with a inner beauty and the viewer can easily depict what is going on in the picture. The painting is very nice and a pleasure to watch.”
“En français ça donne quoi?”
“My name is Sebastian. I am from India. I have father and mother and I have a Brother. I have a lot of friends. I am a Computer teacher. I teach lots of students. And my hobby is stamp collecting and Picture collecting, etc.”
“Hi Ondrey, As you know, each day you wait to become an Executive Affiliate, the more Smart Start bonuses you FORFEIT (lose), but these great bonuses are still available to you: 250 Rewardicals 4 CSAs (Co-Sponsored Affiliates) These valuable benefits can help you jump-start your new SFI business (and could earn you extra income in the months ahead)! Don’t miss out! Get to the following page now to find out how close you are to qualifying: http://www.sfimg.com/smart Please act now, before all your valuable bonuses are gone! Questions? Do not reply directly to this e-mail. Instead, use our 24-hour Help Desk at: http://support.sfimg.com or contact your SFI Sponsor, Kire Stankovski (kstankovski.ks@gmail.com). We look forward to working with you! SFI - Changed your mind about SFI? You may opt out at: www.sfimg.com/451.”
“War does not determine who is right – only who is left.”
“If you think nobody cares if you’re alive, try missing a couple of payments.”
“Hi freinds, I am Kirti from Jaipur, India. I love to make friends and listen to music. I am 30 years old and I have a small little kid. My husband is very boring and my compatibility is not god with him.”
“I’m tough, I’m ambitious, and I know exactly what I want. If that makes me a bitch, okay.”
"Когда я пропускаю лодку, я жду следующую. Всё потому, что в русском языке нет идиомы пропустить лодку. Русские опаздывают на поезд."
“When your sibling is suddenly nice to you and you are like ‘Who are you?’”
“The inner meaning of the following cartoon is very much clear, if you read the holy book of ‘Mahabharat’ you can relate the situation very much, never judge people by their appearance, you do not know who is capable of what. just because he is not welldressed that does not mean he is not help you out in your difficult time.”
“You don’t have to be pretty to care.”
“Elegy in name but not in form it employs a style similar to that of contemporary odes, but it embodies a meditation on death, and remembrance after death. The remembrance can be good and bad, and the narrator finds comfort in pondering the lives of the obscure rustics buried in the churchyard. The version contains an epitaph which serves to repress the narrator’s fear of dying. The Elegy quickly became popular.”
“No one knows my size so you can understand by seeing me I can sit and piss in water so you can think how big is mine.”
“The weather is hot today and there are no customers I think I'll be back home early today. But what would I tell my wife if she asked me for money? Well I'll tell her the truth and it's over.”
“3 Killed By Noxious Gas At Sewage Treatment Plant In Ghaziabad. 3 Workers Die After Inhaling Poisonous Gas Inside Ghaziabad Sewage Plant. Men On Bike Shot Dead Man After Altercation On Road. Ghaziabad To Get 100 Low-Floor AC Buses By Year-End: VK Singh. Retired Judge Allegedly Commits Suicide In Ghaziabad. Murder Suspect Carrying Prize Money Of Rs. 25, 000 Arrested In Ghaziabad. Ghaziabad Man Kills Gambling Partner For Not Paying Money.”
“Eminem Terrified As Daughter Begins Dating Man Raised On His Music Referencing familiar emotions, such as a parent's worry for a growing child, can make a headline extremely effective. Add a celebrity’s name for even more juice.”
“Hey last time I looked at my keyboard, I noticed that “u” and “i” are always together.”
“When you are sorrowful look again in your heart, and you shall see that in truth you are weeping for that which has been your delight...”
Lady: Father I am in deep trouble. I want to your help.
Father: Yes of course. I will help you. Tell me your problem.
Lady: My husband doing wrong thing with me. He has another illegal affairs with a girl.
Father: Ohh. Oneday you come to my house. I will give you some idea, that will help to solve your problem.
Lady: Okey. (Lady came to fathers house)
Father: You have to do another illegal affairs.
Lady: what? Father; yeah. with me. after that your husband will realize the matter. The morale of the story is everyone wants illegal affairs but situation not help to do the work.
“Dermatologists hate him! He is 96, looks 25. Local hero exposes shocking anti-ageing treatment. Learn the 5$ trick to this stunning result.”
"You know the methanol, if we drink, it will form formic acid in our bodies. It’s all about one hydrogen and oxygen bond in ethanol and methanol."
“We created man in the best design, (95:4) Then reduced him to the lowest of the low, (95:6) that is what we see here in this picture.”
“When I wild dream, sometimes beauty of flowers are groves and then butterfly in sky so its more beautiful love of get together. After I woke up day to day works are suddenly stop, when I realised of love with person so crazy to flight and laugh are enjoyable moment. I love my parents un till I left in the world.”
“Things I am happy to see after a night out.”
“https://ninja.hattori.cartoon.com in this cartoon watch on nickelodeon channel.”
“Hi You have won a cash prize of $1000. To transfer that into your bank account please mail your account details like account number, IFCI code and account holder name to www.winprize@free.com. Before mailing your details you have to deposite $100 as a transaction money to my account. As soon as transaction money is received, I will transfer the money to your bank account. With Regards John Mathew CEO of Cashprize Acc no- 1234567890 IFCI Code – 123654.”
“I’m multi-talented: I can talk and piss you off at the same time.”
“If u feel sad, remember that the world is 4.5 billion years old and u just happen to exist at the same time as this.”
“This picture is morale inspired from Hindu Religious Scripture Shrimad Bhagwat Geeta preached by Lord Shri Krishna to great warrior, Arjun in Mahabharat. Lord Krishna Says: yada yada hi dharmaśya glani nir-bhwati bharat, Abhiuthanam tadatmanam shrījamyāham. Means to say when religious have calamity I protect to them time to time.”
“If Murdoch had a penny for every time I had static on Fox... oh wait, he does.”
“I am Mohan my age is 20 and I am student staying at Delhi in India I am pursuing my bachelor’s of commerce I like to explore new place and to travel across new culture and people I have been to many place I am pretty good at sports also I am football player and I love to watch cartoons like Tom and Jerry phines and fer.”
“My mom doesn’t care about mothers day because mother’s day is racist against test tube babies.”
“Do you like Pizza? Cuz I want a pizza dat ass.”
“The main problem with me is their faces, especially the man’s. It looks somewhat creepy, primarily because of the stare, and I cannot tell what his facial expression means. Also the minimalist and somewhat negligent drawing style makes an impression that this drawing could be from some newspaper from 1930s. This style is not modern, it looks old and uncanny.”
Jack: Oh! You got a haircut! That’s so cute!
Jason: Do you think so? I wasn’t sure when she gave me the mirror.
        I mean, you don’t think it’s too fluffy looking?
Jack: No, it’s perfect. I’d love to get my hair cut like that, but I think my
        face is too wide. I’m pretty much stuck with this stuff I think.
Jason: Are you serious? I think your face is adorable. And you could easily
        get one of those layer cuts - that would look so cute I think. I was actually
        going to do that except that I was afraid it would accent my long neck.
Jack: Oh - that’s funny! I would love to have your neck! Anything to take
        attention away from these football player shoulders of mine.
Jason: Are you kidding? I know girls that would love to have your shoulders.
        Everything drapes so well on you. I mean, look at my arms, see how short they are? If I had your shoulders I could get clothes to fit me so much easier.”
“All ok.”
“One of the huge benefits of the Fish-only diet is the abundance of omega-3 fatty acids, which lowers inflammation. Generally speaking, the fish-only diet tends to have much lower levels of cholesterol, improving overall heart health. Whereas Junk foods are processed foods consisting of high calories, which may lead to a higher risk of obesity and cardiovascular diseases among other chronic health problems.”
“With this I am sure I will get a gold coins to pay a uber to my house.”
“Harry Potter Lumos Ravenclaw Charm Bracelet
https://www.noblecollection.com/Item--i-JBC-BP-7712”
“One day one saint came to a very lonely island for his prayer. He is doing his job very nicely. After some days he thoughts he is feeling very lonely. He prepare a poster and posted You are here that means. He wants some lady, girl will give accompany with him, as a result he will feel free lonely and he will do properly his prayer.”
“The artist is very smart he drawn the scratch of the picture in less lines or scratch.”
“Men’s always work for woman’s for their body slime and attractive. Because end of the day, its for men’s. ;)
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“Miao miao muh muh, me mrs caty miao mino enjoying miao minaoland - Mr. cat miao miao muh muh.”
“I am SANTHOSH from Kerala, India. I am a architecture student at Anna University, Chennai. I would like to do sketching, animation, reading and travelling. My favourite dish is Chicken Biriyani. I knew more than three languages such as English, Malayalam, Tamil and hindi. I am a best cricket player also. When I get leisure time, I will plan for travelling. My favourite spot in india is kashmir and in abroad Spain. I like to spend time with my friends but I will finish all my jobs at on time. My ambition is become a good architect. I mainly design my project as sustainable development concept. Eco friendly development is my passion.”
“Dear Idol, First off, thank you for being YOU! Thank you for being the first one that I run to when I need advice or spiritual guiding! Thank you for always be there! Thank you for all the laughs! Most importantly, thank you for loving me for me and for never giving up on me. I guess many say that I am one lucky girl because I am on a personal level with the one I call m."Idol”. Most of you have the celebrity idols such as Johnny Depp, Kim K, Justin Beiber, Sarah Jessica Parker, etc, but I idolize a friend that I made back in 2008; just because I am friends with her doesn’t make her any different than the typical celebrity idol. Actually, my idol is in a Catholic band called Full Armor Band (check them out!), so in all technicality, my idol isn’t too far off. What makes being friends with your idol so much better is that not only could I look up to her whenever it’s needed but, I could call her and talk to her when things get rough and ask her for advice! How cool would that be if you could call your celebrity idol? I mean, it’s worth a shot..you can always send fan mail and hope for the best! I can send fan mail to my idol as well.”
“I think my acetylcholine and basal ganglia are not working well. Yesterday I got fainted.”
"Keywords: island, desert island, tropical island, disaster, disasters, lost, man and disaster."
“Why didn’t Noah swat those two mosquitoes?”
“You know what Belgium beat Japan 3-2 in a thrilling FIFA World Cup 2018 match in Rostov on Monday. After a dire first half the second half sprung into action when Genki Haraguchi gave Japan the lead in the 48th minute, a lead that was doubled by Takashi Inui in the 52nd. Belgium beat Japan 3-2 in a thrilling FIFA World Cup 2018 match in Rostov on Monday. After a dire first half the second half sprung into action when Genki Haraguchi gave Japan the lead in the 48th minute, a lead that was doubled by Takashi Inui in the 52nd.”
“13 y olds before VS. 13 y olds now.”
“My mum has spent the last 30 minutes, laughing hysterically at this. Click <like> if you know what I mean.”
“When I was a bachelor I sang a song. The volume of song was super sonic. My near by householder heard this song. They were very disturbed and irriated. After that it was spreaded in whole community like infectious. One day one postman came and give a letter. That was an appointment letter of Municipal Corporation. I got the permanent job. Now I engaged a realtionship. My girlfriend asked what is your birthmark? I told one big black spot on my back side.”
“Hasta la vista, baby. You want stars? I’ll give you stars. Winners don’t use drugs.”
“Crazy condom fails. Share!”
“The cherry-trees are seas of bloom and soft perfume and sweet perfume.”
“I saw a beauty turning towards my direction through the corner of my eyes, and my heart skipped a bit, so I could not hold myself and approached her by making my shoulder broad and walked up to her like a herculean. Looking straight in to her black eyes, I said hello lady, you look stunning, where did you find this dress... she looked at me with disbelieve, turned right and walk away... Looking at her silouette, I was thinking what wrong I said.”
“The cartoon content is very much what it says on. You wake up. Fleetingly, you feel nothing. And then, you feel paranoid, guilty, and ashamed. You lie in bed. You shake your head to try and shake the feelings away: what you might have done or said, how you did it, and who you might have said it to.”
“Both people talk cryptically in a marriage ceremony of one very important person’s son where surrounded by police people every one at check-point of security. The background of that V. I.P amputates, dexterity and improper but at last who won planetary victory over common.”
“बाप बेटे समेत तीन को चार साल की सजा साहिबीबाद गांव में 40 फुट गहरे गढ़े से हादसे का खतरा यादव सहित बेटे को मलिन सुरक्षा राम विलास वर्मा ने कोर्ट में सरेंडर किया। यादव सहित ने उपलब्ध फरी से गैर जमानती वारंट अर्थला की जमीन कब्जाने में संजीव तिवारी दोषी करार आयकर अधिकारियों ने लौहा व्यापारी के दफ्तरों में छापा मारा। जीडीए और पूर्वाशस्न की टीम ने 36 भवन सील किए।”
“Name: Amal Sankar, age 19, city Palakkad. Hobbies: travel, helpful nature, pet love.”
“In cartoon, a desert island it is epicted in the same manner but along with siome coconut trees or palm trees so that the characters of the cartton can have food there. but in reality it is not the case and can be scarier.”
“All good things must come to an end.”
“Incredible Map Shows What The World ACTUALLY Looks Like.”
“Importance of technology in our Lives can’t be explained. Guys your life will turn to be more happier with the introduction of new technology and new devices. You can connect with people with telephone. Watch different shows in television, Take easy printout of papers and what not. Life becomes so organized and easy with technology. Who will say no to technology, which is a big LIFE CHANGER.”
MADAME RANEVSKY: Please don’t go; I want you. At any rate it’s gayer when you’re here. [A pause] I keep expecting something to happen, as if the house were going to tumble down about our ears. We have been very, very sinful! Oh, the sins that I have committed... I’ve always squandered money at random like a madwoman; I married a man who made nothing but debts. My husband drank himself to death on champagne; he was a fearful drinker. Then for my sins I fell in love and went off with another man; and immediately--that was my first punishment--a blow full on the head... here, in this very river... my little boy was drowned; and I went abroad, right, right away, never to come back any more, never to see this river again.... I shut my eyes and ran, like a mad thing, and he came after me, pitiless and cruel. I bought a villa at Mentone, because he fell ill there, and for three years I knew no rest day or night; the sick man tormented and wore down my soul. Then, last year, when my villa was sold to pay my debts, I went off to Paris, and he came and robbed me of everything, left me and took up with another woman, and I tried to poison myself.... It was all so stupid, so humiliating.... Then suddenly I longed to be back in Russia, in my own country, with my little girl...”
“This image is 2 people in the one taaapu in 2 coconet tree, one man is start to bot electric machine.”
“The artist thinking is about the bad sign of every moment. In this picture the man thinking about his past life what he did and how is going now. He standing under a tree and seeing the water and thinking about it.”
“To do this, I used a new technique I learned called triangulation. To triangulate a new point, I first sight (try to visualize) the angles to this new point from two existing points. Then, I draw lines from the existing points in the direction of the new point based on the sighted angles. Finally, I mark the new point where the lines intersect. With these four outer points drawn, the next step is to draw in the shape of the head. To do this, I continued to triangulate more points, and draw in the necessary curves to connect them. I drew in the vertical center line, which will help me laterally place the features.”
“The man is simply sitting in one of thr tree and one women also sitting in under a tree. Bot are always thinking in some matter. In this place is nature of beautiful and wonderful.”
“Some of the naughty students it is about to escape from their teachers and principal’s punishment and all. however these all are always enjoyable at that time.”
“In this situation I will see and listen very carefully his behavior and words. Then I will apply my Theory. First I will offer my client for smoking, then drinking. After that he will not satisfied fully, then I will offer call girl. I think this offer nobody can deny.”
“Ninja hattori watch on pogo channel.”
“Task 1 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/CryptoCurrency/ 2. Upvote the post titled: south korea is leading the race for becoming the Task 2 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/videos/ 2. Upvote the post titled: this app makes todos and checklists so easy Task 3 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/yiff/ 2. Upvote the post titled: on the bed m Task 4 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/videos/ 2. Upvote the post titled: joes message to the females visiting his boat Task 4 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/Blogging/ 2. Upvote the post titled: this product that will change the face of Task 5 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/news/ 2. Upvote the post titled: its easy to scam your way into free hotel stays Task 6 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/brisbane/ 2. Upvote the post titled: sex cars and ecigarettes why wa must imitate and Task 7 - Do NOT post any comments. 1. Go to https://www.reddit.com/r/anime/ 2. Upvote the post titled: casual discussion friday week of july 13 201.”
1. What connects these two photographs? Satire and tragedy.
2. At 203 mm, city on high alert.
3. Tawde says no waterlogging in Mumbai.
4. Sunil Dutt’s letter to Paresh Rawal.
5. Sanju box office collection day 11.
6. 2012 Delhi gang rape: They will be hanged.
7. Sonali Bendre on battling cancer.
"Are you an orphanage?
Because I'd like to give you babies."
“Khana khali?? Kya sabzi pakayi aaj?
Kya kar rahi ho? Ghar me sav kaise hai?”
“Exotic dishes are soo good in taste as well as for health, but right now eating an exotic dish is not possible for me as my doctor advise me to be far from emoticon food as I am allergic to it.”
“Henry Morris, author of ‘The Biblical Basis for Modern Science’ (Baker House, 1984), a creationist text, states that: The ark was to be essentially a huge box designed essentially for stability in the waters of the Flood rather than for movement through the waters.... The ark was taller than a normal three-story building and about one and a half times as long as a football field. The total volumetric capacity was equal to 1,396,000 cubic feet [39,500 cubic meters]... equivalent to 522 standard railroad stock cars, far more than enough space to carry two of every known kind of animal, living or extinct. The flaws in Morris’s calculations become evident when you consider that, according to many creationists, Noah’s Ark included hundreds of dinosaurs. That would mean, for example, the brachiosaurus (two of them, of course), each of which weighed about 50 tons and reached 85 feet (26 meters) long. Even if two representatives all of Earth’s animals could somehow fit on the ark, enough space would be needed for drinking water and food for an entire year.”
"Dear reader of this book, kindly check out the caption. Me and my unfulfilled wishes. Running a life for the sake of others and finally left alone surrounded by our unfulfilled wishes, man the state of sacrifice."
“What happen?? When you believe too much in horoscopes.”
“I’m Jinu, 20 years old, married and settled in Idukki, graduated from MGU and currently studying in Real Accounting. I’ve just started earning money online. I would like to choose to pursue a career as writer or journalist where my greatest interest vested in. I’m born with a feeling that I’m experiencing everything for the first time. So I never fed up with anything. I always prefer to have an organized life, and even when I let go to chaos, my goals and dreams still have strictly defined borders in my mind. Constantly worried that I missed a detail that will be impossible to fix, I may get stuck in details, becoming overly critical and concerned about matters that nobody else seems to care much about. It sounds like the most bad in me is that, anything less than perfect is not good enough for me. So sometimes people around me disappoints me much even when they are true in their position. That’s me.”
“Nobody wants to die. But it’s hard to go from wanting to die to suddenly being cheered up. If you say, “I want to die” and everyone else says, “oh, cheer up, there’s so much to live for” that’s sometimes a hard thing to hear. It’s not like you’re going to suddenly say, “you know what? You are totally right. I’m cheered up now!”
“In Christ you are built together spiritually into a dwelling place for God (Ephesians 2:22 NRSV) Just as there are many parts to our bodies, so it is with Christ’s Body. We are all parts of it, and it takes every one of us to make it complete, for we each have different work to do. So we belong to each other, and each of us needs all the others (Romans 12: 4-5 TLB).”
"The slanting tree makes me feel that an earthquake is going to come over the island soon, but I know its just an illusion nothing more than that."
“મણિયારો તે હાલુ હાલુ થઇ રહ્યો ને એના દલડા ઉદાસી માં કોર રે બેન હું તો પરસેશી મણિયારો.”
Boss: Hey, what are you doing?
Guy: Sir, I am preparing the presentation of the Pantene Ad photo shoot.
Boss: You have not done it yet. Not taken.
Guy: Apologies sir, But it is almost ready.
“All work, no play makes John a dull boy.”
“I got to listen to one very funny like I will get you a spoon so you can eat my ass. That sounds too hilarious for those who was making you mad with their uncalled for rubbish advices.”
“Meet the Man Who Has Lived Alone on This Island for 28 Years... Go even further by encouraging others to respect the marine environment or... Many institutes and organizations are fighting to protect ocean habitats and marine wildlife.”
“My servant is reading list of things to do today and he must include another most important one is to die immediately and to end this boring life.”
1. Tropic Thunder
2. The Hangover
3. Beerfest
4. Superbad
5. Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle
6. Grandma’s Boy
7. Super Troopers
8. Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy
10. Without a Paddle
“hi this Sham. Sorry to inform you that my ancestral property in the rural area as you know has become huge issue of dispute due to relatives confrontations today morning. I am informed by my manager there and I am leaving for my house there right now. Don’t know how much time it would take to resolve. So I really apologize for not making it to the dinner party at your home which you know I am genuinely looking forward to apologize other friends on my behalf too. Hope to see you soon at your house after coming back.”
“Just found this in my brother’s room somebody please explain this to me.”
“Im Ajith Jayan. I’m from Kerala Thodupuzha. My fatger is Jayan. My mother is Sheela. I have an elder brother his name is Ajesh. I have complet-ed my graduation in Al Azhar college of arts and science. after I completed my HDC in TATM college pala. My ambition is to become a Police Officer. Now im doing Microwork in my house... And im also intrested in travelling and eating vierties of foods... I have one year experience in Finance fieeld as Frontline Officer. And im also have 6 year experience in driving LMV. My dream is that travel whole world with a bike... I hope it will done as soon...”
“Lo que el artista quiso plasmar fue una escena donde dos personas estan en una situacion de peligro y temen no poder salir de ella, en mi caso yo le daría más dramatismo a la escena si estuvieran en un bote disfrutando de un paseo y fueran asechados por un tiburón, luego vienen a rescatarlos en un buque pesquero y la situacion se resuelve satisfactoriamente.”
“Spots are limited, be sure to join before they’re gone. Thanks for taking the time to check out our website. If you haven’t already signed up, please check back as soon as you have some free time. Click Here To Start We have hundreds of paid survey opportunities available right now, and would love to have you as a member. Remember, taking paid surveys are a real and legit way to make money online! We’ve been in business since 2003 so you can put your trust in us! Click Here To Start No Experience Required. Change Your Life Today! Start Taking Paid Surveys.”
“As I am a Hindu, this picture reminds me of a meaningful verse that is: ‘om purnamidaha purnamidam...’ Its meaning is you who is created from infinity is infinity and will become infinity at the end. From this picture the morale that we can find is to know that infinity that make you thing, make you imagine and make you hold your world inside brain is always resides in you. Search not outside, don’t be distracted from actions that eyes see, but feel in your body when you see, when you act in a situation and find you within you, ‘the infinity’...”
“I watched one of the episodes of friends yesterday in that episode Ross's and Monica's cousin sister came to visit them and she is super hot first she went to Monica's place where Chandler stares her a lot. Then she went to Ross’s place and he tries to kiss her.”
“You can always find light within, otherwise you would be called as fused.”
“I got into binging lots of episodes of shows without enough sleep. At first it was lot of fun and the time went by and I wasn’t bored. But soon enough it very boring. The shows were cliche and the dialog weren’t funny. The more I watched, the more empty I felt. Then I realized, watching TV wasn’t helping me escape from my pain and suffering but was instead killing me. Then I started going out and meeting people and living the outside world.”
“The person seems to be smart. He looks handsome and possess a good personality. He seems to be a workaholic as he is not at all bothered on what is happening around him.”
Don: Hey, what do you think about quantitative easing?
Jess: I think it is the introduction of new money into the money supply by a central bank.
Don: Wowwww..... Then they give a lot of money to lot of us. Then we can use it to buy dresses, vehicles and so on...
That’s really nice.”
“Dear reader. I don’t know who you are. But still since you are reading this I feel a connection with you... I won’t tell my name but when you would find this letter I am most probably gone... I wanted to tell someone about the adventures of my last few months on this island...”
“I used to think Tumblr was a website dedicated to clothes dryers. I was disappointed to find it was full of wet blankets.”
“99% of people can’t tell the difference.”
“The person right now sitting to me is my brother. He is a cute childish fellow whom loves to play Cricket. His favourite batsman is Sachin Tendulkar. He always wishes to enjoy his childhood and never cares about the future. He is a good hearted fellow whom likes to share love with fellow human beings. His childhood dream is to become an astronaut and to go to Moon. He always stands by my decision either it may be good or bad.”
“As soon as I played the message, I thought it must be a pocket dial since there was only a voice making strange noises. However, the more I listened, the less likely this seems. The voice repeats a string of similar syllables over and over with varying tone and inflection. So now I’ve moved on to the idea that someone’s just having a bit of fun. The really weird bit - and the part that got me thinking - starts about 1:10 in to the message when a mechanical click noise is heard. Then, a recorded voice comes in wit. ‘If you’re satisfied with your message’ followed by a beep and ‘message review’. Ok, so the standard end-of-message spiel from the phone company. But when the message review starts, it is clearly different from the first string of incoherent gibberish. After this second string of rambling, the operator voice pops back in wit. ‘If you’re satisfied with your message’ while the person continues with his nonsense overlapping the message.”
Person 1: Why are you shouting?
Person 2: I am shouting because you have given me only soap to bathe. Where is the water here?
Person 1: Ha ha, some baths are without water especially when when you are stuck somewhere.
Person 2: William Henne told me not to believe you.
“To be true.
I don’t know much about it.
So I can’t say much about it.”
“No one is listening until you fart.”
“I am Mr. X, was born in 1990 in Kolkata, India. I completed my education in 2016. Now I am working as a social worker in many districts of West Bengal. I am associated with lot of NGO and Charity. I am ambitious with my social work. I contributed some times with very poor students and helped them for good quality of education and given proper idea for how to grow your life by yourself. I meet lot of poor people those are not able to treatment themselves, I assured and contacted them with very good hospital for getting good quality of treatment. Apart from this I love read and write jokes, comic, and laughing story.”
“Necessities is the mother of innovation. A man can do anything if it has to for its survival it’s only about the survival of the best and for man their best friend is no one but their own brain. A man brain can innovat new thing if it is feel it’s necessary for them for every failure it is path to the success the right man learn and move on in their journey.”
"When your existential crisis spans dimensions."
“The morale of this cartoon is that when a man gets struck in one problem, God has given him the powers to open up many gates as well windows to help his own self; and still if that he is not able to do that then GOD sends his mercy to help the man I some or the other way.”
“I think he is mentally disturbed by any other accident.”
“My name is Shakhwat Hossain Rakib I am from Bangladesh. I was apply for Austria student visa. After long time I got an embassy appointment date in New Delhi. My appointment date was on 23/03/2017. When I had gone to the embassy for my visa interview I wondered that, my appointment date has been cancel without any confirmation. I don’t face the embassy again. Now I need Appointment cancellation letter for withdrew my hostel fee from Housing vienna. So please help to give an appointment cancellation letter. I would request you please inform me as soon as possible. I also attached my passport and Appointment copy below. Housing vienna mail copy.”
“Good: I’m an innovative HR manager with 8 years of experience managing all aspects of the HR function — from recruiting to training to benefits — for Fortune 500 companies. Concisely summarizes diverse background. Bad: Well, I grew up in Cincinnati. As a child, I originally wanted to be a fireman, then later became interested in dinosaurs. I excelled in the sciences from early on, placing first in my fourth-grade science fair. Funny story about that.”
“Dear I am writing this letter to let you know about the inconvenience I am facing due to your habit of playing loud music till late night. I understand your concern that you like to listen loud music to release stress after hectic working day. However, at the same time, your likings should not affect your neighbours. The volume of your music system is rising by every passing day and causing unnecessary trouble to my family. Moreover, we are unable to get proper sleep and due to lack of sleep I am not able to concentrate on my work. I have been facing this problem for more than six months now. Although, I have never objected this issue before, but now it’s beyond my limit and I am very uncomfortable if this continues. Therefore, before making a complaint to society manager, I thought to have discussion with you. Thus, I am requesting you to keep the volume of music low, so it would be audible to you only or put headphones while listening it. I hope my suggestions would be helpful to you and I expect to have a positive change in the future. I look forward for your cooperation. Yours faithfull.”
“The artist used this technique to send a message.”
“So a rabbi and an imam walk into a bar...”
“At first we have to take critical decision to call for war. And we have to defeat all those who oppose us.”
“I'm multi-talented: I can talk and piss you off at the same time.”
“If I want your opinion, I'll ask you to fill out the necessary forms.”
Me: Mom how many times do I have to ask you to not call me by my nickname in front of my friends.
Mom: But why you have such a nice name.
Me: I don’t like it because they make fun of me.
Mom: Ok, so from now on I will not call you by your nickname.
“Insert your full name without E, G, F, T, W, S, O, K, M, I. H OUG PO G TO”
“I didn’t fight my way to the top of the food chain to be a vegetarian.”
“Abhilash is a bad boy in Class IX. He is from a rich family and has not been learnt good values from there. He always quarrel with other students in the class. His contemptuous behaviour makes trouble to all. Teachers tried to bring him in right way, but no vain. He often laughs at others especially the children who have black skin. All the students hate him.”
“This is what GOD looks like.”
“Ok atheists. Explain this.”
“She was my everything dude. But after entering she changed. She was giving me less time, less important and I think less love also. She was really changed a lot.”
"Oh! From where horse has come here? That is strange!"
“Proof submitted.”
“Photography is taking a nice picture of someone or something.”
“Never, under any circumstances, take a sleeping pill and a laxative on the same night.”
“Hello Dear, Please don’t read this in front of your husband. He is a cheater, so please keep an eye on him always and love him. Otherwise he will try to find someone else who loves him more, AS HE DID WITH ME. With LOVE his EX”
“While I was studying in college, I tried to impress my girlfriend by gifting a piano to her, but at last she left me and got married to someone else. I would request a little caution if you are planning this to your girlfriend.”
“Bob Mankoff: The desert-island cartoon originally comes out of... things that happened over the years, that it’s not a real island anymore.”
“First I need air, water, food and shelter as my primary needs. Then I need luxury needs as BMW car.”
“If all the microworkers disappeared, then their headstone will say: Employer 5213265, Life Description: Youtuber, trouble maker, Father Proof: Find her daughter and ask her.”
“Hello, my name is Jim. I’m from USA. I am a student of New York University. All my interests consist of studying, travelling, art, football and other different activities. I like to watch remarkable films, listen to music, go to gym! I can play guitar perfectly. I have a beautiful girlfriend! We ponder about marriage. Despite my strange mindset, I have very a lot of friends! I try to present myself as a very positive and reliable person.”
“I am from India. People say that India is a heritage of culture. But it was long time ago. Here I see neighbours throw garbage openly on the road instead of throwing it in the dustbin. They don’t even care what is disturbing for neighbours. They will watch TV with a very high sound. They will fight between together at midnight. If there is any occasion, they will set up loudspeakers and play musics at very high volume.”
“I actually had this reported on my timeline as been offensive!!
Is it? How many people dare to like and share it? “
“The sea does not reward those who are too anxious, too greedy, or too impatient. One should lie empty, open, choiceless as a beach - waiting for a gift from the sea.”
“Currently helping my son to find this bag of Cheetos that I ate one hour ago.”
“I’m charmed to finally meet Mr. Prince Charming.”
Joe: Hoh! Hoh! How are youuuu!!!
Matt: Boom! Boom! I am good!!
Joe: Zing!Zing! But I am great!!
Matt: Liar!Liar! You last one just a mess!!
Joe: Glum! Glum! Who told you that?
Matt: BBC told the world!!
“This woman is a hell person you know, I had seen her with the drugs in that bar. And I had seen her drunk so bad.”
"I can’t leave the state in 5 minutes. I will try to find an underground bunker and pray to God that me and my family survive."
“Thank you for your time and availability for handing me this dish, but I can’t accept it. My conscience in doing the right thing and my idle do not allow me to eat something that does not represent what I believe, much less that does not represent the democy of my choices.”
“My name is Amit Mondal from a small town near Kolkata, the capital of West Bengal. I am currently a student of university, doing my masters in mother tongue Bengali. I’m an introvert person and, I don’t regret this. I like to play football. I have played for the district too. Besides I really really like to read literature and listening to music whenever I go out.”
“If I were to ask you out on a date, would your answer be the same as the answer to this question?”
“A ladies cut the tree with a saw to make a musical instrument on the island.”

Tags: #ladies #musical instrument #island #tree #harp
Astrologist: Listen, as you’re an aquarius, it’s written in the stars that this island is the right place for you. You should stay there until at least next month, when the horoscopes changes again.

Woman: Okay, as you’re the cientist I don’t see reasons not to do that.”
“Thirty ways to shape up for summer. Number one: Eat less. Number two: Exercise more. Number three: What was I talking about again? I’m so hungry. LMAO!!!”
“Lafayette Man Ticketed After Monkey Refuses to Jog with Him.”
“Hypochondria is the only disease I haven’t got.”
“The artist is expressing his thoughts on saying: May hay while the sun is shining. He is showing a young boy RELAXING even if he seems to be in a remote area without any access to any materials which are essential to his SURVIVAL. He doesn’t see to realize that his life may be in DANGER. He is not PANICKING and is CHILLED.”
“В Воронежской области пропавшего мужчину нашли мёртвым; Детский летний оздоровительный отдых и благоустройство городских парков и скверов; Воронежцы жалуются на подозрительную автомойку под окнами их дома; В Воронежской области заведующая детсадом выплачивала премии сама себе; В Советском районе прошел праздник в честь Дня семьи, любви и верности; У пляжа в Боровом достали тело парня, утонувшего две недели назад”
“Well, I’m from Colorado. I raise goats. I have a rash. Most people get nervous before interviews. And nerves can cause you to stumble through even the most fundamental interactions. That’s why the tell me about yourself interview question is the hardest part of the interview for some job seekers. It often comes first, and it’s mystifying. That’s why you need to prepare.”
“Please stand up and tell the class something about yourself.”
“I am here to confess. It was a night time and I was only in the church with a nun. She was sitting beside me and suddenly she got unconscious and fell in my lap. My hand touched her boob and my erotic feelings took over my mind. I played with her a while and then called ambulance. Can I ever be forgiven for that sin Father.”
“Express yourself
Create the space
You know you can win
Don’t give up the chase.
Beat the man
Take him on
You never give up
It’s one on one.”
“This cartoon is about two men and a cocktail bar in a desert. There are two deserts in this picture: one has men and the other has a bar. But the bar is surrounded by sharks; these two men are trying to get there. They look shabby; they must be waiting for many days. They must be hungry. They have drinks in front of them but too they can’t drink it. They are so unlucky. But drinking is not good for health. If they try to go to that place surely sharks will eat them. So it better to stay on their desert and wait for help. In any condition we should drink. It is what he is expressing.”
Ready for bikini Season?
Me:
“Keywords: civil war, oil spills, unesco, flat earth, Krokodil.”
“I Believe In You from How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying almost becomes an Anti Love Song when Finch sings it to the executive washroom mirror, though it’s also played straight when Rosemary sings it.”
“I wonder why don’t they visit us now. Because as the technology is developed huge. We can able to communicate with them directly and understand them quickly. or else, do they only wanna appear special appearance as Gods only once. Why you are doing that? Scientists say, Even they do not send any response to us even if we send any message icon to them. People believe that, Ancient constructions Like Pyramids in Egypt are done with the highly advanced technologies, that is mostly possible with the help of Aliens itself. Egypt Pyramids has this arts on its walls: China Archaeologists has found a statue of a tiny alien with the space suit and bulging eyes. I believed that you do visit our earth and see you bless people with their powers and do some related good stuffs. As far as their physical appearance is concerned you somewhat looks like our own gods. Some have multiple heads/hands/etc, while some have good/bad powers. Please solve these mysteries”
“A man without dress waiting for end of his time. Seems like end of world. Everything surrounded by dark poisoned liquids. It shows that earth people poisoned water without care for plants but looks like plants care for us. Moral is don’t poison liquids like water or anything related to it.”
“Hawker of newspaper: Side me please I am in hurry. street have mud. because it is rainy season. Hawker of vegetable: Potato is 20rs/kg, tomato is 40rs/kg. etc. These vegetable absolutely fresh. Playing Children: Catch the ball. This is my sixer. Whispering women: She is very bad and shameless woman. Boy on phone: Hello Where are you? How are you. I hear voices, Betha.”
"Fill the bath tub and sinks with water it can be used for drinking or washing later. Use mattresses to cover the windows in bed rooms, also close the curtains and shutters to help control flying glass blowing into living spaces. Back the car(s) out of the garage. If there is more than one, you will be driving the vehicle with highest road clearance and most storage capacity. If you are forced to take to the road there is a chance you will not be coming back and you will have to leave the pavement to dodge debris and abandoned vehicles. Gather flash lights and batteries and put them into a backpack along with duct tape, and a a good knife. If you have a portable radio, it will be worth its weight in gold. Keep the weight to a minimum and essentials only. Tune a radio or TV to the emergency channel to monitor updates while you work."
“That sad moment when you dip yor cookie into the milk for too long and it breaks off.”
“I am in need of joining a job the most. The job that offers me ability to explore new technology and domain. Then I need to make arrangements for my sister’s eye surgery. Then I need to take care of my ancestral properties. If possible, I need to sell to get money. Then we fix the money in the bank and buy an apartment from the money. After doing them all, I plan to globetrotting.”
“Her name is Tania. She don’t have the ability to meet a new person and instantly make them feel like a friend. Sometimes she said stupid things that don’t make any sense, or she just don’t talk at all. Eventually she started trying to hide or act like she didn’t see anyone of us at all. She became too uncomfortable among us.”
“Both are crazy and understand themselves as wise.”
“RT @Patriots: #Patriots Thursday injury report: https://t.co/Evn2VqxAT0, https://t.co/ZTKUiDPE4P”
“I will start my speech with ‘MITRO’ (Friends) the signature dialogue of our Prime Minister.”
“You’re a good soldier
Choosing your battles
Pick yourself up
And dust yourself off
Get back in the saddle
You’re on the front line
Everyone’s watching
You know it’s serious
We’re getting closer
This isn’t over
The pressure’s on
You feel it
But you got it all, believe it.”
“If it ain't broke, don't fix it.”
“Sometimes it takes a good fall to really know where you stand.”
“Here, I’ll teach you how to peel an orange. Take the orange, and then roll it a little bit, like this. Then hold the orange in one hand, pierce the skin with your thumb, and then just peel away the skin. There you go!”
“Two years after Donald Trump is elected president.”
“Kawai af.”
Man: Thank you for saving me captain.
Captain: I want to ask you how come you have such good hairs?
Man: Actually captain while alone on this island I had nothing
to do so I took care of my hairs with my Vidal Baboon shampoo.
Woman: Darling now a days u are very busy with laptop and phn.
Man: I am doing huge money making online job.
Woman: So u transfer some amount my account.
   Man: Transaction password I dont have.
Woman: Where?
   Man: Our tenant Girl.”
“They look like they are love couple and they are sad about something, maybe musical instruments. So, I would draw a little ship which contains few musical intruments like guitar, violence, etc and I also want to draw a tent near the coconut tree where they can enjoy and spark their romance. And I’d also like to draw some of their friends enjoying in the area and the ship drinking some kind of beverages.”
“This is a perfect piece of drawing from a god gifted artist. The characters and nature in the cartoon didn’t have any partiality. They are not in the technology-based world. They try to catch fish for food in desert island. All around water, but they get cool relief and the same time they miss the society. There is no way to catch any fish but they saw a frog.”
Ed: Hey I want some Pyrus malus
Jim: I want smoke some Nicotina tobaccum. We dont think why we will stuck in island but we have some Cocos nucifera.”
“What I see in this picture is a small island in the middle of an ocean in a sunny day, where there are some birds flying, and it seems like that the standing guy who is looking at that white board has just left the water that is why there are some water drops on him and he is also carrying a bag in his hand.”
“This is the future the liberals want.”
“Maa ka phone aaya. Maa ka phone aaya.”
“After striking nuke in my state First I will go to my area and I will catch Mr. X’s Wife’s (She is very beautiful) hand and tell we will keep as it is until death. In this situation I will do one thing, first I will go to my ex girl friend.”
“Check below: Thanks.”
“Dear my exboyfriend’s wife, I just got the news that you & my ex got tie a knot, so congrats for that. Want to tell you something that you would need to know for him. Please do not dare to use toilet after him, because he never flush it right. Never allow him to cook, cause he just mess your kitchen. The last thing about him, never ever allow him to chat with your sister, cause he is a flirty. Thanks. Your friend.”
“Today WE RIDE truck.”
“Hello Dick, I have news for you. Copernicus called and you are not the center of the Universe!!”
“You go to school: nothing happens.
You miss one day: 6 fights, Tupac comes back, school had a black out & Beyonce performed in the cafeteria.”
“This drawing looks simple. The artist want to describe something peaceful, seen from how he draw a woman playing harp in the little island with her smile while wind blowing her."Looks like she enjoy that moment, as same as artist while he/she drawing her with his/her paintbrush and canvas.”
“A body of smooth skin like of jade, with the curvy figure of best possible proportion, long shiny hair dropping on a face with cherry lips, reddening cheeks and big dark eyes staring at you with sparkle in it is one of the picture that I fantasize now and then. In my fantasy she has this long legs and perky bosom which arouse my curiosity to delve in to it.”
“Why did the partially blind man fall down the well? Because he couldn’t see that well. NOT funny!”
“He was saying I was lonely thinking ‘In the void there is no nice friend’. It is possible to think of the fault because he is alone on a small island in the middle of the sea. The suffering of loneliness ‘Shreda in the sea Alone in this world’. He is concerned about life ‘What do I do and I am alone’.”
“Not exactly the Clash of the Titans.”
"நான் என் படகு ஏற்கனவே விட்டு பார்த்து நான் விரக்தி மற்றும் வேறு எந்த படகு தேடும். நான் எந்த படகுகளையும் பார்க்கவில்லை என்றால், நான் திட்டத்தை ரத்து செய்வேன் அல்லது என் சொந்த படகு எடுக்க முடியும்"
“I was the most awkward person in my school. I had to join the school in the middle of the year so everybody alienated me. This gave me the impression that nobody liked so I never approached anyone myself. Due to lack of friends I had to hang out with the janitor and people thought it was weird. I had to participate in all the activities alone and nobody wanted in me the group or the club. But after 4 awkward year, I made friends with another person: our school bus driver.”
“Found them! 1) a piece of cloth with designs made by my grandmother 2) a pair of small gold bangles gifted by my mother 3) my first barbie... a princess barbie... and the kitchen set... though some parts are missing 4) my first soft toy, a monkey... her name is Chimu... 5) few clothes of my childhood day.”
“Check out: This quadcopter is made out of chocolate.”
“I feel proud to be born on this country. Our flag is one of the most beautiful and meaningful flag in this world.”
“Yesterday was Tuesday the second day of the week and I thought only 3 more days till weekend... Then I thought about meeting the man who works with me and whom I like very much.. Actually he is the reason the boring office seems a little fun... So meeting him is really hat I look forward to everyday!! And as for the reason why someone like you would pay me to read it is because you have given this task and so you are supposed to read it...”
“Undying love at its finest.”
“The man say the aliens left him just beacause he’s gay hear-ing that, they come back to kill him instant controversy.”
“Dear cartoonist, I really enjoyed receiving your submission. Your style is strong and the humor is en-pointe. Based upon this sample of your work I implore you to continue because the world needs to laugh more. As I passed your comic around the office the consensus was that you are a talent artist, battle through any knockbacks you may happen to receive as the right person will see your work someday soon and you will be on your way to fame and fortune. I wish you all the best and once again thank you for sharing your talent with me.”
“To err is human, to blame it on somebody else shows management potential.”
"It's not your fault for not being there. It's my fault for thinking you would be."
“Hello friends. I am Pipi, 27 years old from a small city called Cuttack of India, situated at the southern part of Asia. I love to watch and play cricket as it is the most popular game of my country. Then I like to read fictional and fantasy novels, specially Chinese web novels from wuxiaworld. And the thing with which I am most comfortable is to read philosophical books, mostly spiritual, you can say it is one of my hobbies to read these kind of books. Well that’s all from my part.”
“My girlfriend is not speaking with me. I am a brown skin boy, but my girl friend is a fair girl and a singer. She told me to get fairer within a month and become a singer otherwise she told that she will leave me and go with my friend. Now everyday and night I am using whitening cream and used to wear helmet while I am walking also to avoid heat from sun. Everyday morning I started singing but what to do? By hearing my voice all the donkeys in the street start braying. What to do? Now she is avoiding me.”
“Anti-Defamation League Declares This Meme A Hate Symbol.”
“They started warning us with dire consequences and finally unethically made a shade out of it.”
“They say that money does not buy happiness, but it buys what is in the boxes, which is the same as happiness!!! In one of the boxes is a beautiful 1959 Gibson Les Paul guitar, made in mahogany, with a flamed maple top. In the other box is a Marshall JCM 800 amplifier, in addition, there are some Shure SM57 microphones. Unbeatable team!! Perfect match for a perfect tone.”
“The morale of this cartoon can be said as to never give when you face any hopeless situation. You have to strive and apply all your knowledge in finding the solution, by which you can solve what is harming you. When you give all your energy in your work, hope will arise within you and surrounding you. That is the morale here.”
“Doraemon watch on hungama channel.”
“My name is Bing Obaldo, M. D. I have been full-time now as a Network Affiliate Marketer for 4 years, after retiring as a full-time radiologist. I had been part-time as a Network Affiliate Marketer for about 40 years. In 1995, our Global Team of Network Affiliate Marketers pioneered Network Marketing Online Recruiting. Highest quality traffic comes from subscribers lists of targeted proven buyers in a specific niche in online marketing. Next high quality traffic comes from blogging, article marketing and Search Engine Searches of buyer keywords and Special Published Reports and Teaching Videos. Traffic from these sources have received valuable information of interest to them. They are likely feeling good in getting valuable information and are likely to reciprocate. They are considered warm traffic audience since they know who just gave them valuable FREE information.”
Lady: I can run so fast to protect me from upcoming storm. If the rain results in flood then I can swim.

Gentleman: I can climb on the tree to save me from flood.

Lady: All the ideas are not proper. Think of survival. We will die if we sit here quitter.

Gentleman: Let’s we rush faster than storm.

Lady: Possible you die faster than storm.

Gentleman: Can you make shelter under mud.

Lady: Dud the mud. I will make a roof with tree leafes.

Gentleman: Thats a good idea. But give me tools.

Lady: You should remember before we set out.

Gentleman: You should inform me about storm before we set out.

Lady: I did not known about weather forecast. Did you known?

Gentleman: Both we are fool!”
“At first it would be nice to make the man’s outlining more thinker, since this way is really hard to get his expressions and body language. Adding some color would also make a big difference. Also, you could add more nature elements like plants, more birds, clouds and a windy movement would be pleasant too. And where did all the wood he cut go? It would be nice to show what he built.”
“rakibulislam807”ar12345” ============================”
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“You have called Dr. Yessick Hussain. Please wait. (It was funny that his name is YesSick and he is a Doctor.)"
“Weird Things All Guys Do When Women Aren’t Around. Ladies, this might come as a shock, but guys can get up to some pretty weird stuff when you’re not around. Here are just a few of the bizarre things all guys do whenever the coast is clear!”
“I won’t eat dish that looks like Donald Trump. I won’t even consider a dish that looks like Donald Trump. Exotic dishes are not like Obama speech that’s why I don’t eat it or even not smell it. I hate people who preparing exotic dish for people that like preparing A1B1 visa. Due to I going to political meeting so I can’t eat food like this because it cause sleep during meeting.”
“Do you have a map?
I’m getting lost in your eyes.”
“I'm on a Krokodil diet, I've lost three days already.”
“Hi! Sorry Guys can’t be with you tonight. Sorry sorry so sorry. Actually I’m heading to Pune for an emergency work. So sorry. Will do it again.”
“The artist is depicting the EXPRESSION of man who is experiencing a NATURAL event. The man seems to be in DIRECT IMMEDIATE DANGER because of uprooting of a tree from very deep ground. The man is standing next to it and his expression says he is not willing to take the hit. He knows it will be PAINFUL.”
“The morale I could get from this cartoon is that, even though we all say whatever our circumstance is we all stay calm without being nervous, it is not always possible to stay like that. So when the situation go much worse it is good to be a little nervous. Here in the first background it seen that he is on much calm state because, there is nothing to worry about. But in the second picture his hand posture a little bit changed downwards. It seems he is a little bit nervous. In the last background he seems more nervous because the water level increases on a danger level. From this cartoon the morale I got is even we say we will stay calm in all situations, it is not always possible and a little bit of nervousness is okay and good.”
“What true love looks like…”
“The enemy is not muslims or christians or judaism or atheism... The real enemy is this.”
“The nature always treats you the same way it treats everyone else. Even if you are the strongest person who ever lived, ever will live, the universal laws still applies to you. Dread it, run from it, nature still rules you. Nobody is born on his will or dies on his will. Every single person who every lived has always ended up being a dirt. And that my friend is what no human can escape from.”
“I been standing with you! I been right here with you, Troy. I got a life too. I gave eighteen years of my life to stand in the same spot with you. Don’t you think I ever wanted other things? Don’t you think I had dreams and hopes? Don’t you think it ever crossed my mind to want to know other men? That I wanted to lay up somewhere and forget about my responsibilities? That I wanted someone to make me laugh so I could feel good? You not the only one who’s got wants and needs. But I held on to you, Troy. I took all my feelings, my wants and needs, my dreams... and I buried them inside you. I planted a seed and watched and prayed over it. And it didn’t take me no eighteen years to find out the soil was hard and rocky and it wasn’t never gonna bloom.”
“When I was paying guest in college time I thought lot of wild thinking about my room owners wife and daughter. Because of I didn’t have girl friend so everyday night I have seen lot of 7x 8x movie. At that time I thought all the bad things about that two lady.”
“Drawing style: Contemporary. Keywords: Alone, Thinking, Island, imaganing.”
"Hello myself Julie, I am a school teacher. Basically I teaches in a middle school - teaching student is my passion and I love my subject mathematics to teach them. Thank you."
“Hey Rosy, This is Maggie on this side. You have married a wrong person. John is very dishonest and he ditched me for your money and married you. Now, he is seeing someone else richer than you. Be careful. Soon he will do the same with you as he did with me.”
“When you realize you are starting to LIKE somebody.”
“Amul! The Taste of India. When it comes to print advertisements full of creativity, how can one forget Amul.”
“Being such a good cook, that even the fire alarm cheers you on.”
“Спроси у жизни строгой какой идти дорогой, Куда по свету белому отправиться с утра, Иди за солнцем следом, хоть этот путь неведом, Иди, мой друг, всегда иди дорогою добра. Иди за солнцем следом, хоть этот путь неведом, Иди, мой друг, всегда иди дорогою добра. Забудь свои заботы, падения и взлёты, Не хнычь, когда судьба себя ведёт не как сестра. Но если с другом худо, не уповай на чудо, Спеши к нему, всегда иди дорогою добра. Но если с другом худо, не уповай на чудо, Спеши к нему, всегда иди дорогою добра. Ах, сколько будет разных сомнений и соблазнов, Не забывай, что эта жизнь не детская игра. Ты прочь гони соблазны, усвой закон негласный, Иди, мой друг, всегда иди дорогою добра. Ты прочь гони соблазны, усвой закон негласный, Иди, мой друг, всегда иди дорогою добра. Ты прочь гони соблазны, усвой закон негласный, Иди, мой друг, всегда иди дорогою добра. Ты прочь гони соблазны, усвой закон негласный, Иди, мой друг, всегда иди дорогою добра.”
“...A book that you could literally throw at anyone’s face and it wouldn’t hurt as much as the story.”
“We are all prisoners of our time; at a certain are we cease to participate, cease to care what the modern society cares about. We become like and old mechanical dolls, always declaring our old, irrelevant convictions that no one cares about anymore, because they know that in truth, it is we who do not care anymore.”
“404.”
“Man bulid lot of flat and resort any other place but Man is insignificant In front of nature Eg: volcano, flood and earthquake.”
“Look darling, that’s the couch, now we just have to wait for the tide to throw out the TV.”
“She had a cheerful character and bubbly outlook. Her fingernails were varnished. Her hair was midnight-black and it flowed over her shoulders. She had a soothing voice and wore grungy clothes. She was like an angel.”
“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud.”
“When I smell freshly baked cookies.”
“Color on Ice. and I was a comedian when I was child I wear a mask and started afraid to others then I laugh every body says I am a singer also. They had Encouraged me one day when I sang a song. Song had Go wrong. Every body started laughin.”
Her: I just want a simple relationship with no games and drama.
Me:"
“If I were an artist I would like to make it a bit more interesting by adding colors, shades, shadows. Some modifications in scene, backgrounds and scenario. Giving new look to characters will create significant interest in drawings. Softening the edges of drawing to make it look nicer.”
“It is very plain and very simple. It looks like a charcoal drawing just black and white and the style is very easy. It looks like it was rushed when the artist made this drawing. If there is a poker face I would say this image is a poker. I am really not sure if the message “I love my island” justify the emotion of the character.

#plain #simple #charcoal #black and white #easy #poker face #rushed”
“When your friend helped you compose your SMS and they wait for you to read the reply.”
“My love, how time makes hardness shine. They come in every color, pure or mixed
gray-green of basalt, blood-soaked jasper, quartz, granite and feldspar, even bits
of glass, smoothed by the patient jeweller of the tides. Volcano-born, earthquake-
quarried, shaven by glaciers, wind-carved, heat-cracked, stratified, speckled, bright
in the wet surf, no two alike, all torn from the dry land tossed up in millions on this
empty shore. How small death seems among the rocks. It drifts light as a splintered
bone the tide uncovers. It glints among the shattered oyster shells, gutted by gulls,
bleached by salt and sun, the broken crockery of living things.”
“First of all, Noah is five hundred year old man that sounds not real or practical. 2ndly the arc had no means of propulsion so only it caould float on that global flood that also seems unreal and impractical.”
“Ben10 watch on cartoon network.”
“Of course, I get stressed out. If anyone says they don’t get stressed out they’re lying. But one thing that mitigates that is taking time each morning to declare and focus on the fact that ‘I have enough.’ I have enough. I don’t need to worry about responding to every email each day. ‘If they get mad that’s their problem.’ It’s easy to talk about how hard our lives are. It’s easy to talk about how unfair life is. And that we got the short-end of the stick. But does this kind of talking really help anyone? When we judge our situation as worse than someone else’s, we are ignorantly and incorrectly saying, ‘You’ve got it easy. You’re not like me. Success should come easy to you because you haven’t had to deal with what I’ve gone through.’ This paradigm has formally become known as the victim mentality, and it generally leads to feelings of entitlement. The world owes you nothing. Life isn’t meant to be fair. However, the world has also given you everything you need. The truth is, you have every.”
“I think that's a tree that seen in the middle of the sea... And a man who stood near the tree and he wondering that he was seeing something... That we can hope that he wondering because seeing the sea.... anyone wondering like this man at this stage... me also... he think that what do next..... he don't have drinking water or food etc... and he don't have a boat for going... he has no idea what to do..... I think the water level is increasing... And he have to do anything for his survival.”
“I am also well aware that, relatively speaking, McDonald’s isn’t nearly as bad as most people make it out to be. You see, McDonald’s has been made out to be public enemy #1 thanks to numerous activist group campaigns that have put the fast food giant under the microscope and into the crosshairs. No, McDonald’s isn’t the healthiest thing around but I always laugh when people think they’re so enlightened and say “Gross! McDonald’s is so unhealthy! I eat this instead” and this really isn’t any healthier than McDonald’s at all. When I first switched to eating a healthier, plant-based diet I continued to eat fish. I believed I was doing my body good by doing this. After all, fish are rich in omega-3 fatty acids, and omega-3 fatty acids have anti-inflammatory effects on our body. Why wouldn’t I want this.”
“அல்லாஹ்வை பற்று பூப்புக்காதோ சிலியா ஹால் கடன் பிள்ளையாருடன்
பார்க்க அனுமரதம் தியா சிலியா வந்த பொழுதும் பந்தமை
தோண்டுவிக்கப் போற்ற அனிப்பதோ பொழுதும் பொண்பரம்
இருக்கவில்லே மூலம் மூலம் லால் புத்தகம்
மட்டும் வேணும் சாப்பிடும் வேட்டை ஆடணும்”
- Is this seat empty?
- Yes, and this one will be too if you seat down.
“Keep the dream alive: Hit the snooze button.”
“Respect to others is glorious, especially any respectable nature attract human beings respecting elder people is morality of younger one’s in the modern world. so many personality’s are role modale of ours egg: Mahathma Ganthi, Edison etc are bet example.”
“Muayu miyu miyu miyu afraid.
Unmumbu miyu muayu miyu help.
Omammyu ommamayu miyu miyu.
Emiyuyu miyu meao meao hungry.
Ammayu ammayu got food.
Upunumun pumynu Finished and satisfied.
Miyau Miyau.”
“100,000 sperm and you were the fastest?”
“A sexy women and a man conversation is going. The man got crazy of that sexy women. The man was like a beggar and started to scold her in a island. The sexy women got shocked because his speech. the man hate her sexy dress. She tar of her dress for help symbol.”
“The morale is perhaps that people seldom change. They retain most of their traits for the entirety of their lives.”
“From the late antique & mediæval Roman tradition, three stand out - not merely on account of their gender, but their character and scholarship as well. Saint Eudocia the Queen (AD 401–60, Aelia Eudocia Augusta, born Athenais) straddles the worlds of pagan philosophy and Christian theology; daughter to Leontius, a rhetorician teaching at Plato’s still-operative Academy of Athens, she received a broad education in the grand old fashion, apparently learning both Homer and Pindar by heart. The story goes that, though she was her father’s favourite and alone ministered to him in his declining years, he denied her a share in the inheritance, because ‘her mind and her destiny would be inheritance enough’ next to that of her boorish brothers. Going to Constantinople to make an appeal for the Emperor’s personal intervention in her inheritance, she instead found her equal in age, Theodosius II (r. 402–50) to be an eligible bachelor of twenty years; and married him at the recommendation of his sister, the later co-Empress Pulcheria (she wrote her brother, ‘I have found a young girl, a Greek maid, very beautiful, pure and dainty, eloquent as well, the daughter of a philosopher’). She supposedly amply rewarded her brothers with salaries and offices for indirectly leading her to this good fortune.

Her stint on the throne was less than idyllic; during the 20 years she effectively held the office she came into conflict with other factions seeking to control the Emperor, chiefly his sister Pulcheria (who installed herself as a co-regnant Empress, equal to her brother, a position Eudocia never held) — and their relationship deteriorated as a result.”
“Oh you don’t understand? Let me explain it again the same way.”
“Water is a transparent and nearly colorless chemical substance that is the main constituent of Earth’s streams, lakes, and oceans, and the fluids of most living organisms. Its chemical formula is H2O, meaning that each of its molecules contains one oxygen and two hydrogen atoms that are connected by covalent bonds. Strictly speaking, water refers to the liquid state of a substance that prevails at standard ambient temperature and pressure; but it often refers also to its solid state (ice) or its gaseous state (steam or water vapor). It also occurs in nature as snow, glaciers, ice packs and icebergs, clouds, fog, dew, aquifers, and atmospheric humidity.”
Woman: Father I am in deep trouble. Kindly help.
Astrologer: What happened? Tell me.
Woman: My husband not loving me. He is ignored me.
Astrologer: Ok. I will give you one stone. This stone will solve your problem.
(After 2 days astrologer given stone)
Woman: Father same stone I have seen my husband finger.
Astrologer: Actullay I given to your husband for my problem solving.
Woman: What?
Astrologer: Hahahahahah. He is coming my house last 3 years.
“Blow their minds: Vote Republican / vote Trump.”
“10 Dating Sites That Actually Work!”
“To be successful in life, Plan, Implement, Revise, Update, and Build on Change.”
“Human being is a SOCIAL ORGANISM!!!!”
“Maximum Exposure limit for that kind of act is proportion to proceed further. Romance is involved and sometimes not involved.”
“Real women marry plumbers.”
“Donald trump and Kim Jong-Un decided to visit north korea’s beach in a ship. After that ship slowed in the middle of sea kim jong-un pushed him into the sea then he go back. Donald suddenly called Putin on his phone. He reach there with a nuclear bomb. The owner of the beach is Kim Jong-Un. And he is getting income by selling fish. So he decided to destroy the sea and he said let us covfefe (“It’s time to nuke this place down.”What’s the code? “covfefe.”). To destroy fishes and decrease the income of Kim Jong-Un.”
“The match between Argentina and France was the best game in this world cup so far. Argentina fought very well against France but unfortunately lost in the game and knocked out from the tournament. After the first goal from France and Argentina scored 2 beautiful goals and comes to lead. France players are young and their pace is too high. So they scored 2 more goals. Still Argentina Fought and scored 3rd goal. Argentina defenders were not that fast to catch the the France player especially MBappe. That’s the only reason of Argentina’s defeat.”
“One day I went to Retreat Center For Pray after 1 hour a Brother asked to me Could you Take Bible Class for this People Really I Shocked But I admit to take class I had Known Bible (I daily read Bible) Then I started to take class After my class Everybody appreciated me.”
“The day u have started calling names of my deceased father I have got all my respect I have for u has turn into mere disrespect. the words u have used about my father was very disrespectful that shows how jealous u are about the success of my father. that shows your failure in life and shallow upbringing u received.”
“I am a bachelor, happy bachelor I travel all around the world and find happiness. In my travelling I saw many infectious place in different country. I am a traveller, I am a bachelor. My travellings shows me the people suffer from many infectious situation but I am a traveller, I never end my travel. Sometimes I stretch and slow my travel sometime I moved like sonic sound waves. Travelling is my birthmark, no one can erase it from my life. I am a traveller, I am a bachelor. The poor people around the world looking for me because I m a corporation for them. I loved this life.”
“Actually you are a good artist, this drawing has good things such as you the sun so you tell us that it’s a day not night. Also the tree is very well painted I have no comment on it and on the girl drawing but my comment is that you try to use colors to make it better and attractive. Also I think that the thing around it is a sea, you should explain that by painting some fishes. You painted some birds this is a good notice I give it always so chapeau. You can remove the first cloud above the tree, it makes photo very bad on my opinion also try to show us why she is happy.”
“To drink alcohol or your favorite drink you have to work hard & be little smart too.”
“Working with a client or customer who is very different from me will be very difficult. I am very cool and fun loving person. If my customer is very arrogant or short tempered then it will be very difficult to handle such situations. If the customer is not liking my cool way, then it will create issues. Some people will be always very straight forward and will only talk about work. That will be the difficult situation to handle.”
“Friend cartoonist, The design is actually great! Shape and size wise you didn’t over complicate the design. It also kind of looks like you’re shading just by adding black, I think it tends to look better if you use slightly different hues. You need to be improved in line art. I feel as if it needs to be thicker and smoother. And I think you’ve got it.”
“Without ME, it's just AWESO.”
"QuickBooks Accounting Software, World’s #1 Accounting Software. Best web-based software program with advanced accounting and payroll features. I heard about this program first from Google ads and I gave a shot at it and it bring tremendous development in my business and helps me to managing accounts and reports in an efficient and easy manner."
“Some of our most exquisite murders have been domestic, performed with tendernes.”
“2699 Best Chat Up Line In A Night Club... Boy to Me: Are those fake Eyelashes... Me: No they are my Own... Boy: Shut Up!! Close your eyes so I that I coud see... Stupid Me Closed My eyes and He Kissed Me!!!!.”
“The barrel between black and white, black men and white girl not married why? The man is black it is the important matter black and white is a color. Not compare for a men. God not look his color look to the hear.”
“I’m Laazer from India, I completed my degree in Pondicherry University under computer science engineer and then I started learning French for job opportunities. Still I’m learning French. In particular time I’m working in my own grocery shop. About my hobbies I’m playing cricket with my friends particularly Saturday and Sunday evening after finishing playing cricket to friend home and make some crisp dish and eat. Its more enjoyable moment.”
“I am an introverted and shy guy living in a third world country. I made myself educated about modern technologies from very young age. I love gadgets and computer. I dream to live independent and in a solitude. I am very peaceful and calm person. I work very hard to change myself to become the person I want to be instead of regretting and living in guilt.”
“When you make a mistake and the devil comes and tells you ‘You’re no good,’ you don’t have to take on the guilt and condemnation he wants to put on you. No! You can immediately confess your mistake to God, thank Him for forgiving you and cleansing you with the blood of Jesus, and move forward in the victory of His grace and forgiveness. Negative emotions like loneliness, envy, and guilt have an important role to play in a happy life; they’re big, flashing signs that something needs to change. With integrity, you have nothing to fear, since you have nothing to hide. With integrity, you will do the right thing, so you will have no guilt.”
“I come with no wrapping or pretty pink bows. 
I am who I am, from my head to my toes. 
I tend to get loud when speaking my mind. 
Even a little crazy some of the time.”
“You can fall off a building, you can fall out of a tree, but baby the best way to fall, is in love with me.”
"I hope this island is not protected by the UNESCO!"
“Can we have 80 Margheritta Pizzas please, 5 Egg and chips and 62 Chicken and chips please ASAP.”
"I'm Ajesh Jayan, 27 years old, married and settled in Idukki, working as graphic designer at cheshhtasya Pvt. Ltd. I'm Just started earning money online. I've great interest in invest in share market and I'm business minded too who look forward in making money through online business. I strongly believe that time is more precious and thus don't like to waste even a second. I would like to spend my free time in angling, tripping, hunting and also playing drums too from which my great priority is angling. I'm strong minded who never deviate from decisions. Patience is my virtue and I believe in doing the job right rather than being the first one to do the job. Failures and setbacks rarely dampen my spirit. I'm little bit stubborn and inflexible in my approach. I also believe that my biggest negative characteristics is that I always think that I'm center of the Universe. That's me."
“Are you a magician??
Because Abraca-DAYUM!”
“From that time, teacher gave his name ‘Insta Boy.’”
“The road to hell is paved with good intentions.”
“If I was an artist, I would paint a woman some eyes, colour the picture with blue sea and blue sky, green palm tree and brown coconuts. I would also add some text on the picture which would be something nice a man says to a woman, so she would not be mad any more.”
“To make the drawing more successful, I would do the following: draw the coconut tree more beautifully. Draw the helpless man more clear to show his actual condition and environment. Water level must be corrected to the respect of these persons to create the real situation. Draw some surrounding sea shore to understand the theme more clearly. Drawing man’s hand could be upper side so that it could create a real situation.”
“Science is more development every day. But people do not escape natural disasters like the earth shakes, Volcano, floods etc. So let us think How can we Save... It is better Worship to Jesus...”
“Love Island (originally Celebrity Love Island) is a British programme that was aired on ITV. In the show, twelve single celebrities spent five weeks on an island. It was originally presented with taking over as female host in the second series. The first series aired in the summer of 2005. The second series began in July 2006, dropping Celebrity from its name. In the first series, each week viewers voted celebrities off the island, but in the second, the inhabitants had the final say. The identities of those being kicked out were revealed in the elimination episodes.”
“This word was very true because some new job are allocated for some workers only. They are seeing partiality. Employers are seeing partiality to the worker in microworker. There are not allocating some jobs and banned them. Job banned: 7 character confirmation code shown.”
“My family and I had taken our seat and was waiting for the train to leave. Suddenly... COMMOTION... This legend of a man, walks in. People lose their mind and composure. Everyone wants a piece of him. Me? I was just taken aback by the whole situation. I ask my mother, lets go. Lets meet him. She say.”You mad? What will I tell him? I can't speak.”(Visibly overawed by his presence) Meanwhile, the Nobel Laureate requests people to calm down. That he wants to sit. That once the train starts, he will meet everyone. And yes he did. Everyone who conjured up the courage to meet him, went up to him. And he obliged all of us. He didn't shy away from a conversation. I remember that walk to him. So many questions in my mind. Me thinking, what should I ask him? I ended up asking him if an effective co-operative federalis.”
“A bachelor piglet who didn’t get a wife. An infectious piglet who got the infection of being single. An innocent piglet who got a birthmark too. A baby piglet whom the municipal corporation took away. But smart piglet, he got a sonic to get his freedom and a wife.”
“I would add colours for sure. Maybe add some Sun shifts and clouds. Add better drawing and better resolution of photo. Maybe some comic text on the right side. I would add more people on the right down side who is talking each other and arguing about that bowling ball. Some animals at drawing would be great because everyone love animals. And animals can be good thing to grow audience.”
“Ravi, Suni and Majeed were three bulgars.
Ravi: Arey! Jumb the wall. We may walk through the side of wall inside. Otherwise somebody would see us.
Majeed: Sh! Don’t speak loudly. Let us go to Nisha Jewellery and enter through rear side. I had found a ventilator there.
Suni: I will stay outside until you come with ornaments.
Ravi: Watch here and there. If any danger, give signal.”
“One day morning I reading a newspaper and that time came my 3 year’s old kid came to me and he pointed out a photo and asked daddy what is this? I told this a photograph of Elephant. Yesterday this elephant came from forest. Then he asked why Elephant came from forest? I told in forest last few days heavy rain. Then he again asked what are the food elephant eat? I told banana, vegetables etc. Then he asked is elephant listening a song or not? I told yes as like us. Then he asked is elephant going to school? I told no. Then he told they are very happy.”
“One day morning I am going to a temple in that time I am seeing an medium aged housewife running and crying, I asked why are you crying? She told me your uncle suicide today morning because their one and only son send off from house and told don’t come. So moral of the story is ‘If you take care snake, after growing their life they will bite you.’”
“A conclusion is the part where you got tired of thinking.”
“I will make a boat using the tree to ESCAPE FROM THEIR because if I stay their I will starve to death so I will first find some way to get food and then make a boat and get out of that hell place.”
“I’ll make it colorful to attract and impress those who see this drawing. It would be better if it is drawn in light instead of thick lines.”
“Dear K. Richards, This drawing is really funny and our team has been taking this piece of art as a very good one. "Sweet Island", how I would name your drawing needs a little more work because you know that quote, '70% talent & 30% work'. You are very talented, your skills is amazing for your age and if you’re keep doing this your name will be know in your country soon. Keep doing this, you’re doing it well.”
“In cartoon form, the island is small because artist need to show that the island is surrounded by water. There are far less habitations (trees and plants) in cartoons. In real, the island needs to be big its a desert island which is made of sand, otherwise it will sink. There are lot more tree and plants. Its more like a beach at the shore compared to how it appears in cartoon as a small island.”
“The most exquisite body on earth till now I have seen is of a South Korean actor Gong Yoo. I have seen an action movie where he was going through a torture bare bodied. What a torso he has. He has perfect packs of abs with his height and shape. He is not a little less and not a little more but just absolutely perfect body. His muscles and biceps are well toned.”
“Love ruining the plot of Dorian Gray for people. Never gets old.”
“I confirmed that I completed the task.”
“En el dibujo se puede apreciar el mar, islas y la ballena donde se encuentra la pareja, yo colocaría un poco menos salvaje la situación, colocaría una tabla flotando en el mar lejos de la isla, los dos personajes semi desnudos debido a que fueron abandonados y que sea de noche, en ese justo momento cuando la esposa mira a lo lejos con la esperanza perdida el esposo coloca la mano en su hombro para hacerle sentir seguridad y que todo estará bien.”
“When you find your favorite show won’t be back on the air for months.”
“I will stop using finger quotes if you allow me to use my hand bucket fully.”
“Questions prove particularly effective in headlines, especially if you can engage the reader’s curiosity.”
“I will definitely wear the mask of our Prime Minister. Because in my view he is the most enjoyable man in the world. Daily he going to tour different countries, get the chance to taste a variety of cuisines, get chance to the acquaintance with different nationalities and so on.”
“That was so casual. I don’t think you’re going to have the problem with that. I mean, other than, other than perhaps an effort to, to base it on his conversation and you know, his memorandum afterwards of had he done something like that, but he didn’t usually do that. He didn’t write conversations memorandum? Hm. He probably did on this one. But uh, (unintelligible). As I said it sounds.”
“It is doomsday! Buy one get one free.”
- I know how to please a woman.
- Then please leave me alone.
What is the first rule of shopping?
Me:
“One of my colleagues ask the answer to your questions as he is not really good in English. So be careful. Another one always copy’s my answer for sign up and comment job. And the last one is totally amazing. He is so expert that he can submit the proof of some questions by seeing just the title of the job.”
“My mind’s made up, don’t confuse me with facts.”
“...They couldn’t close his casket.”
“The nation is house to numerous desert islands and at every of those islands are many activities to partake in. Among the numerous attractions and activities to indulge in while exploring the deserts of Abu Dhabi is its desert safaris, this adventure becoming amongst probably the most sought following.”
“Only a true CEO knows what is wrong with that picture.”
“If I an artist, I will draw an explosion on the ship from the fuel tank, and I will draw an sampanye in that ship so many people can save their live from that accident, I think 2 people in under the tree must be drawn with a mean face, so it reasonable why that 2 people looks psycho.”
“Bitch was so fine, I’d suck her daddy’s dick.”
“Hello sruthydudu1, THIS IS A-B-C EASY (Anyone Can Do It) No skills required to get started User-friendly system and extremely clear instructions Get started and make money as easy as A-B-C! =A - Check your inbox =B - Process e-mails with the information we will supply =C - Get paid $25 for each email you process POTENTIAL INCOME:$750USD/Day VIP Access Code:2395794SKHDKSD-IUEWRI934539 Your Earnings Are Unlimited... Check this site and get started: VIP Access Code: 2395794SKHDKSD-IUEWRI934539 To your success, Get_Paid_While@Home_Mentor NOTE: If Above Code Doesn’t Work Please visit our site below ------------>>> http://mask.rarmillions.trade/epz1.”
“Instagram follow... Facebook like... YouTube subscription...
Account creation... Bookmarking... Captioning... Website signup...”
“This game will make you girlfriend furious. Click like if you agree.”
“You will be left alone to suffer and wonder why someone doesn’t approach you. Your actions have taken you to an abandoned place. You are in pain because you haven’t found anyone who will love you.”
“During my childhood, I found an advertisement for some brand of trimmer. The person charges the trimmer for five minutes. He trims his beard, then following him nearly ten friends of that person respectively trims their beard. That was something awkward. But at the end of advertisements, the person says, You fools! How a trimmer that charged for only five minutes can be utilized for ten more persons. So always search for the best! Something funny!”
“I hear voices from a newspaper hawker ‘Side me please I am in hurry. Street have mud. Because it is rainy season.’ Then, from the vegetable hawker ‘Potato is 20rs/kg. tomato is 40rs/kg. etc. These vegetable absolutely fresh!’ Later from playing children ‘Catch the ball. This is my sixer’ and finally from whispering women ‘She is very bad and shameless woman.’”
“As the conversation unfolded, Kelly Hills helpfully dropped a link to the Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics.”
“You are not my boyfriend, you are only my friend, my boyfriend is a big misanthropic.”
“(dripping continues) (dripping continues) (indistinct conversation) (sighs) I should’ve... (engine starting) (haunting melody begins) ## CHILD (vocalizing) (bird). I’m living with my sister and her husband till I can figure out my next move.”
“Science is nothing before God. Indeed, man who invented things will be unhinged by them once.”
“Can desert island cartoons make you a millionaire? Yes, if you are a billionaire.”
“Harmful Effects of Sun exposure. The main risk factor for sunburn, premature skin aging, skin damage, and skin cancer is exposure for UV light from the sun. More than 90 percent of skin cancers are caused by sun exposure. Using tanning beds and tanning lamps also increases the risk for skin damage and skin cancer.”
“We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of infinity, and it was not meant that we should voyage far.”
“He has a powerful chest. His back and shoulders are so wide, that you even can play GO-STOP. His butt is sticking out like he has booty pads. Thick arms and his thighs are thick like the one of a horse.”
“If anyone tells you not to bother writing a song, because it ‘won’t sell in today’s market’, tell them to check what year it is. Because there is a market today for every song, no matter how arcane or niche its subject, provided the song is written with craft, passion and originality. That market might be tiny, and not remotely lucrative, but if it’s listeners you’re after, they’re easier to find than they ever have been. You no longer have to sail your ditty through the grey, homogenising waters of record labels, A&R men, distributors, and radio playlists. You are free to write well.”
“Your Member Benefits Include: FREE lifetime access to our unique advertising system Ability to earn ad credits & win daily prizes for browsing ads Ability to create a personalized profile box with favorite links Ability to buy advertising with ad credits, cash or bitcoin Ability to upgrade your account for more benefits & features FREE bonus advertising... just for joining Promo Code: welcome Plus many more features waiting for you on the inside... See You there Uliana”
“This tastes much better than those Airline foods we have before crash.”
“Their lack of social skills makes you wonder if they’re even human. Their earth-shatteringly lame pickup lines hit you right in the cringe.”
“When you find out your phone was not charging overnight.”
“If you see this man, please return him where he belongs. Which is buried deep in my ass. #thankyou”
“A labour that is called Baldar in Delhi is saddest coworker of architecture. Who is hire my home maker vendor or home boss. Who have many problem like, hear abuse of architecture, or vendor and many person can be hold his payment. His payment is low as compare his work 400-500 rs per day.”
1st Man: Hellooo carefully swim...
2nd Man: Iyal entha ee chelakunne?
1st Man: Obh! What he is murmuring, I am not getting u...
2nd Man: Entha.. Ama kettinno..? Iyalkk vatta...
1st Man: Obh I think he is not understanding me... I am speaking english...
2nd Man: Obbh ayal english aa parayunne...Njan malayalam malayalam."
“I am Shiv Rathe. I am 22 years old and am live in New Delhi, India. I make android applications and websites. I love programming and everyday I write at least one program. I love challenges because they bring out the best in me. I am not a very good team player but individually I think I can perform better. I take my responsibilities very seriously and try to do the job I am given in a perfect way.”
“This is a simple sketch but it had a lot of quality because in this picture the artist says many things about nature. It is the thoughts of the artist is conveyed in this picture.”
Damini: Chilaaoo mat... nahn toh yeh case yahin rafa dafa kar doonga... na tarikh na sunwai, seedha insaaf woh bhi taabartod!
Sunny devol: Chaddha samjhao ise aise khilone bazaar mein bahut milte hain par inse khelne ke liye jo jigar chahiye na wo duniya ke kisi baazar mein nahn milta, mard usay lekar paida hota hai aur jab yeh dhai kilo ka haath kisi pe padta hain na to admi uthta nahn uth jaata hai!
“When most people have a problem, they diligently work to solve it. And then there’s George.”
“He is thinking: Now a days my every time is going very bad. I am failure in every work. What should I do? I have to go in a lonely place and deeply thinking about my all plans. Now he is seeing somebody is attacking him. he thoughts here also same thing. The morale of the story is ‘In your bad time Saturn will rounding every moments around you.’”
“A guy meets a sex worker in a bar. She says. “This is your lucky night. I’ve got a special game for you. I’ll do absolutely anything you want for £300 as long as you can say it in three words.” The guy replies. “Hey, why not? “He pulls his wallet out of his pocket and lays £300 on the bar, and says slowly. “Paint...my...house.”
"Take it slow. Relationships don't happen over night."
“The most important thing for you to do at first is to remain calm and try to think clearly. If you start to panic, you can lose control and end up forfeiting your chances of survival. You won’t do that well if you’ve driven yourself crazy. William Golding’s novel ‘Pincher Martin’ is a great example that illustrates how you can’t do anything unless you ‘take control’, because the main character in the story lets panic get the better of him. Try making “buddy” out of an object or animal near you, and talk to them to calm down. You should make ‘safety, water, shelter and food’ your main priorities. Almost all people who are lost out at sea are found in a matter of hours or days. Science tells us that the human body can survive up to 2 weeks without food, but just 3-4 days without water. So if there is no natural source of fresh water, start looking for a way to collect rainwater. Any source of water is great! As long as you have found a source of water, you can try to purify or desalinate it later. If fresh water is available, try boil it for 2-3 minutes. This will purify it. If you have a desalination device, that’s even better! If not, don’t fret, there are actually several methods by which you can desalinate water. One such method is distillation. To distillate water, construct a solar still, or one that works over a fire. A solar still can be built by filling a large, flat container with salt water or even urine which can be re-used, if the need arises.”
“You are beautiful as a day of summer in Pernambuco, wild as a night in Rio de Janeiro and lovely as the stars in Noronha.”
“I guess this is how Trump feels like when he’s not on the cover.”
“Here’s Something You Never Experienced If You Are Under 40. iflscience.com”
“Dear KES, the drawing was awesome. For a change the girl says her love with flowers to the boy. That was a brilliant idea. I appreciate you.”
“A boat coming to rescue the lonely person would be appropriate in this occasion. Movements of birds in the sky and sunrays will bring a kind of pleasantness to the picture. A bird like crow putting a suggestion in to the suggestion box will make a funny mood to the picture. Putting the words ‘I am not alone’ as a universal truth would make good sense to the situation.”
“Welcome our listeners to the Morning Radio Session. I am your host Rosy and we will be discussing about the increasing traffic in town today. So, you all must be stuck in the busy roads of the street at some point of time. It does irritate all of us. So, what can we do to reduce it or at least minimize it? We should stop taking private transport too often. Before moving further let’s hear this rocking song.”
“The artist is feeling bad and very much depressed because his wife quarrel every with him.”
“Are you a magician? Because whenever I look at you, everyone else disappears!”
“This is a weird picture I ever seen. The artist is trying to show his many views on a single picture. However, it is difficult to understand the picture, it shows lot of good thoughts to us.”
“Desert Island is ‘You have little bit money but
your repaying area is very wide. When money will
come it will go automatically. It is like a bubble.’”
“Sex on tv can’t hurt unless you fall off.”
“Welcome to Utah: set your watch back 20 years.”
“Recently our former prime minister have passed away this time was sad and grievful time for our nation as he was one of the most loved and he had done a great work for development of our country he use to believe in hardwork is key to success when he was Prime Minister he worked selflessly to service of nation and after living also he use to contribute as much as he can for betterment of our nation his death is great loss for our country and people of this country.”
“Conscious, sustainable living is not a compromise anymore.”
“If you can’t convince them, confuse them.”
“Dude I just so a girl in the backstreet man fuck oh my god perfect ass her pussy dude her bus wold have fucked her hard if I could get her for an hour oh my god my cock feels soo good that bbobs hoo ausom I just feel my cock in her mouth my cock in her ass come lets get and fuuk b.”
“Press ‘Like’ if you could sit next to him and ask him what’s wrong.”
“Jana Gana Mana Adhinayak Jaya he Bharat Bhagya Vidhata panjab Sindh Gujrat Maratha Dravid utchyal rang Tav shubh Name jage Tav shubh Ashish Mage Gaye Tav jay gatha Jana Gana Mana Adhinayak Jaya he Bharat Bhagya Vidhata Jay He Jay He Jay Jay Jay he.”
“When you are having a good time and realize your dog is at home missing u.”
“The page you are trying to access does not exist. If this error persists, please contact the website webmaster. There is an error.”
“Only thing that stops a bad guy with a gun is a good guy with a gun.”
“If I was to be the artist, I would have created a better background for the story. The character should be given some better props for the better display of the scene. The scene could be displayed much better than the mentioned scen.”
“Try not to become a man of success. Rather become a man of value.”
“When I first gave thought to this question, I thought the answer was financial independence—that it must have been in October when I got my first paycheck as a lawyer and paid my first month of rent on my own without my parents’ help. But then I thought no, it was actually a few months before that. I was up late at night studying for the New York Bar Exam when a mouse appeared from behind my trash can. I screamed, as one does. As if in a cartoon, the mouse screamed back, jumped, and ran back behind the trash can. I wasn’t sure what to do.”
“Return to the sender.”
“I just want to swab you up and down, then
left and right, until we’re both afebrile.”
“A saw a type of insects, he is very exquisite, I can't identify that insect. But he looks very beautiful with his yellowish black color.”
“Only a true GENTLEMAN knows what is wrong with that picture.”
“Never test the depth of the water with both feet.”
“Nami, a bad worker. No worker it is a froud he said work really but he is working faike. Faike proofs and working so bad.”
“Because this seller CDs quality is not good. Every time he gave me all the rubbish CDs. One day I told him please give me one CD of Sunny Leone movie. He gave me and took it and came back to my home. At night my wife and I starting to see the movie. Then we saw He given me a Desi Malayam 2x movie. Same thing happen lot of time.”
“Dear Uncle, Now I am feeling very bad. My mother and father is not listening my words. Now I am working in a high school. Everyday I am seeing lot young girl and after came my home thinking very badly. Also doing very bad job every night. I am telling my mother and father everyday for my marriage. If everyday I am doing same thing after few years latter I will lost my potentiality. Kindly read my letter and come at my house immediately.”
“Barbie watch on pogo channel.”
“80s music brings me back to good times like when I wasn’t alive.”
“Jack, I saw a wasp-y lady with bulk butt and boobs yesterday. She was looking like aged buffalo. It looks awkward her hanging skin.”
Are you sexually active?
Me:
“This is beyond my imagine.”
“Nothing in all world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.”
Woman: Hey honey what are you and your brother doing outside.
Man1: Honey we are just enjoying the view outside.
Woman: Would you like to read something while enjoying the scene?
Man2: Yes please give me that book of William Henne.”
“9 transgender celebs you might not know about.”
“Dear reader of this book, this is the page 550 of 3400, from the volume 04 of 10. If you want to understand the full history I highly recommend that you put everything in order, SPOILER ALERT: There's a kissing scene in the end.”
"I would do some thing to show that the dog is sending the letter to the owner to save him. It will make the pic pitiful which will show that humans are very selfish. When the need is over, he threw away the things, animal or even the person."
“Bekar aadmi kuch kiya kar, kapre udher kar siya kar.”
"The picture of cartoon represents the emotions of a matured person, Bob, immense in the deep of nature alone. When we want to be silent for some critical situation, it’s better to be alone with nature and dive into the deep of the nature will give a pleasure you ever felt."
“I will add some colors to the cartoon and when done with colors, give certain realistic background view which will relate the comic to the real world...add some humors among the characters and thriller part in which they will quarrel against each other...”
“He may fail to observe all the wonderful happenings around him. He may even fail to notice that he is separated even from his family and friends. A book shall give him knowledge. But reading all day and night may leave him crack.”
“Hats and dress may be different but there is no difference in taking one's life by other for lunch at the end.”
“Aliexpress is something like an escape to me. From my boring life it brings some joy by shopping or at least by surfing about new things and things I need and I don’t. It is just a good life in real to shopping.”
“...But men can fake a whole relationship.”
“At first he guessed it is was his sister.”
“The artist used the simple yet deep type of drawing. Although the drawing style is simple with obvious bold black lines, the photo appears to have a hidden meaning. How the man is looking down and his eyes are not showing gives a feeling of a mysterious meaning behind the scene. I loved how he combined the sea and palmtree scene to the background.”
“Rascal, dog. Stupid, bitch, dumb.”
“Even a Broken Clock is Right Twice a Day.”
“I hope you understand, you can't stay here tonight.”
"What do you thing you're doing?! I mean as if it wasn't bad enough you asked Ginny out on a date behind my back, but I had to find out about it, from Shannon, who couldn't wait to throw it in my face. I was so humiliated, I could have died! I thought we were supposed to be going out...isn't that what you told me Monday? What ever happened to 'Tina, you're different from other girls', or 'I feel like I can tell you anything' or 'I knew you were special the first time I saw you'? Were you just playing me? What do you want from me? No! You know what? I don't even care...this whole thing was just a pathetic lie to satisfy your ego, wasn't it?...I mean you didn't even have the decency to break it off before you jumped into something else. I can't believe I fell for the whole honesty routine...Just leave, I can't even look at you, you make me sick, Please, just leave! OK... I admit it, you got me, so take your little trophy, add me to your collection and get out of my life."
“Dear Paul, I was interested in your art. It is very original remarked that an attempt to interest society is indifferent to any problem like a lonely sitting on a palm tree. In my country, this problem is very urgent and it affects corruption in the higher echelons of power. One person continuously reveals all sorts of secret schemes and shows it to society that is indifferent. But this will be perceived not indifferently only among the opposition. I liked your drawing style and you have a subtle sense of humor. In my country this art can become quite sensational and be placed on the front pages of sharp opposition magazines. Also his sharp discussion by political bloggers will be quite expected.”
“Oh dear! Do you know what happened today on the road? I find out a big elephant wearing western gown and going inside the supermarket mal.”
“My husband’s penis is like a semi colon. I can’t remember what it’s for and I never use it anyway.”
“Voir passer les bateaux, c’est déjà un peu vivre.”
“I’m so miserable without you, it’s almost like you’re still here.”
“Nice guys finish launch!”
“There was a picture in my phone of me sleeping. I live alone.”
“We Laugh, We Cry, We Make Time Fly, We Are Best Friends, My Sister & I.”
“We can create a answering machine which can solve and answer any questions from any subject like physical science, astrology, biology, mathematics etc not only that it should be able to answer in all the language of world it should be simple with voice control and give out answer quickly its like super computer. It would be a next generation technology we can call it as strange answering machine.”
“Another day on a stranded island with the friend. Life couldn't get better to be stranded with a friend where you at least could have your heart content life story to be explained twists and turns realized fulfill your inner self before death life with friend is an blessing against to be stranded alone on the land of sea where no one could hear you or your prayer any god wouldn't bless a life where you would live without and friend and you could share your pain, life, story, complications, hunger etc. life may continue but with friend by side hope lives along with stronger and motivation. In the moment of despair every hunger pain and past washes away with the flush of the waves from the sea weather your poor or rich, happy or sad life treats all the same with respect and delicately and thoroughly.”
"A photographer took pictures before and after she called them beautiful."
“Hi everyone, I’m Tafadzwa and I am 24 years old. I come from Zimbabwe and that’s where I grew up and did all my education up to university level. Right now I’m living in South Africa where I’m pursuing my dream of starting my own business and become one of the best entrepreneurs in the world and attain financial freedom. I love taking on freelancer work online and web designing.”
“I feel that moment I masturbate 7 times per day eating allot of food thinking about at the time masturbate in bathroom and also some fights with friends at the time and have allot of stress life and some suicide attempt.”
“You know what’s gonna be the second greatest problem in the future, if not the first? Greater even than the global warming? Overpopulation. There’s gonna be huge constraints of how much space you can have, and look at our room! Your junk is everywhere! You practically took the whole room for yourself with it! They’d have put you in prison for this waste of space in our bright, overpopulated future, Jim! And turn down your damn music, for heaven’s sake.”
“This is horrific. We cannot allow this man to become president.”
“The morale of this cartoon is that ‘nature’ is the best gift of God to men on the earth. And if men doesn’t respect nature then it can prove it up that man is nothing if nature is finished. If nature can nurture you it can surely destroy you also.”
“https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCNgxngbF4aWZSvrMX1zyNn.”
“The place is just beautiful and so there seems to be no need of such beautiful lady besides me. You can leave miss and leave me with my loneliness behind. That’s what my punishment would be.”
“My friend call me KK. I am widely known as a freak among my friends. And of course they have many reasons to call me so. Have you ever seen a person eating banana with coca cola? Have you ever seen a guy peeing by sitting on the toilt just to feel how a women feels? Well, you have enough reasons now. Enjoy.”
“The artist here is portraying more of human values in this cartoon. The man is standing right there to ask for help but a painter is busy in finding proper location for his painting. Instead of helping the needy the artist want to satisfy his needs. The paints are historical and cultural, the situation makes it more witty.”
“This is my facebook profile in which have 52 friends from india. My name is Amresh Kumar Insaa from c 1890 amar vihar vikas kunj loni district ghaziabad pincode 201102 state utter pradesh India. I have initiated from dera sacha sauda sirsa haryana India. Name Amresh Insaa UsernameEdit https://www. facebook. com/amresh. insaa.39 ContactEdit Primary: amreshinsaa@gmail. com Ad account contac- tEdit amreshinsaa@gmail. com TemperatureEdit Celsius https://www. facebook. com/amresh. insaa.39 https://www. instagram. com/amreshkumar89/ Change Profile Photo amreshkumar89 Edit Profile 0 posts 9 followers 10 following amresh kuma.”
“Rebooting the civilization. Man is trying to innovate a new way to build house on water body.”
“The following cartoon involves some Natural Science in it, the person is still floating because of Physics, still breathing because of life science and why the tree on sea it because effect of Astronomy, so combined of natural science he is still floating and breathing and hopefully he survives the critical stage of his life.”
“The artist obviously describes the current situation of people in a very clear manner.”
“A piano speaks a lot of story using its nodes, it is a makeover instrument which mingles with all, yet generate a decent tone.”
“I see a picture that perhaps characterizes our modern times quite well. It’s unfriendly, it’s cold, and it’s strict. The drawing style is pretty linear and minimalistic, as is the message the picture conveys: ‘404 - Not Found. The page you are trying to access does not exist. If this error persists, please contact the website webmaster’. It is perhaps a metaphor, symbolizing the fact that we all become lost at some point in our lives, and at that time it seems to us that we’ll never find what we seek. Will we, in the end? Who knows. Another, perhaps even deeper question can be easily missed: Who is the Master of the web in which we’re all entangled?”
“I’m Santhosh born and raised in Anantapur. I have done my schooling in Little flower Montessori English Medium High School. Now i’m pursuing my final year B. tech from Anantha Lakshmi Institute of Technology and Sciences Anantapur. My strengths are my attitude that I like to take challenges that I can do it, my way of thinking that I take both success and failure in a balanced manner. I dont like to say weakness but I like to say scope for improvement that is I wont leave any ask in completely, I believe in my self and my hard work and I want perfection in every thing.

My ethic i. “i never neglect an opportunity for my improvement.”
“Listening to a song for months and you listen deeper than usual and end up catching a hidden metaphor.”
“Great news for 3D creators today. We’ve added yet another really cool feature to our online renderer – support for ‘Clear Coat’ materials! ‘Clear coat’ derives its name from the automobile industry and is a term used to describe the glossy transparent coating that is sprayed on top of the underlying colored base coat giving vehicles that unique ‘car paint’ look and providing a durable abrasion resistant surface against the outside world.”
Disciple: Guruji see I have done the work that you have told me to do.
Guru: Ok now go and bring vegetables and ration for my home. And don’t forget ice cream for my kid.
Disciple: Guruji but I come here to study but you engage me in your house works which is wrong.
Guru: You dare talk back to your guru.
You will do as I say.
“Gentrification in our area is totally changed our life. It changed people lifestyle too. I am very much glad to see the gentrification in our area. Now the place look like paradise.”
“The drawing shows a man and woman on the beach, looks like they are going to have some foods, but there is no food. The drawing could be more pleasing aesthetically if somethings are changed. The obvious mistake in the drawing is the broken coconut tree. I will fix the tree. The man has a knife and fork. I will set a dinning table with foods on it. I will also change the expression in the girl’s face. She looks terrified. I will make her smiling.”
“Still it’s confused me and both in the picture. Yes, the rider is an anxiety because they are in desert island. But the horse is little bit angry. From his side the rider force him to forward. The rider is out of mind, he has no idea, how they reached there. The funny thing is the palm tree not had any fruits. what a height of that horse. I think he is pegasus.”
“If there’s only two genders then explain this:”
“Top 10 brutal anime death scenes.”
“If you studied Greek mythology and do not know this Gods, drop out!”
“Vodka King. Alcohol is injurious to health. Specially made for your best holidays. Include very selected fruits and flavours. Rarely dry fruits added.”
“May the bridges I burn light the way.”
“The strange idea aboute disruptive innovation is amazing for some people! They want to innovate things to disrupt lifestyle!”
“Dear reader of this book, I am requesting all the people who will read this book... Please do not get attached to any certain character or the habits of the characters and all the things pictured in the book is just an imagination of mine... Thank you...”
- Mom!! I can’t believe you did that!
- But baby, it was for your own good.
- No! I told you no to do this!
- Sorry, honey. In the future you will understand.
“Why is Millennial humor so weird? Comedy that appeals to young people can be surreal and dark, and completely meaningless.”
“...God Made Mud...God Made Dirt...
God Made Girls...So Rohu Can fLirt!!!”
“What if there were no hypothetical questions?”
“I really feel disturbed of your presence. I am going to an Island to live happily and freely. Your extreme love and protection felt me like an over-caring. I am grown enough to take care of my needs. I am leaving for good. Good Bye.”
“The picture shows that a man see an island in the sea and he was standing on the tow of a whale... I think the whale is saving him. or the whale did not know that a man who standing whales top. Then what to do....Nothing. Jump and swim to the island... Because we dont know whale where going. If the man stand there for a long time it will make risk and make risk to get in the island. If the man swim to the island, he can survive...There are many ideas to survive in the island. That man can Arrange flags made with dresses to attract others... Or make fire... and another important factor that make drinking water. And also must prepare for making food.”
“My friends are my awkward persons in my classes they always stay with me for everything they tease me they irritate me they help me they fight for me always they are my awkward persons. Friends are everything for all students they are the best companion for all student.”
“We’ve got 20% off our new in styles + get free NDD when you use the code ‘ASAP’ (Excl. selected lines, ends 3pm).”
“Crashing, hit a wall Right now I need a miracle Hurry up now, I need a miracle Stranded, reaching out I call your name but you’re not around I say your name but you’re not around I need you, I need you, I need you right now Yeah, I need you right now So don’t let me, don’t let me, don’t let me down I think I’m losing my mind now It’s in my head, darling I hope That you’ll be here, when I need you the most So don’t let me, don’t let me, don’t let me down Don’t let me down, don’t let me down Don’t let me down, down, down Don’t let me down, down, down, down, down Running out of time I really thought you were on my side But now there’s nobody by my side I need you, I need you, I need you right now Yeah, I need you right now.”
“Today on my way to gym I saw a man with great body. It was so perfectly shaped that I could not believe my eyes. The abs were curving out really well and the shoulders were toned with muscles. The overall impact was awesome.”
" Spoiler Warning: "

YOU ARE ON A DESERT ISLAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1116</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cubicle Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1117</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cubicle Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Pirates are basically different than our mainstream culture. They like to live in water. If you ask them to mingle with us it would be a tough situation indeed.”
“We’ve got what it takes to take what you’ve got.”
“If I were the artist, I will make some more details to it, to be clearer and the viewers of the art can easily understand what the drawing wants to imply. I will add colours to the drawing to make it more attractive and appealing. Maybe, I will add some text on the side or something like quotes just to make it more dramatic and that audience can relate to it more.”
“Everybody Where are you going. You will get a Cash If which you hear my Preach Fully Then I start my Preach What I mean. Before ending my preach I will Explain How to Earn Cash (with Internet Mobile and Computer Etc)...”
“I am freelancer who enjoy doing work online from home. Now, I am residing at Kozhikode District, Kerala State, India. I am very fond of listening music and reading poems. I always try to hear others and learn from their experiences irrespective of its nature. I like the people who can express their views clearly and have patience to hear others' words with its full spirit. Honesty is my best policy.”
“A boat destroyed with a shipwrecked person and the inhabitant of the island helps safeguard it on the island while discovering that there are inputs to feed and plant, placing seeds while serving the shipwrecked person, the seeds of the fruits and the supply of food to feed while they build a small house with the remains of the boat and wait for a boat to reach discovering the island and helping those who are in it.”
“When your friend takes the gay joke too far.”
“Be aware of the surrounding that you live, although you may space out some times and imagine in your brain, but you should leave a connection with outside world so that you can react readily in any situation. You may be a Pisces who love to be in his/her own mind but be alert like of a virgoan from deceitful arrows from behind you. Be responsible for your own actions and be safe from all negativities.”
"https://doremon.cartoon.com."
“The desert-island cartoon genre started in the 30’s, when shipwrecks were actually quite common. There’s a big Robinson Crusoe’s element on it, and it’s been an evergreen cartoon for all captionists around the world. It’s basically free comedy. This never dying cartoon has over one hundred years and will probably keep on going. This is probably another reason to caption those, just like in the linked cartoon in this job, it’s fun to combine our modern elements with the fact that this is a old cartoon.”
“Genesis 1:27 - So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created them. Genesis 2:18 - Then the Lord God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him a helper fit for him.” Genesis 2:24 - Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and they shall become one flesh. Ephesians 5:22-33 - Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife even as Christ is the head of the church, his body, and is himself its Savior. Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit in everything to their husbands. Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her, that he might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word...”
“Far and few, far and few, Are the lands where the Jumblies live. Their heads are green, and their hands are blue, And they went to sea in a sieve.”
“Dear Mr. Brown, The design is actually great! Shape and size wise you didn’t over complicate the design. It also kind of looks like you’re shading just by adding black, I think it tends to look better if you use slightly different hues. You need to be improved in line art. I feel as if it needs to be thicker and smoother. And I think you’ve got it! Thanks. Julfïkar, Editor.”
1. Gladiator
2. Titanic
3. The Dark Knight
4. The Avengers
5. Incredibles
6. Saving Private Ryan
7. Avatar
8. Goodfellas
9. American Beauty
10. Slumdog Millionaire
“When you thought everything would be easy peasy lemon squeazy but it actually is difficult difficult lemon difficult.”
“Damn, how I hate those two irritation factors.”
“My boss?
My long gone uncle?
My drinking partner?
The bar owner?”
“First Sanju Paul, He is careless won’t use this site much. 2nd is Abdul Jamal from Bangladesh he added me in this site. 3rd is Manhar whom I added to this site... He is decent and effortless.”
“There must be something wrong with my eyes, I can’t take them off you.”
“Desert island is a horrible everyone think. Actually it is place to experience the loneliness and can immense in the silence of nature. Naturally all deserts are look like blank terrain with hot temperature. There is no water you can see up to your sight and no greeneries. But in cartoon, the designer have changed slightly the atmosphere of the desert with some water pond and a countable number of tree. However in cartoon and in real, Desert are always a horrible place.”
- Have you ever fallen in love?
- Five times a day.
“What an irony of life that the person who is saving you from all odds is himself engaged in different activities. We have to be very careful with the destiny. We never know what is written in the next moment. May be you die or live forever.”
“The Simple Formula To create different types mobile number by own, And Virally call Your own created number one by one... This is my idea to enjoy different types of man and girl. I Started this 10 years ago and struggled like crazy! Then I discovered the art of "Fall in love and relation" and it literally changed my life. What I learned was simple. You must master the art of "Fall in love and relation". In this short FREE series I will show you how will you a billaniare live in front of your eyes. Regards Unemployed youth.”
"I will break your teeth with my single finger."
“https://ghostbin.com/paste/z56e.”
"The last show I’ve watched was Expanse. *Spoiler alert!* An unknown alien entity called a proto-molecule open a portal on the fringes of the Solar system, which several of existing factions of humanity then explored. *More spoilers!* It turned out that the portal led to many solar systems containing habitable planets, setting the stage for humanity’s next great expansion era.”
“To put it simply, I don’t, beyond what is needed for work. When I must communicate with them due to work concerns, I try to be courteous, polite, and professional no matter how I actually feel about them or how negatively they respond. I also look a little mean by default so it takes conscious effort to make my face seem friendly for the duration of the interaction. Perhaps examine your own neutral expressions and body language to see if you’re unintentionally putting off negative vibes.”
“His name is Arko Jyoti Hazra. Most disgusting guy in our class. He always ask out of the syllabus questions. Every teacher become so irritated to him.”
“Hello. Who are you. Where the hell are you coming from. This place does not belongs to you. Why the hell did you come here. What a fucking disgusting creature you are. Do you have a family back there. All are looking like you only? Anyway we humans does not like you to be here. You better go back to your planet.”
“Why the mainstream media is silent about this?”
“This comic strip looks sound good. If I were an artist of this comic strip, first of all, I would decorate the island view with less height bushes with thin leaves. Because, it looks not very good. On the other hand, the sun is too big in size rather than the ration of this image. It could be less in size. The boat needs to be more sink on the water than its ration in this picture.”
“Lag Jaa Gale Ke Phir Ye Haseen Raat Ho Na Ho.. Chahe Phir Iss Janam Me Mulaqat Ho Na Ho.. Lag Jaa Gale.”
“I'll add a bird which could be standing on the tree, on in a nest with its chicks and the bird could talk with the human character and I'll add a dialogue like this: ‘Human: Oh no! Help! I'm trapped in quicksand! If I fall I'll drown! Bird: Actually, quicksand is just sand, but it's just a bit runnier. Human: Oh hey I didn't know that. That's pretty cool. Gurgle.’”
Women: Its been 3 weeks we have been here lost on this island. The food and water we have left will last for only 2 more days. 
Man: Don’t worry we can eat the fishes from the ocean and we have water around us.
Women: Are you mad we can’t drink this water and how are we going to catch fish?
Men: Don’t worry just chill.
"For obvious reasons the guy is very happy since he is going to be able to raise his solder and of course the lady will be more satisfied."
“The artist in the picture clearly want to explain that mind is the ultimate winner. If the mind is not applied to the correct situation it will give you no results. The mind is the ultimate manager, conditioner and solution finder of all problems.”
“There was a penguin. He walks into a police station and he asks the inspector in charge that he wants to file a missing complain. The inspector says that I will ask you some questions. He asked who is missing? The penguin said ‘My brother’. The inspector asked ‘what did he looked like?’”
“And the next thing I remember is sitting in the bus surrounded by howling students. And I, sharing a word with me, Maa was right. I should start wearing an underwear now.”
Hermit: Oh Lord, you are so great, you’ve sent me an angel to save me from this place of suffering.
Captain: Come and see my fellow passengers, take a look at a native from this Island.
“Paul Nelson and Peter, with piano, atop Ben Nevis, standing at 1,344 meters high Ben Nevis is the highest mountain in the British Isles. A volunteer of squad of litter collectors from the John Muir Trust decided to undertake a clean-up of Ben Nevis they found a rather unusual piece of litter under a crain at 4,000 ft., the remains of a pian.”
“Invading a individual’s personal ‘real estate’ is a great way to make someone uncomfortable, body language expert Maryann Karinch, author of ‘The Art Of Body Talk’, tells Bustle.”
“Digital piracy is a crime don’t support it, neither ignore it, take a wise step!!!”
“The desert island are awesome to see and we can spend more time in surrounding with family and friends and we can take care of children also while playing in desert, its most interesting and grace of love will be affected to children, they will happy and make feeling. Its marvelous to live in Island, super location to spend on vacation and more entrainment for enjoy, its awesome surrounding near water under in sea animals. No criminals.”
“Dear Hans Brown, I love your work, truly and honestly man you inspire me. You are one of the few who are still creating actual art and not garbage like today. Artists please for the love of god and all that is holy (even though im atheist) continue on and strive to get to the top. Regards.”
When someone says nothing is perfect. Me:
“Compared to the real thing, those pirates are all goody-two-shoes.”
“Suggestion: I would make the drawing more detailed its a little messy and hard to inter-prate, caption- what is this submarine doing in the middle of the desert.”
“Dear Boyko, your talent is blooming you just have to consider certain aspects that in the future will make you the best as, you must define the characters better, because they are not clearly appreciated and the scene is not clearly defined if it is an island or not? Improve all that and you will be the best.”
“A Century of Authoritarianism & Empire Is Enough!
Watch today’s Liberty Report here: https://youtu.be/q4Lbp0MiqE.”
“I found Aiswarya Rai Bachchan’s body is so exquisite. She is the most beautiful lady in the whole world till now. She was the former Miss World. She is good at heart too.”
“Hai passenger, I hope all are fine. You all are travel in same compartment and be advice keep your things very safe during travel... Don’t eat anything given by the strangers. sometimes stranger may be the thief and come to stole your thing by giving food or biscuit or chocolate. So be alert and careful. Be active during your travel one place to another place. Keep your all things including tickets also safe. Take care passenger.”
“A drawing is a message to anyone who can read from a picture. One can learn anything serious lessons from cartoons and drawing. Via comics important and complex matter can be solved easily. Here I see two man solving something under a big tree. I think they came here to relax and get a box but unravelling this they get confused. We should ignore unnecessary things for betterment of life.”
“PERFECT PUPPY ALERT *** AVERAGE RATED, JOYFUL JAZZY!”
“My colleagues would say that I am very optimistic, as I see setbacks as opportunities to learn and grow. There is always a creative solution to a problem, and I love searching for it. One instance that comes to mind was when colleagues from my last job were upset about budget cuts to our department, and I devised a few clever ways to maintain some of our resources on a shoestring budget. They ended up being implemented.”
“The artist given a very nice message by his drawing. A blind man came under a big coconut tree, he wants to take coconut by throwing stones. He thrown a stone to up of the tree and the stone suddenly came his head. so don’t try or do anything with out knowing the matter.”
“These artists are exhibiting work that challenges African-American stereotypes. Tap the link in our bio to see more of these stunning images. Alanna Airitam looks at the absence of black people in the history of Western art, inviting African-Americans to pose in the style of classic Dutch portraiture. Endia Beal positions her models against a fake traditional office setting. The artist’s experience of working in mostly white corporate workplaces includes people talking behind her back and making comments about her hair. Medina Dugger experiments with historical and imagined hairstyles inspired by Nigerian photographer JD ‘Okhai Ojeikere who spent 40 years creating black and white photographic studies of African women’s hairstyles.”
“Mom and dad. I came here with the boat because I want to say something to you. You do not be too much sad on it. Actually, the matter is, I am in love with someone. You know that guy and you like him very much. But the issue is he is another religion. I know for you it’s a big problem.”
“When your doctor is doing prostate exams on you, but you feel both his hands on your shoulders.”
“A heart without dreams is like a bird without feature.”
“25 minutes ago: Twitter Retweet + Comment + Screenshot. Proof attached@kavi-pranav26. Details. 41 minutes ago: Youtube: Watch + Rate 1.KL 3 2.india 3.64. Details. 1 hour ago: Coupon: Click + Screenshot Proof file Details. 1 hour ago: Instagram: Custom Comment 1.sasilaxmikavi 2.@qcmceo_p Details. 1 hour ago: YouTube: Comment 5x 1.KL 3 2.https://www. youtube.com/watch... Details. 2 hours ago: Vote in Contest: 1-Click + Screenshot... 1.kavi1234567 2.screenshot attached Proof file Details. 12 hours ago: Youtube: Comment 3x (scorig) 1.KL 3 2.when a scorpio man loves you... Details. 13 hours ago: TTV-Youtube (ARC-SP): Search + Watch... mw-6ec35ca7d922f2e40511a3b3a1969c6fc0424...”
“You can’t force love, I realized. It’s there or it isn’t.”
“Midufinga jayz beyonce Boston woman nba
kardashian lmao funny laugh nochill photoofday ladies
money dog cat music follow mood hiphop rhodeis…”
“When you high as shit and tryna be cool in public.”
“This is the part of the Bible, they didn’t want you knowing about. Sponsored by allrookie.”
“Wings of a feather flock together.”
“Sometimes a Libra can be stuck inside their head for days at a time, thinking and contemplating a number of things.”
“The most accurate interpretation of me finding jobs for my qualifications.”
"When I am going to marry a girl I’ve got
Engagement ring & wedding ring. After marring I got
only the suffering. This is all the three ring I’ve got."
“Some friends make a huge contribution for our success... I’d like to be that kind of friend for you! They don’t only give us support and encouragement, but also influence us with their thoughts and opinions. We are all like sponges that absorb what’s around us. In my personal story of success the cohorts. I’m Wondering What Your Friends Would Think About This? I chose to surround myself with are those who really know the meaning of triumph, the ones who really walk the talk. And soon enough I started to become like them. You Can’t Go Wrong If You Follow The Footsteps Of The Right People! Wish you all the best! Enjoy, Elena.”
“https://imgur.com/a/Vmn2WVA”
“Dear Royston, It’s a pleasure to see your drawing, in this drawing it mention that two young man are stuck in a island and need help from someone to rescue them.”
“Dear Votrs, your pictur is very interest its very sad in our present situation. you are draw this picture our life we not living for wifi god job ma.”
“Plan for my life. 1. Find my way, what I truly like to do so that I can achieve personal and financial fulfillment. (The most important item is 2, but to do it, item 1 must happen first). 2. To repay all the good things that my country did for me. Reward them. Have peace of mind, forgive me for the things that I regret and that I cannot fix. 3. Find a true love, make me happy, and let me be happy to make you happy too. 4. Have a happy family.”
“Writing a Letter to Your Parents,
Dear Sir/mam, I know you probably are surprised to find this letter because I usually don’t do stuff like this, but I wanted you to know something and thought this may be a good way to talk with you. I wanted to sit down and just talk with you but that is really hard for me because I am shy and a little embarrassed. I also am just not good at talking sometimes, so that is why I am writing you. I don’t want to keep anything from you because you have always been such an awesome mom. I hope you can help me out like you have so many times before. I am writing because I have been really sad lately. Really down and out. My classes are harder than ever and dad is probably going to freak out when he sees my report card this semester. I feel like I always let him down, especially because I get such lower scores in school than both sisters. I do try hard; it just doesn’t come as easily to me. I also have been getting made fun of at school a lot. This kid, Chris, is always book-checking me and slamming me into lockers. It’s getting old. I also asked this girl I liked to the dance and she turned me down. I just feel worthless… I need help. I don’t know what kind of help I need or what needs to happen, but I feel like my whole world is falling around me. I’m tired all the time, but I can’t seem to sleep. I tried to talk to a couple of my friends about what was going on, and they were nice, but they didn’t really understand. I even thought about going to the counsellor at school, but she doesn’t seem like she would care. I don’t want things to keep going on like this, but I don’t know what to do.”
“Dear Arthur, As the Editor in Chief of the publication, I want to let you know about the drawing you send to me. I am so impressed by seeing your work, I should admit that you got real talent considering your age. I came to know that you are a student now and I would like to have you in our publication after completing your education. Mean while you can also send your drawings and we’ll try our best of it. Best Wishes.”
“Necessary Supplements For A Healthy Body!
ZYNO Sports Supplements 44% OFF! Sports Supplements”
“The Miss Universe pageant is fixed. All the winners are from Earth.”
“The man is deserted on the sea after the ship wreck with no one in the sight. The man has suddenly found the bushes floating on the sea waves. To save his life, he jumped into the upper parts of the bush. His life is a mess.”
“Whenever I see this picture I remember why we are the alpha species.”
Kid: I am here sent by William Henne to take your position. But there is nothing to animate here.

Dog: That is William Hanna you idiot!
"My friends made a bet with me that if I would be able to make a conversation with the hottest girl in my vicinity and manage to get her number they would offer both of us a trip to Kashmir. Do you want to come with me?"
“We removed this content because it doesn’t follow our Community’s Standards regarding obscenity.”
“Ever stop to think, and forget to start again?”
“I would draw another man on the picture, so that the other one would not be lonely. He would ask the other man how to get off the island together. The two men will discuss different options on how to get off the island until they make the final solution. And it will be to cut off the palm tree and to make a raft from it. With this raft they will be able to sail off and leave the island forever.”
“To make this drawing successful, the speech bubble should be filled with an everyday issue that would be ironic for someone on an island to consider. This could be: ‘Should I get some raft insurance’, ‘at least I won’t have to call my mother later’, ‘I always liked cast away as a movie’, ‘I was considering downsizing so I guess this will do’, any response that seems off putting but makes light of the situation.”
“Érase una vez un Tonto capitán que decía que podía pasar el hielo marino, con los ojos cerrados que su barco era el más fuerte del mundo, el tonto capitán le decía a su primer oficinal, manos a la obra, no hay quien nos pare ni hielo que nos detenga, si es de naufragar que sea juntos, juntos quedaron para siempre en una pequeña isla rodeada por un gran océano.”
“Better be good to my old sis’, or I’ll have to wrestel you down.”
“This cartoon is depicted to tell people of being aware of their own habits, otherwise the habit may cause serious problem to their future in life. This happened in my life also. At the age of 20 I developed a habit of reading and watching fictional novels, chinese web novels and loved to be in those imagined world all the day. As a result I became more and more out of touch with my friends, family and world. Now in my social life I have only few friends. It’s a example of how a habit can harm you which is like the tree you watered everyday may cause your death...”
“The cat is a beautiful small animal resembling the likes of a tiger. It lives on the streets as well as in our houses and is one of our favourite pet animals. The cat’s body is covered with soft, silky hair and has four short legs and sharp claws hidden in the fleshy pads.”
“Those are couples who came to enjoy their vacation. Husband is so eager to kiss her, but whenever he tries for it, the lady says something else and wont let him do so. Finally he decided to kiss her. Ath that a coconut fall from the tree onto his head and he got unconscious.”
“Mr Graham, I think it’s much better if the sun is place higher at the back of mountains. A crocodile swarming around waiting for the two guys to fall on the water is funny but witty. Also, it is much intriguing if someone is yelling his heart out to call for help but only birds can hear him. A fallen banana fruit on their head is a bit crazy but it will add madness to both of them.”
“10 pranks that went too far.”
“The drawing is good but reading meaning it may be difficult. It is quite important that we are able to convey information with our drawing. If am the artist I would add colours to the drawing to make it look beautiful and presentable. And if I need to leave it to how it is now, I will need to add some short note to give a clue behind the drawing.”
“Sudipta Debnath is B. Tech in Computer Science and Engineering from University of Calcutta. She is currently working with Cisco Systems India as a Network Consulting Engineer, customer advocacy. Prior to CISCO Systems she worked with Aricent Group and Motorola India Electronics India Ltd. In her 13 years career she was deeply involved in various type of Telecom and Mobile handset testing. She has altogether 9 publication published in various International forums.”
“Platonic Island is a story of the bold and daring attempt of the idealistic efforts of kidnapped and abandoned young adults that are isolated upon a small unchartered island in Oceana who decided that they would create among themselves a community completely liberated from traditional social prohibitions. From the initial two survivors, Jason who was twenty-three and Jocelyn who was sixteen, came a small group that fought for their ideal world: a new value system and a break away from customary religious and social barriers in their quest to establish a dream community. Their very survival was challenged, by the elements and animal life, by pirates and other adventurers, and by natural physical needs. They fought to save their family and remain apart from the very outside world that had brutalized them in the first place, even if it meant the death of all of them.”
“Can’t Stop the Music’ has become a cult film. It’s kind of shocking to me.”
“Even bacon is under pressure now though! Like if you stand for what you love! Texas won’t change.”
“i would make this photo more colorful.. may be add a dog or cat or a bird.. th expressions should be made more detailed and add a few more things like background images etc.”
“It is a good funny caption file. Even we provide this caption you are very impressed of this. Thank you.”
“When you read anytime you r became a monk or scientist.”
“On Twitter recently there was some discussion of a journalist who wrote and published a piece that arguably did serious harm to its subject.”
“In this picture it shows today’s very nature of human beings. That today nobody tries to help other person who is in need of help. People are becoming very selfish and there is not a small amount of humanity left in people.”
“Life’s a bitch. This is true. But she’s my bitch.”
“Floods entering the capital as river danger sign crosses mark. Two killed in a gunfire done in Meerut. Government to reduce GST on baby products. The longest lunar eclipse was noted on July 27. PM to visit Canada for trade. Governor to felicitate NGO for doing good.”
“पति: ये क्या.? तुम एक और साड़ी ले आई.. अभी परसों ही तो... पत्नी (गुस्से में): क्या कहा.? क्या अभी परसों.? पति: नही मेरा मतलब है परसों भी तो एक ही लाई थी, आज दो ले आती... महिला: आपको पता है, मेरा बेटा बहुत फास्ट इंग्लिश बोलता है... दूसरी महिला: बेटा जरा बोलकर दिखाओ... बच्चा: इंग्लिश, इंग्लिश, इंग्लिश, इंग्लिश..."
“A story for all ages, and a must read if we are to take better care of those small places in our world that means so much to someone or something, no matter how small.”
“India’s national animal is the tiger. It is one of the most dangerous animals on earth I just hope it was just a little bit more nicer because all we can think of is it being scarier.”
“If I were an artist, I will edit this comic book like this: Add message bubbles either as interjections for emotions. Add some coconuts on the tree. Make a sun appear with some traces of birds in the sky.”
“How to survive by yourself isolated and being an (in)animated cartoon? ‘Well, man... If I were and (in)animated cartoon, I’d ask my designer to ask for others for good captions for the strip. And then he would edit, edit and edit the cartoon forever. But I’m not isolated, I’m just a fucking hippie chilling under a palm tree in a peninsula, am I? Wait, is that just another captioner besides my painter? Oh, no! God save me! I don’t want to talk nonsense any longer! (at least this one was intelligent).”
“The night is darkest before the dawn.”
“Apply some abstract color and use artistic drawing style. And to promote Facebook, I suggest to make it at a place behind instead of the main place, this could help others to get attracted by the picture and not the brand, so when u indirectly promote ‘Facebook’, it could lead to a good impression to the customer without hard selling.”
“Chigly wiggly bugly booo;
I am not a ruskell but it may be you,
dinglly pinglly chenglly pooo;
I am a winner and looser too.”
"If I'm vinegar, then you must be baking soda. Because you make me feel all bubbly inside!"
“Drawing style with simple traits, however, that stir the imagination. Easy assimilation. The island is very small, so it is the impression that the man present in it has just sunk. Luckily it was found by golfers who were nearby, going to get the golf ball that fell on the island presented.”
“Sandy toes. Sunkissed nose.”
“He is thinking about flirting with the lady.”
“Dear Mr. X, I am Mr. Y, residing at same building to you. Last few days back I have seen you with a young girl and same I also seen your wife with a young boy. Now I am telling to you I want to take your wife very immediate. Kindly accept it after receiving the letter otherwise I will beat you very badly. She is very beautiful and experienced. Please response within a day.”
"The client was having fun in each of the presentation slide and I was being sarcastic with his comment, was feeling awful indeed."
“If I’m an artist, to make this drawing successful I’m putting colors in this pic and the shadow of the sky should be clear in sea shade. The imagination and face expression describe the nature and happiness of the both men and women. They found something from the box and its exciting thing for them or any miracless.”
"I am Jayaprakash P T, living at Kozhikode, a major city in Kerala state, India. I am a 37 year old man. My hobbies are listening music, reading books, writing poems etc. I am doing freelance jobs to earn bread and butter. I am very fond of literature. Now I am studying for MA Development Administration, a Post graduate course under Annamalai University through distance education mode."
“If you are the webmaster of this site make sure that: You have uploaded correctly your files to the public_html directory which is the web-root of your account; You have not misspelled the URL. Bear in mind that letters are case sensitive and no white spaces are recommended; In case you have applied SEO - SEF URL rewriting rules, make sure you have re-named the .htaccess. txt file to. htaccess. If there is already a non-empty. htaccess file read it and make sure the necessary rules are un-commented.”
“Two man were accidentally came to island maybe broken of ship. They both are sharing there lives, and how to escape from this island, who will save them both. But they both life got saved from death and living in island alone and want to go to their home quantitative easing.”
“I was like whatever bitches.
And the bitches whatevered.”
“Russia rises with a glorious goal against Croatia just when its 30 minutes into the match, and just after 9 minutes Croatia equals the score, during the overtime Croatia scores first and then Russia equals the score, and after that they both go the penalties to decide the fate of the game.”
“In Iran, ‘Death to America’ doesn’t always mean what it seems.”
"The sun is shining and it's a beautiful morning. In today's show, we're pleased to read for our audience the historical letters of, Thomas, the mysterious guy that talks about being trapped on a Island, in a very cult way! Everybody love's these letters."
“Only the dead have seen the end of war.”
“It’s an innovative drawing as I am seeing. A man who is sitting under a tree is relaxing and waiting for sun goes for set. It should be us who need to learn from that art how to be peaceful in time. I do appreciate those who encourage people for peace.”
“Fear no more, because thanks to the heroic beings you see above, you’ll know what to say when low-lives decide to grace your phone screen.”
“Wonder full art I didn’t see this types of art upto now feeling very instresting to see this art.”
"The worst battle is between what you feel and what you know."
“Hatred is poisoness snake which is waitiing to byte you. If hatred occurs there is no love. So love everybody.”
"You a real fan of olympics?  
Then who is this?"
“Sometimes, we forget important lessons throughout life that can help us through tough situations. When we can get a different perspective, it can make all the difference in how we react to a situation. Next time you find that everything is going wrong, talk to a child and an older adult to see what they think about it. Chances are, you’ll get your answer, plus a whole new outlook on life. We live in a world of duality; we must have darkness to show us the light, and vice versa. Don’t expect life to always hand you lemons, but when it does, say your thanks and use them as you will.”
“We must not lose faith in Humanity. Humanity is an ocean; if a few drops of the ocean are dirty, the ocean does not become dirty.”
“The phrase was originally ‘Between the Devil and the deep sea’ (and sometimes ‘the Dead Sea’ or ‘the Red Sea’). The sea turned blue much later and the phrase became well-known via the title of a popular song Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, written by Ted Koehler and Harold Arlen, and recorded by Cab Calloway in 1931.”
“Men Eating lady and Some Engineers from Xian University.”
“Dear X this one is really good the girls is in a desert island and she is wearing undergarments and I feels so sexy its so funny and ironic I loved it its a great picture I think you should go on with some funny funny musicians in that region will make it more ironic.”
“The colony was full of silence until one day came when people decided to renovate the place. The renovation started with a bang and then suddenly earthquake came and destroyed the newly built building. It was a disastrous episode.”
“What I thought depression looks like VS. what it actually looks like.”
“Concerning Adultery “You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ But I say to you that everyone who looks at a woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in his heart.”
“As long as we have MEMORIES, yesterday REMAINS and as long as we have HOPE, tomorrow AWAITS...”
“What girls really do when they go to the bathroom together.”
“I’m trying really hard not to disappoint you, but I’m fumbling because your beauty is distracting.”
“It’s time Americans learn the truth about Benghazi!
LIKE if you support the House Select Committee investigating the attack.”
“A Boss Is Like a Diaper... Always On Your Ass, And Usually FULL Of...!”
“Dear cartoon artist, The design is actually great! Shape and size wise you didn’t over complicate the design. It also kind of looks like you’re shading just by adding black, I think it tends to look better if you use slightly different hues. You need to be improved in line art. I feel as if it needs to be thicker and smoother. And I think you’ve got it! Thanks. Julfikar, Editor.”
“When any bear or lion try attack to any people in outside of zoo or in the zoo. Then we try to hide ourselves behind the tree. So can we safe ourself from the dangerous wild. tiger attacks man: real tiger attack stunt and animal attack post are and facebook profile are very famous.”
“I am your friend. Please don’t shoot me. If you thinks that I must be shot dead, just think about the golden days of our friendship. If you still think then go ahead but sorry to say this. ‘I am having bullets.’ It’s just too crazy to see you in this position.”
“Dear young artists, how are you? I got your message and when I opened it. I found out that it was a drawing of yours. Its nice, I love the drawing but some necessary things still need a little of touch in it like painting of different colours and also adding water around and coconuts on the tree, then a touch up to draw out clouds and sun. With these, you will make a perfect drawing that people will like and your skills will be enhanced. I will like to get more of your drawings as soon as possible.”
“That drawing is efficient in my view. I wish who has made this will do well in future. Every drawing has hidden lesson what should need to guess by a reader/viewer in according to appearance. I might say whoever has done this will do even well in future. There is a boy who is exercising in the morning in an Island with afresh mind. We need to learn from that what do we need to do to keep our body fit.”
“When I was your age, I used to go to the market with two Rupees and bring home a dress, a pair of shoes and several scarfs. Nowadays it is difficult. There are CCTV cameras everywhere.”
“Everyone deserves a sad day once in a while.”
“Hi, yesterday morning I went up on 5.45 am and I slowly open my eyes, and sit in the bed and first I pray to god for give me this day. Then I thought how to plan my work and then I wake up, after my regular routine I went to my job you people are also curious about how others are mentally treat a day or you just want to know some ones thought in the morning, I think you ar psychologis am I correct or otherwise u try to make a survey about the morning thoughts of people, what ever it may be, iam always happy, have a nice day take care bye.”
“Yesterday I sit down to work at 4 pm. I am a student therefore I have not a lot of time to do a same work for the whole day. Yesterday when I sit for doing such a work I thought to help someone and he/she will pay me for the help.”
Doctor: I'm sorry but you suffer from a terminal illness and have only 10 to live.
   Doctor: Nine...
   Patient: What?
   Doctor: Eight...
“What is need to hold the net binding with tree during giving the water. He could be hold his water pot with right hand, while he hold it with left hand. Man has take the pot in single hand when it is very heavy. He could be catch it by both hand.”
“RIP to all those good makeup & outfit days wasted on lame ass fuckboys.”
“Subtract Add Multiply, Perfect Now Waiting
Ultimate, More Rides Water By The It, Fun! Location
More Time Spent, Formula Call Line What All.”
man 1: You know? Me and my son went
to they ceremony last day.
man 2: I heard it. You were stopped at the
checkpoint? my friend lives in the background.
man 1: Yes our first aid weren’t proper. But got fixed.
man 2: You son is arrogant sometimes. Heard of his
improper behaviour and blackmailing
you for your properties.
man 1: He is just immature. Still I pray for his
victory in every deeds.
“The image can give colour to make it good. And also while giving the colours we can go fo the theme like the men can be new generation mental boy why because his wife she is labish girl thats why he is a metal person, then the theme and image should be good.”
“My first pen, my first notebook cover and stickers, the first positive comment from my teacher, my dad’s autograph on my diary, my first little pair of shoes and socks, my little pajama.”
“Jeene lagaa hoon pehley se zyaadaa Pehley se zyaadaa tumpey marney lagaa hun Main, meraa dil aur tum ho yahaan Phir kyoon ho palkein jhukaaye wahaan Tumsaa haseen pehley dekhaa nabin Tum isse pehle they jaane kahaan.”
“My expireince with microworkers has been like I was on a ship (Life) and suddenly I fell off that ship and found myself into the middle of great ocean. I tried to survive somehow but was losing it all but I found an island named as microworkers where I am living right now though it does not provide me with all luxury but however it keeps me alive. I found many islands around this island (microworkers) but none were good enough as they were the dead deserted islands unlike microworkers.”
“The most careless girl in the class had the most exquisite body, the constant proximity of which exhausted us, not least because her awkwardness, so unlike ours, manifested itself as a license to kick off all consciousness of her limbs like a branch one smacks out of one’s face in the woods in an act of defiance, almost contempt, whose ironic outcome was the deepest inhabitation of flesh I have ever seen. It was through her body that I wanted to pass close to the bodies of the boys. She would take me home with her and all but throw me into the dark dynamics of her empty-seeming household, which I felt to be hung with heavily stitched draperies that concealed not only the rooms but the beings inside. She took me there and spun me into her weird intimacy in which my own self-consciousness was a pestering insect, stupid, negligible. She would speak to people, to men, to anyone in the streets and walk just as quickly off, implicating me in the desire she aroused, her uncontainability streaking through me a blazing trail of lights from high in the whitest part of my head down into my lungs, my entrails, the part of me that wasn’t breathing.”
“Me and MEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE.”
“Me and my girlfriend decided to have a night stay without telling to anyone else since o life in a flat and my room mate where not their so I agree that day I felt that what ever decision we took was like an adult we both came to my flat had a party drank danced and then later on decided to have some personal fun after that we where like now we have turned to be adult what ever anything adult could do we did that night it was fun and scary movement for both of us anyway feeling of being adults also came at the November when I got my driving license.”
“Better a crowded hut than a lonely mansion.”
“Hey, don’t knock masturbation. It’s sex with someone I love.”
“First of all, I don’t like the man on the background. It doesn’t give the idea of perspective. Then I would change the background and I would put more birds or something else, because there’s too much ‘white’ spaces. I have no more ideas, I would like it in the way I described.”
Can you please act normal and not embarrass me? Me:
“At the risk of sounding uninformed what is the moral here? “
“A story for all ages and a must read if we are to take better care of those small places in our world that mean so much to someone or something, no matter how small. A person in a small bich or island his was single on and no any around there because there are no any space for any other person he was not in any tension he ready his own book any enjoy the summer weather. He is looking vey cam any cool any read his book.”
“As per noha ark their is a huge ship in which noha tack all species male and female before the deadly flood come to earth but technically building AT&T huge ship so that million of spices of plant and animal can come is not possible at that time and even if some One makes that huge ship still finding all the species and getting them their is not posibe then as we know each animal and plant have their own climatic condition and habitite so creating the many habitite on arc scientifically bow possible and then come about the resource to manage this all living organisms on the ship so their are many flaws in noha's ark myth.”
“My name is Suman Devi. I have completed 10+2 from savitri samajwadi uchchtar madhyamik vidyalay chhatoh raebareli. I study intermediate with hindi, english social science, art and political science. I completed exam with 70.80% marks. currently I a online business man and worker and wage. I have done the jobs in many offices.”
“Send nudes.”
“404 - Not Found. The page you are trying to access does not exist. If this error persists, please contact the website webmaster. If you are the webmaster of this site make sure that: You have uploaded correctly your files to the public_html directory which is the web-root of your account; You have not misspelled the URL. Bear in mind that letters are case sensitive and no white spaces are recommended; In case you have applied SEO - SEF URL rewriting rules, make sure you have re-named the .htaccess.txt file to .htaccess. If there is already a non-empty .htaccess file read it and make sure the necessary rules are un-commented.”
“I would draw a woman who will become the wife, a son, a daughter, a pet dog name diggy. The set up will be on a beach in summer, the family prepared a family sized picnic hub with food basket on the side, beach ball on the other. The daughter so sexy putting lotion on her legs while sunbathing, the son is playing in the sand creating a castle. The wife is busy setting up the grill to cook delicious food for the family. And the husband sitting in the middle eating with the dog named diggy.”
“I still like to flirt you in my own fucked-way, let us enjoy that moment in this island.”
“Here I am! What were your other two wishes?”
“Dear X, I have tried to open the picture which is (https://ttv.microworkers.com/im/mw/example.jpg) but it wrote system error. So I couldn’t open it. But I really like the picture where the cave man holding a coconut. It’s funny because they cannot write like homo sapiens does. It’s like the ages are mixing. It made me smile. Good job! Keep it up. Regards,.”
“Once upon a time there was three little fish. They were living a perfect life deep under the sea. Every day they would swim to the top of the water just to see the lovely view of the boats sailing back to land. One sunny day when the fish were swimming up to their usual place the saw something very strange, a shadow was moving towards them on the surface of the water. At first the fish started to panic and swam as quick as possible behind a rock. Slowly very slowly the fish came out from behind the rock and their tiny jaws dropped. The shadow object seemed to be a ship, a massive ship with a pointy bottom and rusted edges. The ship slowed down until it stopped right above the fishes. The fishes froze. Suddenly they heard a shout from the ship from up above. An anchor was being dropped into the ocean right on top of the fishes. The fishes swam for their life but they were too slow the anchor hit them and flattened the three little fish.”
“Tetris taught me that if your try to fit in, you’ll disappear.”
“Artist can make a fish ahead this man which jumping through the water. & he can also make coconuts in this coconut tree. Which make this painting more attractive. Also artist can make another person in this painting which shows sad man is sympathize by another person. They share their own individual problem.”
Travel medicine expert Phyllis Kozarsky says: ‘Now, when anyone asks if I would like any durian, I politely decline.’”
0;^)
“Dear cartoon artist, you have a very nice potential, your sense of humor can be very popular on people who has 20 years married and even might have success with just married people. However you can create more content, you can expand your talent and can mix situations like a funny one with a reflective one, just like chefs does, when they mix flavors to create a new flavors, you can create a huge mix of art with your drawing.”
“My school invited me for flag hoisting and left me spell bounded. It was like a dream come true. All teachers and students welcomed me! They recalled my memories and brought me again to the old Independence Day moments. I followed with a motivational speech, boosted the morale of students, and then I hoisted flag in presence of teachers and school staff. It was a proud moment to sing the national anthem.”
"My Halloween costume is Godot. I'm not showing up at the party, just texting the host every 10 minutes that I'm on my way."
“The letter say: Send Nudes.”
“If you must choose between two evils, pick the one you’ve never tried before.”
Woman: Can you say about my future?

Astrologer: Yes, Of course. Can you please say your Birth date and Zodiac sign?

Woman: Yes, It is before few years and the sign may be a good one among all signs.

Astrologer: OK, based on this I can say, you will be in paradise after few years.
Women: Why don’t you help me to make a flag to call for help?
Man: I don’t want to be saved. I have no job and my wife left me. What will I do by being saved.
Women: I will help you to get a job. My father is the owner of Belkro Accessorize. I will ask him to give you a job.”
“Forgiving is the best part but I am not the one who always ready to forgive other.”
“You are so hot, wanna be my dot (darling of Tony)!!”
“Dear X... xrem I know that you are a young artist. your Based on his talent, I am proud for you. Your talent, drawing style and humor great. My mission to encourage you to deepend. I need to you me. Especially thanks you. because I hope you accept my offer. So would you can contact anytime with me.”
“I am a tall dark complexion boy who is very much hardworking with Dedictions and loyalties to my work I need too learn many thing and as I love learning From the situation I come across I need to control my angry and I have a great instinct about What is going to happen some time it look as usual sometimes it’s fine.”
“For this image, I could develop more content in this picture regarding present social condition. We can imagine that two persons sheltered in an island because of flood. Men took down all trees and greeneries and nature given back a lesson that she can washoff you all. So beware.”
“If I were an artist I would make a drawing of afforestation so that all the people would be aware about deforestation and they may engage in afforestation. With the help of this picture people would get knowledge about it. In my drawing I would draw two persons: one doing deforestation and the other suggesting that person not to do deforestation.”
“We will not process any image files such as JPG or PNG. And we strongly discourage uploading txt and doc files. No external links will be visited. They are slowing us down.”
“The moral of the cartoon is: 'Dont invite your own death.'"
“He always has a story that how his relative, friend died/suffered from a weird accidents. If we are talking about a discovery show, he has a story how her grandma was bitten by a crocodile. If we are talking about trading, he has a story of how a millionaire man in India commit suicide as he lost everything in the stock.”
“But I buried you with my own hands.”
“motu patlu watch on nick channel”
“If a nuke will strike soon I keep: My brush, boxer, wine collection, my rubber packet, cigarette and match box, my crush’s facebook id-twitter id, I leave my wife (do not publish it infront of her) and her mom.”
“Dear x..... The pic shown the reality of the child in his childhood ideas and planning clearly shown in the pic the and bigger man standing at inside of desk to watch any customer due to grand opening of his shop. His shop look like a new idea discovered by him to promote his shop opening. He sell something undesired thing to make an extra ordinary things for people and customers here.”
“We like it. We are not sure we love it.”
“My dad was right all along. You are a pathetic looser Jerry. I could have married anyone I wanted, but I married a fucking looser.”
"Twinkle, twinkle, little star."
“Hey, come win real money with me now on Lucky Day. It’s FREE to play! Play now to win $100,000.”
“I born in India in 1995. My name is Sonu and currently are working as a graphic designer in my city local press. I also working on the internet as a freelancer. I also completed my Graduation with math. My main area of interest is known more and more about a Graphic designer. Designing is my passion and Now I decide to make it my profession.”
- So what makes you suitable for this job?
- I hacked into your computer and invited myself to this interview.
“I will draw a little boat in front of that sinking boat. A woman will control that boat and she trying to save people from sinking boat. and some shark around that sinking boat.”
Person1: Ugh, the women of the modern days. They are so ungrateful and weak. In our times we lived in so hardship.
Person2: Yeah, they say they are independent but what’s that if you earn money with their ways.
Person1: They could have never survived in our time.
Person2: It was full of challenges and required lot of strength.
Person1: Its a shame these people call themselves women.
Person2: Yes, women are supposed be the model for the world. But these girl can never be nobody’s model.
"My job is secure. No one else wants it."
“Breaking: Thierry Henry resigns from Sky Sports due to inappropriate conduct.”
B1: Friends today is rainy day. Should we go for a plan.
B2: Yes, Of Course.
B3: I have an idea. I will explain.
B1 & B2: Please friend tell us your plan. Today we are in good mood and Environment also favourable.
B2: Today we will go to One Teachers House. He is not at home. His only wife and daughter there.
B1: Boss. Good idea. He is very very rich as well as his wife also beautiful &....... 
B3: Boss I think you will do something apart from this.
B1 & B2: Friends we will go as a financial advisor and Insurance agent.
B3: Okey. Done.
“This picture shows that the brand companies have their reach to far land for publicity. But on the same land there is no one to save a stranded man who is on the verge of dying. This shows that big brand would do anything to sell their products.”
“A half naked ogre type of woman standing up in front of a bonkers type of a guy. Behind of this woman a crazy looking madman sit down with full of saddy emotion on her face as he lost his all assets. It observe a pretty mystery here. It seems this ogre looking woman filch his all assets misappropriate. And a fish thorn is seems to be there that also make mystery too.”
“Religious slogans are heard during the festival times.”
My ex: You'll never get over me.
Me:
“In this cartoon, two men after spending their whole weekend in office finally get one day vacation in which they think that they do nothing except fishing. To relax, they go to island that is far away from city. To avoid any type of disturbance, they do not take their cell phone with them. While they are fishing, they saw a man coming out of water that exactly look like their boss. He was their who came to tell them that their vacation is over and they have to go back to their office right now...”
"I know that you probably will never see this and that you most likely don’t know who I am or that I exist, but that doesn’t stop me from being an active fan of your work and of you as a person. Really, if you think about it, it’s a sad little relationship: I know who you are, you don’t know who I am, but through the power of your talents and public appearances on the internet and T.V., it’s as if we are connecting."
“This is a really useful tool if you want to make money, as it can help you to decide if you want to take that job, or not.”
“He will start gaining his knowledge, wisdom, underlying facts, universal nature, will become a suspicious mighty person and continuous reading may also lead to insomniac and may cause some mental disorder if the process was carried out above the critical limit.”
“Hello Sudipta, The Power Lead System has just hired one of the best trainers on the net. He’ll be providing weekly, professional training on helping you build every phase of your online business. We have a fresh, brand new, live training that starts tonight at 10:00pm Eastern and you’re invited! Visit here for all the details.”
“Be very wise when you are in trouble. Use the best of the available resources and try to think in an innovative way to save time and also to get the work done faster.”
“Isaac try to depics what is happening around us through his drawing. It’s a good drawing.”
“Dear whale cartoonist, I know you are a young artist. I see your drawing, your talent and drawing style and humor is excellent. I need to you. My mission to encourage you to deepen me art and become a sensation in me country select. Would You can contact everytime with us. Especially thanks you for our offer. Because we remember that you accept our offer.”
“Tomorrow Orioles pitchers and catchers report to Sarasota for Spring Training!”
“The unique style of modern art is really very impressive. Most prominently strokes used to portray the picture is really amazing.”
“All I told them was that I was male, white and father of two.”
Saint1: I came here for meditation long time for peace of woman girl and lady.
Saint2: I came here for prayer long time for saving poor people and widow woman and innocent lady.
Saint3: I came her for prayer long time for saving woman from our society.

After this I will tell the morale of the story. All three Saints they left of their family life but still now they are not forgotten about woman relations.”
“Sorry, there were no post results for the conundrum Disney has created with the star.”
“Everyone here is taking photos posting like this. Don’t know what this means, but I don’t wanna miss out.”
“This art could be better if there will be some dangerous animals in the sea as sharks, for example, to present the danger he is avoiding from escaping by swimming. And it could show the woman more worried than surprised because she could have the same path later. And maybe some clouds in the sky to represent the obstacle could exist in the target. And I think more waves could be also nice touch.”
“It’s amazing I tell you, the things people throughout history have done in the search of wealth and fortune.”
"The clouds coming, it's going to rain, clouds are coming, a day at beach, watching cloud at beach, a beautiful day."
“A husband and a wife enjoying an intimate retreat in a faraway oasis. The man is slightly wondering whether to conquer the female with his nose or the lower part of his firm body. Either way, it seems that the projection of a fruitful reproduction is in place.”
“When a game has ‘And you’ in the special thanks section of the credits.”
“Hey! Do you have any idea who William Henne is? I am wondering for so long!”
“FIND A GUY Who calls you beautiful instead of hot who calls you back when you hang up on him who will lie under the stars and listen to your heartbeat or will stay awake just to watch you sleep Wait for the boy who kisses your forehead who wants to show you off to the world when you are in track pants who holds your hand in front of his friends who thinks you’re just as pretty without makeup on One who is constantly reminding you of how much he cares and how lucky he is to have YOU The one who turns to his friends and says That’s her.”
“I have been reading the Old Testament, a most bloodthirsty and perilous book for the young. Jehovah is beyond doubt the worst character in fiction.”
“I would add a drawing of a passing ship with naked women on it, so you can see that he is a peeping tom hiding out in a palm tree.”
“Digital piracy is necessary because it is not like you could afford any of this stuff anyway.”
S1: I am worried about Ozone Layer. My view Global warming is main reason. More tree we have to planted.

S2: I am flabbergasted after heard your speech.

S1: Why? Have you any idea?

S2: I have one idea.

S1: Tell me friend.

S2: My idea is I will put lot of Fevicol into the whole.
“Hello I am kitty. I know that you are there only and not picking up my phone. Please Sam try to understand we have to end this relationship as you cannot fulfill my needs. You are not at all rich and I find no reason to spend my life in poverty.”
“¿Y dicen que en el mar la vida es más sabrosa? Como nooo...”
“Dear partner, you cannot go thinking that everything that is in sight is the way you see it, you can swim directly into a trap without even knowing it, you have to stop being so superficial with the things we want, see beyond a simple facade, which in the end would cause problems in ourselves for letting us go, think about what I have said, could be helpful in the not too distant future.”
“This particular piece could maybe demonstrate the growing gap between the rich and the poor; the vanishing of the middle class. The problems of the poor is to survive, while the rich just seek new ways to entertain themselves, with little concern for the rest of humanity and their, true, problems.”
“Dear Paulen, Very nice picture in the page that is related to island. But sun that provide lives to creature is unavailable. Draw the picture of sun. The drawing of picture should be eye caught and clear. The seen of sea could be water. So that the waves of water look very attractive. You can make the picture of ship and boat of sea. We can draw the picture of cloud so that the rainy season according to India could be very attractive.”
“It was a hot summer afternoon, I was taking a nap when I dreamed of it. In my dream, the room that I was sleeping in, turned into a time machine and there was a lever with the calibration of time. You can be in any requested time period for at max a day but there were two conditions: Once you enter a time period you do not have to interact with anyone. You can be there and see things happening but can’t disturb things or try to change it. If you hamper anything you’ll be taken back to present time immediately. I knew exactly which time I wanted to be in. I have always wanted to see how I was as a child. Also, I miss the lost summer vacations a lot. So I decided to go back to that time when I was in class 7th and enjoying my summer vacations. I pressed the lever and as I was taking the lever to the said period the whole room started shaking and turning upside down. Something went wrong, I was really scared. Suddenly everything calmed down and I came out of the room. It was a quite summer noon. I was still wondering if the thing worked or not. I rushed to see the calendar and found that I was exactly a year back.”
“If I was an artist I would certainly draw something else that represents hope. Because hope is really important for the audience. Nobody likes an artist that draws a black future. It’s always good to present or give a way out. So it would be cool to draw something like a really far ship behind the two guys. Which could mean that all they have to do is be patient. :D”
ना ना.. तू नज़्म नज़्म सा मेरे होंठो पे ठहर जा मैं ख्वाब स्वाभाविक सा तेरी आँखों मे जागू रे तू
इश्क इश्क सा मेरे रूह मे आ के बस जा जसी और तेरी सहनाई उस और मैं भागू रे ना ना। हाथ
थाम ले पत्थर करते हैं वादा अब से तू आरजू तू ही है इस्ताद मेरा नाम ले पत्थर मैं तेरी हाथ ठहरे ही तो पीछे-पीछे बरसात आई, बरसात आई तू इतर इतर सा मेरे साँसो में बलिया जा मैं फ़कीर
tेरे कुर्बत का तुमसे तू मांगू रे तू इश्क इश्क सा मेरे रूह मे आ के बस जा जसी और तेरी
सहनाई उस और मैं भागू रे मेरे दलित के लफियो में तेरा खत है जानन्या तेरा खत है जानन्या
नाचीज़ ने कैसे पा ली जन्नत ये जानन्या वे ओह मेरे दलित के लफियो में तेरा खत है जानन्या
tेरा खत है जानन्या नाचीज़ ने कैसे पा ली जन्नत ये जानन्या वे तू नज़्म नज़्म सा मेरे होंठो पे
ठहर जा तू नज़्म नज़्म सा मेरे होंठो पे ठहर जा मैं ख्वाब स्वाभाविक सा तेरी आँखों मे जागू रे तू
इश्क इश्क सा मेरे रूह मे आ के बस जा जसी और तेरी सहनाई उस और मैं भागू रे
“Fill the background, use the many colours and add an animal. Then use the dark colour for paint the sky.”
- Hey Jose can we discuss about chloroform? The chemical name of chloroform is trichlromethane. The specialty of chloroform is colorless, sweet smelling, dense liquid that is produced on a large scale as a precursor to PTFE. Sir James Young Simpson invented it and its uses are to knock out people, used as a anaesthetic, used in pesticide formulations used as a solvent, production of hydrochlorofluorocarbon. It can be prepared in laboratory by reaction of bleaching powder with ethanol or acetone. In this reaction, bleaching powder acts as oxidising chlorinating and hydrolyzing agent.

Its chemical formula is $\text{CaOCl}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Ca(OH)}_2 + \text{Cl}_2 + \text{CaOCl}_2$. 
“When you visit the old hood and see that guy who’s still trying to become a rapper.”
"In the drawing it is not very appreciated that they are on an island, and that the plane and the ship are on the scene takes away the character of comedy, because it gives the impression that they are on the beach"
“This is very sad message to people that the Atal Vihari Vajpay have death today on 16 August 2018. Thursday. He was prime minister of India. May the peace which comes from the memories of love shared comfort you now and in the days ahead May these flowers remind you of our loving thoughts and prayers May these flowers serve as an expression of my deepest condolence.”
“When you are telling a story and nobody is paying attention.”
"Hey my buddy Kor rebooted his page again and if it wasn’t for him I think 50% of you nerds wouldn’t have found my page in the first place."
“Dear SIGNE, I appreciate your sense of humour and the context of the story you have depicted through your art. These days off shore client support industry is in boom and rest of the people are unaware of what it takes to become part of such 24 * 7 industry. They are catering to the service of so many people around the world. Your thought and design style and presence of old men from obsolete technology proves how you are thinking and projecting your style into it. So kudos. You have long way to go.”
“Ein 14 jähriges Mädchen wurde von 4 Männern mit verbundenen Augen brutal vergewaltigt! Schau hier weite.”
“This is climate change. This is the struggle island communities have been facing for years. This is what’s to come if we don’t change.”
“It is seen in a huge film that one is standing in a high place and another may be seen lying down or being in the water. The water and the water are seen in the clever way of the high surface. The person who is taller is showing his hair big and has a stick in his hand, cloths on his head, and behind him there is a tree that looks like two people, who are in the water, say something that is in the water. And he’s down there, he’s a normal person, and he’s a great guy. And do more work like this and mail it 100% Sure work &nbsp; afrojabegum1982@gmail.com”
“For last few days I am thinking I will write a poem and novel. I told all of my ideas my wife. She agrees and she told me I will support. Now I started to write a poem, and novel. After some days latter I thought I have to a lonely place in a moonlight day, because it will help me to create a very romantic scene. How can I make the plot? What are the possibilities scene should be? If I will not made it My poem and novel will not complete.”
“The most perfect body, the most eyesoothing body with the perfect shape of '36 24 36' shape. With the most softest skin ever and the shining skin ever too. The perfect body without any marks and all clean and neat as a clear sky without clouds.”
“I just love all the coca cola advertisements. And as Coke always does. They don’t talk about the product. They talk about hope, happiness and joy. They spread happiness. Great work.”
“My fingers are pruney and numb, my hair a matted mess on top of my head and my teeth are chattering, but I’ve the biggest smile on my face! I’ve just finished our last day with Mojo Surf Camp at Spot X, and I think it’s safe to say I won’t be a pro-surfer any time soon.”
“The most weirdest sign is school ahead go slow it’s school man why would be anybody out at 12 night does students are not going to sleep more over there is blind turn what that mean a blind people turn the road.”
“When I got my ex’s text message saying ‘I want to meet you’, first there were various emotions sweeping from deep inside – surprised, bewildered, confused, the rage of ‘how dare’, blue and bitter by reminding past, cold and distance by remembering pains… then, between the entangled emotions, I got this feeling: the feeling of ‘… Finally…’; ‘…Finally, the day came…”
"Kiss me if I'm wrong, but dinosaurs still exist, right?"
“I will complete the picture with drawing some fish, coconut on the tree, and the water around the island. Give some text on it and put the color in it. Give the man eyes.”
“Well, I’m from Colorado. I raise goats. I have a rash. Most people get nervous before interviews. And nerves can cause you to stumble through even the most fundamental interactions. That’s why the tell me about yourself interview question is the hardest part of the interview for some job seekers. It often comes first, and it’s mystifying. That’s why you need to prepare.”
“Hello Mr. Hairy guy who look like a baboon. We have seen you through the satellite visuals and this is your lucky day. You are selected as the model for our Vidal Baboon shampoo. You hair is Excellent because the sea water near you contain Vidal Baboon shampoo leaked from the ship. So now onward free Vidal Baboon for you.”
“My friends facebook post was One girl, she is very clever and selfish. She had two boys friends at a time. One day one relationship broke up. He is continuing one. Now she is totally committed with present boy friend. Suddenly she and her boyfriend came to a party, there she saw her ex-boyfriend also came. Now she feel very scared. The situation is very complex for her. She is unable to handle the situation.”
“Picture can be coloured. The tree’s leaves are can be draw more accurately. The sea can be draw correctly. Some birds can be added. The Sun can be shown. he sea creatures can be added.”
“Personally in my opinion even if a desert island is an island where no person live, but one from among the humans must have seen it, otherwise how can we call there is a desert island in that direction. Because if nobody seen an island how can anyone give information about that land and how could we know that it is desert. So in reality a desert island may have huge trees, jungles, animals of different species, bit if we do not see a single person then we call it desert island, how self conceited we are... If there are no human civilisation then it is as good as dead that’s what we all think. But the truth of the matter is we ignore all existence other than fellow human.”
"When I was a kid I got no respect. I played hide-and-seek. They wouldn't even look for me."
These are the photos the Veterans Administration doesn’t want you to see."
“I was teaching my little brother how to peal potatoes. After 30 mins I came back, I saw all of the potatos were pealed, but each one of them was pealed only half.”
“If I were an artist, I draw the base more nicely. Because, It seems like the man is standing on water. If the man is really standing in water then his toes should not be seen.”
Guy in the water: Bachavo bachavo.
Next man: Hey man what you said?
Guy in the water: Main ne bolla bachavo.
Next man: Oohhh yeh. Bachavo means what u need something, water or something to eat.
Guy in the water: Nahi nahi, bare bhai sab, mein ne bolla bachavo mujhe kyumki meine nahi janthi kyse mey pakda the ped.
Next man: Ha ha ha what a nise joke yaar.
“Dear, Anderson. I take pleasure in guiding you to aspire to become a exemplary artist. You art strikes to a more optimized and to the point form of communication. There is an attempt in your work which shows you want to spread not one but several messages and emotions. In this age, we need artists who can invent a new form of communication which impacts reader as long as possible. I hope you succeed in this mission.”
“It is how a person is digging his own pit once I had a friend whom I used to trust a lot and rely on him for everything. After a certain time, I came to know that he is the one who used to backbite against me. He was saying all my secrets which I used to say go him. It was quite similar to this picture as the person thinks the plant is a friend but it more like death to him.”
“Just alway remember if there’s no knowledge there’s no power.”
“Oh my god!! I cant believe it!! Alan Walker !! Its my dream to meet you....I would like to ask some Q’s...if you dont mind.....but first...can I have a pic with you (and an autograph). Who was your inspiration and from when did you start with music?”
"Do you have fire, water, wind and soil? Hello dear Alien, have you ever enjoyed the smell of the thirsty earth when the first drop of rain touches its ground after the long scorching summer? Have you ever been attracted like a magnet to look at the thunder on the pitch black sky and at the same time felt scary?"
“I’m gonna add water around the tree with fishes diving out and into the water. I’m gonna add more leaves to the tree and make it more realistic by adding coconuts. I’m gonna add clouds and sun. I’m gonna add paintings to every single drawing I’m gonna paint the sun, light yellow and paint the clouds light blue. I’m gonna draw birds of the sky and paint them black. I’m gonna make the man in the water, soaked with water.”
“When white people say ‘I’m not racist. My best friend is black’ this is who they are talking about.”
"The tree might fall on person's head. The person will die due to starvation. He might even die by the attack of tidal waves. If he finishes reading book he might get bored."
“Okay this first box is filled with sorrow. We need to throw it out while on our way to happiness city. This second one has a good karma, we need to always maintain it and keep adding more and more good karma. So that we can use it against our sins. Third one is motivation. Very rare to get. Whenever we feel down, we can use it right away. It is very precious, so keep it safe. And this last one is food! What do you think was in it? Feelings?? You can not go on a long journey without food you idiot.”
“VMD 100pcs Disposable Face Masks Elastic Earloop Type
Mask and Respirator why I use- Suitable For: All Purpose
Like Medical/Home/Construction/Painting/Pollution.
Air-purifying Respirator. Ear Loop Mount.”
“Segu, I, Tituba Black Witch of Salem, and Les derniers rois.... of the invisible is immediately mixed with a more ‘realistic’ narrative. Such a.... the slave trade, this incident draws the reader away from the previous focus on the ‘magical’ or..... with a couple who no longer get along.”
“Dear Click to to GETPICTUREFREE, I love your cartoon and I love your brush strokes. You should work more on your depiction of the sea. If your idea was showing that money is useless when stranded on an island or money is nothing but something to pass time even when you are stranded on an island you surely got it right. I will love to see more of your work. Regards, Albert Grey.”
“Drinking Alcohol is injures to health. Specially when you are living in a small island.”
“Judge me not. Sanju’s look book. Our lady-witch of Ghosh mansion. The dogs provide the emotion in this movie filled with exquisite illustrations. People’s cham... packs a punch. The big deal girl. Getting into the skin.”
“There are very good morale in this picture inspiring by horoscope. We should be fath and remember to our Lord.”
“Karma hi kevalam. Work is the worship, wherever you are work is the priority.”
“Link is not working. 404 - Not Found The page. You are trying to access does not exist. If this error persists, please contact the website webmaster.”
“How do you make @justinbieber look good at sports? Only this guy knows...and it’s brutal.”
“The cartoon portrays one very important lesson when you’ve failed. The cartoonist want the reader to take away that although you can lost something in your life but with teamwork you can reach your destination.”
“The artist’s drawing style reminds me of newspaper’s drawings, with some funny captions at the bottom.”
“Hello Uncle!!! Writing this letter with your behavior towards Dad. If you can’t control your language and body gestures, I think we need to take some steps towards you.”
“Today I joined 3 different types of telegram group. Today I did many Facebook page sharing, like and comment. Several task I did on vote in contest. Several re reddit upvote I did on crypto currency. Today I did few youtube video watch, like, comment and subscribe. Today I did one Instagram like and comment. 1 task I did regarding on website Review.”
“Kiss Me Close You Eyes And Miss Me Close You Eyes Love Me Jara Jara To Bhi Pigal Gaya Main Bhi. Take Me On A Ride.’ Dairy milk chocolate ad, I love this song and that’s why it’s my favorite.”
“Can I borrow a kiss? I promise I’ll give it back.”
“The ploughman homeward plods his weary way, 
And leaves the world to darkness and to me, 
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight, 
And all the air a solemn stillness holds.”
- Age is just a number.
- And jail is just a room.
“A man who looks exactly like this might be behind the theft of $70,000 worth of gold bullion from her home. The gold was primarily in the form of a one-kilogram bar (such as you may have seen in the movies) and 15 smaller pieces. In addition to the gold, some cash, an iPad and a laptop were also stolen. http://pezn.tv/2o4cxma”
“Hey Tom, have you noticed Julie - our new receptionist?”
“The picture shows the innocence and ignorance of a person when they betrayed by someone. In this picture, the artist explains a person is seriously immense in the beauty of nature with his thoughts. But, he even doesn’t know he is going to betrayed by someone he doesn’t know. Eventually I got the point from this picture: The world is full of evil and betrayals.”
“Dear only man around me, I wish that bitch next to you die soon from dehydration! So that we can share time on my two trees island.”
“Hello friends. I am Pipi, 27 years old from a small city called cuttack of India, situated at the southern part of Asia. I love to watch and play cricket as it is the most popular game of my country. Then I like to read fictional and fantasy novels, specially Chinese web novels from wuxiaworld. And the thing with which I am most comfortable is to read philosophical books, mostly spiritual, you can say it is one of my hobbies to read these kind of books. Well that’s all from my part.”
“The artist is genius. He has shown how the musician makes a harp from the coconut trees and is playing it on an island. The musician must know carpentry as well.”
“When I meet with Alien, I will feel proud and lucky. In that moment I will tell Alien give me a huge body power mind power and my physical strength should be unlimited because of my is not satisfied in night recent time. So this kind of things I will tell and my will be satisfied.”
“It might be some natural disaster anywhere. Two people just save them on a island or some dry place around of water. and they got a relif that is quite low quantity for two of them, and they might be discussing about how to utilize this relief between them.”
“The best portion of your life will be the small, nameless moments you spend smiling with someone who matters to you.”
“In reality desert island is an abandoned place which exist but no one is interested to visit ever.”
“Don’t judge a book by its cover.”
“If you write that it is a party they will come faster.”
"When you are clingy and distant at the same time and don’t know how to express your emotions properly."
“I’m not a photographer, but I can picture me and you together.”
“Deat Ms. Jung, you have the raw talent to become the next big thing but you need to focus and put everything you can into you art. The lines can be made more clearly and your characters should be well defined specially the women her face is not well defined so focus in conveying your characters emotion with you pencil.”
“If I was an artist working on this, I’d make few changes like: Make some cumulonimbus clouds with a far off tornado going on. Make the guy using the overhead leaf as umbrella with some shivers going on. Standing guy. The sinking boat to be a little bigger and with a name written on its sides and no anchor sign. Peoples rowing away from the sinking boat. Colour. Something to mark the far off horizon. Small island or islands with maybe wind swept palm or any other tropical trees. Turtles.”
“Sure, the picture stems from artist depth, but it needs some clarity because there is nothing new in the picture. The picture needs something unusual because it is possible to see such a thing actually on any island or beach. Two men sit talking after eating fish. It is possible that a man is sitting eating and the other man is drowning in the sea. And accuracy needs some thing. There will be a message inside the artwork.”
“My name is Amresh village Address is pure pasin majre bewal Post office Sujwariya, Block chhatoh, pargana parshadepur, Tahsheel salon district Raebareli Province Uttar pradesh Pin code 201102.”
“Hi! have you heard of the latest gig, caller ‘Win Them All’? If you haven’t then it’s the right opportunity for you to get to know one of the surest, quickest and safest ways to earn a load of money! What’s not to love about this? If you haven’t checked it out yet, go ahead and do so. Make sure you read the rules so you understand how to play. Best of luck to you. Have fun. Live and prosper, Jack.”
“A disciple and his abusing guru both are talking about the money and beautiful women. Guru talking very badly about the topic. But the disciple was sharing positive things about the topic about money and women. He advice and want changing his abusing guru. But the guru was not changing his character, mind.”
“Dear artist, I really like your work and I see a lot of potential here. Keep learning and reaching for more experience, you have a brilliant future in this area. Your art can take you to places that your mind have never even start to think, if you work hard, you will see that success is just a consequence. Don’t let anyone say that you are not good enough.”
“I got this funny reply from an android messaging app.
‘Q: Hey Natasha! How are you? I love you. I would like to date with you.
REPLY: Hi dear. I too love you. But I could not date with you, because my boss is very strict.’”
“I’m a normal person about my Facebook profile are contains enjoyable moment.”
“It is better to be a clown than a dumb-ass.”
Desert island is where you find very few or no people within certain miles. You are entirely on your own for your life or death. In cartoon world, deserted island is usually a place which often ends up with having sex with a hot blonde girl.
“During a conversation, listening is as powerful as loving.”
“Police case against priest who allegedly offered deal to scrap rape case. The truth about rumours of Hrithik Roshan and Sussane Khan getting married again. After Mumbai Man’s son died because of a pothole, he filled 500 of them. SRK ‘Poster Boy’ of romance, finds himself on a police poster. Likes it. Vijay mallya devastated to have lost control of F1 team, aaya Aide. Telugu actress’ daughter found hanging at her Hyderabad home. MH370 was ‘manipulated’ off course to its end, report say.”
“Now I am jobless and in deep trouble, first I will take this amount and then first I will go to bear bar and consumes as per my mind expectation. Then I will go to dunce bar because after getting job and marriage I will not do this.”
“I need a soft drink badly everyday. A glass full of milk and chocolate in it. I am goody so need good snacks. My personal kit of sanitary. My pair of shoes. My pile of books, my sunglasses and the most needed mobile with a camera. My bed sheets and the least are my socks.”
“I upgraded to a natural sports drink! Thanks @DrinkBODYARMOR BodyArmorBlackout Switch2Natural”
“Refresh Your World, Dream Big It Works, Mascara-matic, Mental Melting Deliciously, Book your matrimonial ads in Danik Jagran newspaper, Viceroy's filter the smoke, Amul utterly barfily Delicious, loreal Free Style, Nestle KitKat, Surf excel matic.”
“Prepare for tonight’s English SimulDub of Yuri!!! ON ICE with this adorable history lesson on figure skating! http://funi.to/2geCNIr.”
“Dear Judith, As per today’s calculation you are going to have a most peaceful day of your life. You will enjoy your whole day. But be careful, because chances are there that you might get used to that condition and be in there forever. Always remember, joy is remain joy until you enjoy it with limitation. That’s $2. If you want me to tell you your horoscope for tomorrow also, press 3. If you want to quit, press your throat.”
“If I am an artist, I will make the painting full of colors, I will add some dolphins on the side. I will also add some of the wild animals that are characteristic of this desert island. The man will run into a very old cloud, healed, will catching animals to survive on that desert island. The blue, translucent ocean depicts that living nature is not touched by anyone else.”
“OH! The man and woman are itting under a tree. They want to pock with themselfe. The women keep her mouth open so that fly can go into mouth. Man nose is very sharp as a knives.”
“Billy had 50 candy bars. He ate 49 of them. What does he have now?”
Fred: Hey, George long time no see...
George: Hey, yeah it's been a long time.
Fred: How you've been?
George: I have been good as you no I took a long break from the music industry for some me and family time its been great
Fred: Are you back now?
George: Yeah well congrats on your new album hitting platinum.
Fred: Thanks man.
“It’s called ‘growing up and having your own interests’.”
“Dear beautiful artist, you have all the respect for what you show of the art of purposeful and beautiful and creative excellence. It continued in this art and the painting of the realism has been integrated between technology and nature and is already on the ground. Make your art something beautiful for everyone who sees it and make it something tangible for everyone. Keep going for you all the best.”
“It is a dress. Which English women love to wear in the ‘60s. You should try this one time. No need to buy just try once.”
"Put your flags up in the sky
(Put them in the sky)
And wave them side to side
(Side to side)
Show the world where you’re from
(Show ‘em where you’re from)
Show the world we are one
(One, love, life)
Ole ole ole ola
Ole ole ole ola Ole ole.”
“It is not an age to play this game.”
“Photographer spent eternity waiting for visitors in museum to match with artworks and result is amazing!”
“I would first add a title, something like ‘Island’. I would also draw some detail in the background to make it look like water. Then, I would add a caption like ‘Why are you still mad at me?’”
“I am an Extroverted Introvert. Studies a lot and still works at a place doesn’t like much. Loves playing Guitar. Have a good life but as usual want more and avoids People’s much contact.”
“Worrying works! 90% of the things I worry about never happen.”
"Let not Ambition mock their useful toil,
Their homely joys, and destiny obscure."
“Dear artist, I’ve just reviewed the drawing you’ve sent me, and I have to admit that you certainly have artistic talent, and a great potential for growth. Although somewhat simplistic, your style is any other, and reviewers in our company found it attractive and humorous. We would like to make an appointment with you, to discuss the opportunities we can have for you as an employee, and to give you a chance to deepen your talents and, someday, maybe even become widely renowned among other artists of this genre. Looking forward to your reply, Bill Johnson, CEO of Johnson’s Daily Mail.”
“Five minutes is not a lot of time to go anywhere. If one attempts to flee in a car there is the danger of getting caught in the open on a congested road and headed in the wrong direction. Besides an EMP discharge will probably kill the engine depending on the proximity of the strike. If one’s state is large then the odds of being close to the blast shrink, but there is no way of telling where the nuke will impact. Unless you live near a military target, the secondary sites are population and industrial centers.”
“The only thing better than the kiss is the moment right before when he looks into your eyes and leaves you breathless.”
“I alone cannot change the world but I can cast the stone across the water to create many ripples.”
“Dear artist, We liked your drawing style very much and see great potential in your art, so we encourage you to send us more of your fine ideas because this kind of humor is what we are looking for. Please think about our offer and send us more of drawing like this one because this kind of funny art expression is what we need to publish... Sincerely, Mr. Woods. ‘Escape to humor’ Magazine.”
- Hey did you ask yet.
- No my mom’s in a bad mood.
“Dear comic artist, I know the arts world it’s not always easy and sometimes seems unfair when our talent is not recognized. But I must say: don’t give up! You have a unique line and the creativity you have is something we don’t see every day. You must never give up because I’m sure one day you’ll ear your name around the country. And then, when your work changes lives you’ll see that all the hard work was not in vain.”
“The artist can add a shark fin in the water to make it seem like the people are really stranded. Use a caption like."And I just had to marry into this, I thought you said your parents were rich"This changes the perspective of the picture to suit a more mature audience while endearing to the teenagers.

Remove the coconuts from the tree, let them have nothing completely.”
“Le pondría que salga de la caja una tela y se usaría a modo de velero, usando el tronco de la palmera que está en la isla. También pudiera ser que salga de la caja unas herramientas para cortar y hacer una balsa con el tronco de la palmera y usando también la tela. Que la caja contenga un motor y lo ponga en la balsa construida con la palmera y la tela.”
“ENGINEER BHAIVON SE MERE REQUEST HAI KI AISI
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOP KAREN JISSE 500 FILTER AUR 10 KG
MAKEUP WALI LADKI KI DP PAR EK BOOND PAANI DAAL KAR
USKA ASL CHEHRA DUNIYA KE SAAMNE LAAYA JAA SAKE.”
“I looked into that empty bottle and I saw myself.”
“My saddest coworker is Pankaj. And we called him Pankaj Udas (Sad).”
“My wife was right about me I am good at nothing I am just a lazy piece of shit I don’t do my work at office and nor I am good in my home I don’t know what my children thinks about me I have never been with them what more I still live with my parents and I don’t even help them to rub the house they do it by them they work and get money for all of us. I am lazy piece of shit who need beer and food to survive I don’t know for what purpose I have this life do I deserve this human life maybe my life jacket to be a lazy piece of shit or pain in other ass.”
“Always rich people rule the poor.”
“If I was an artist then I made the lighting sun in the sky. The wave of water is unavailable that make the incomplete to the picture. Artist should be make a big ship that is shinking in the water in the sea storm. Ship appear very small for 9-10 people but the number of people is more than it that are swimming in the sea to the island to safe their life.”
“My hubby is sitting next to me and lisening song and searching something in internet. He is very interested in playing games using facebook, love to chat in whatsup. But he have no time to spend with wife and kids with caring word. Only god have to change his mind. No love or care.”
“An artist is a person engaged in an activity related to creating art, practicing the arts, or demonstrating an art. The common usage in both everyday speech and academic discourse is a practitioner in the visual arts only. The term is often used in the entertainment business, especially in a business context, for musicians and other performers (less often for actors). ‘Artiste’ (the French for artist) is a variant used in English only in this context. Use of the term to describe writers, for example, is valid, but less common, and mostly restricted to contexts like criticism.”
"Kalam mam."
“I use colours to make this drawing beautiful. I add another some human figures to make this success. I add another comic type imagers. And get some comic type imotions from the figures in the picture. And also I drawn this ship looks bigger than now in the picture I add some animal imagers also which have a comic type.”
“A friend is someone who will help you move. A GOOD friend is someone who will help you move a dead body.”
“I always dream, dreaming of money and unlimited opportunities. Microwarkers is an Ocean of opportunities. When I look into the ocean I see a lot of Opportunities. Sometimes it is like a mirage in the desert, very soothing and gives comfort. I like to work with microwarkers everyday as it gives me pleasure and happiness and makes my dreams come true.”
“Thank you for being part of my growing team of internet marketers! Please whitelist my email vince@multiphasemarketing.com in your gmail account so I don’t end up in spam. If you’re not sure how to do that here’s a great YouTube video that shows how. You will receive emails from me from time to time with both great “how to” content or digital marketing products I recommend to make you some good coin. As a thank you for registering please click here to download my FREE report: Complete Internet Traffic Rolodex for 2018! If you have any trouble with the link email me for instructions. All the best, Vince van Lierop Multiphase Marketing vince@multiphasemarketing.com”
Mini: what is digital piracy?

Jacob: Piracy occurs when someone other than the copyright holder copies the product and resells it for a fraction of the cost that the legitimate producer charges. Is the content being sold at other places, but offered free to download? If yes, it’s most probably pirated. Is the seller a known, reputable company with good reviews and a positive rating? If yes, the content is probably not pirated. If you’re purchasing a DVD or CD, does the packaging look legitimate with all the seals, holograms, etc. in place? If not, it is definitely pirated. Is the site offering movies that are still playing in theaters or ones that were just released on DVD? If yes, the chances of it being pirated are high. To watch unlawfully copyrighted content on demand without downloading the illegal file, the websites may stream directly or provide links to content hosted on other websites. Both hosting unauthorised content and providing links to unauthorised content is illegal. These sites are often user-friendly, with content divided into categories such as genre, year or language.
“And you should always know, Wherever you may go, No matter where you are, I never will be far away.”
“I’m human, I’m not perfect. I make mistakes all the time, I guess I was a bad boy... Yes, yes, I’ve had lots of women in my life. I guess you’re one of them if you are a woman”